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Preface

It goes without saying how dependent the contemporary human society is on
energy. It is used in every area, from basic to medical services, transport,
communication, research, production. The machine is in motion, and has
already acquired such an inertia that stopping it and changing its course can
no longer be done, although the nefarious effects of the excessive and short-
sighted use of natural resources have been under the gaze of public opinion
for decades. The ecological transition is therefore a physiologically slow pro-
cess, both because it requires the dismantling of current energy production
structures, no longer sustainable, that need to be substituted with different
ones; and because it requires new technologies that can at least compete with
the tremendous energy demand.

This dissertation, in its small and contained way, is a part of this vast
mosaic. Here the models and theories of quantum chemistry, mainly those
within the density functional theory framework, are applied in order to study
some materials of interest in the field of energy technology, in order to under-
stand their behaviors and verify their suitability for eventual applications.

This thesis is divided into three chapters, which incidentally follow the
chronological order of the activities carried out during my PhD course. The
first chapter discusses the Empathes software, a Fortran code written mainly
during my first year. It implements the CI-NEB method, used to search for
transition states in a chemical reaction. The chapter illustrates the theory
behind this method, as well as all the contour algorithms necessary for its
application, such as interpolation methods and optimizers. A section of this
chapter discusses the parallelization strategy and the resulting performances,
while another one explains how to extend the Empathes interface to use it
with other condensed matter or quantum chemistry software beyond those
supported by default.

The second chapter is entirely devoted to the study of the methanation
reaction of carbon dioxide. Three different catalysts were investigated, all
based on the nickel (111) surface. On each of them, 16 different chemi-
cal species (the possible intermediates of methanation reaction) have been
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investigated, finding a total of 28 different elementary steps (and relative
transition states) that can take place. Some of these elementary steps have
also been studied by applying an external electric field to the system, in order
to see how this affects the kinetics of the reaction. Finally, the activation
energies obtained were used in a kinetic analysis that combines graph theory
with the Simplified Christiansen Method.

The third chapter concerns the study of the carbon-coating process of
halloysite (HNT), a natural clay with a nanotubular structure. Halloysite is
an electrical insulator, therefore not usable as is within an electrochemical
cell. The carbon-coating process solves this issue, as many experimental
papers point out. The context is the applicability of carbon-coated HNT as
a cathode material for Li–O2 cells, specifically exploiting the nanotube lumen
to confine the growth of lithium oxides, the discharge products. However,
since computational studies related to the carbon-coating process itself are
lacking in the scientific literature, it was chosen to study this phenomenon
instead. The chapter describes the approach used to reproduce the carbon
accretion on three different models of halloysite surface (a pristine, and two
defective ones). The final part shows the DOS and carbon-PDOS for these
systems, that were calculated to check if the computational results obtained
at the chosen level of theory are in agreement with the experimental ones.

Lastly, at the end of this dissertation, there are some appendices that
contain additional data and images which did not find place within the main
chapters without interfering to much with the reading experience. Further-
more, one of the appendices is dedicated to a paper on the transformations
of H2 on a Pd4 cluster supported on a graphene sheet. Part of the this article
reports some hopping processes of hydrogen atoms obtained by means of the
Empathes code, investigated to unravel the spillover mechanism of hydrogen
atoms from Pd to graphene. That was the first time that Empathes was used
for the production of new data.
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Chapter 1

Empathes

1.1 Introduction

This chapter is about the implementation of the Nudged Elastic Band method
(NEB) and its Climbing Image variant (CI-NEB) in a computer software
called Empathes (for Extensible Minimum Path Estimator). This compu-
tational method is a numerical procedure used to determine the transition
state of a chemical reaction when an analytical formula for atomic forces is
not available, as in the case of solid state physics software packages that work
with periodic boundary conditions (PBC). The Empathes code is designed to
be easy to modify in order to be associated with the user’s preferred calcu-
lation software, even with those that implement composite approaches. In
particular, the interfaces to both the Gaussian and Siesta packages will be
discussed in details, being the former mainly used for testing purpose, while
the latter has been productively employed for transition states search, as will
be shown in the next chapter.

The search for the structure of transition states through computational
methods, essentially based on Density Functional Theory (DFT), is of over-
whelming importance for the determination of the elementary steps forming
a reaction mechanism. Allowing to develop basic knowledge, these investi-
gations can be used to experimentalists towards a more efficient realization
of synthesis processes of chemical compounds. In cases where it is necessary
to describe the reactive system through periodic calculations, which is very
common in heterogeneous catalysis, this research must be done through the
use of non-analytical methods.

The NEB approach is, together with its variants, one of the most used for
this purpose. In accordance with the NEB algorithm, a chain of geometric
structures, generated by interpolation between the reactant and product ge-
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ometries, are joined by fictitious springs and then relaxed on the Minimum
Energy Path (MEP), allowing the association of the transition state to the
maximum along this path. The NEB method involves the determination of
molecular energies and forces acting on the nuclei of the system, which is
generally carried out through a program for electronic structure calculation.
Empathes is thus like a manager: it chooses which molecular geometry needs
a single point calculation, and then uses the obtained data (i.e. final energy
and atomic forces) to optimize each image of the elastic band. It will repeat
this operation until a predefined threshold is reached, and the whole process
can be considered convergent.

Although some commercial quantum chemistry software capable of ap-
plying the NEB procedure already exist (e.g. Vasp [1]), this implementation
of the method is general enough to be easily interfaced with virtually any
program capable to compute energy and atomic forces of a chemical system.
At present, Empathes can interface both Gaussian [2, 3] and Siesta.[4] The
former was chosen for testing purpose, since it has an implicit analytical
method for TS discovery with which the TS found by the numerical NEB
method can be compared. Siesta was, instead, the main target, since when
I started to develop Empathes Siesta lacked a NEB procedure. Now the de-
velopers implemented it directly in the Siesta code. Nevertheless, Empathes
is still useful because of its parallel implementation, capable of performing
single point calculation on all images at once, a difficult task to perform when
a NEB calculation is execute inside the Siesta code.

1.2 Nudged Elastic Band

The NEB is a numerical method used for the discovery of the MEP connect-
ing two molecular geometries, generally the reactant and the product of a
chemical reaction, along the Potential Energy Surface (PES). This method is
largely used to study transposition or migration processes, although it can be
applied, at least in principle, to any kind of reaction. Knowledge of the MEP
gives useful information about transition states (TS) and possible reaction
intermediates. By knowing the TS structure, useful energetic and kinetic
information, like activation barriers and reaction rates, can be extrapolated.

The logic behind this method is pretty straightforward. Given the molec-
ular geometries of reactant and product, an arbitrary number of intermediate
structures, called images, are interpolated between them. Those images are
virtually connected one another by some fictitious springs, thus an elastic
band of geometries is obtained, which will be gently nudged on the PES.
This is done by an iterative calculation of some appropriate forces acting on
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the images, that are used to optimize their geometries. The numerical process
ends when the norms of the forces are below a given convergence threshold. If
this threshold is chosen wisely, then the band will be an accurate estimation
of the real MEP.

In the NEB method, as described in the work of Henkelman et al.,[5] each
image i is optimized with respect to the total forces F tot

i

F tot
i = F PES

i⊥ + F el
i‖ (1.1)

where F PES
i⊥ is the perpendicular component of the real atomic forces F PES

i

acting on the system, calculated by any computational chemistry software,
and F el

i‖ is the parallel component of the elastic forces, computed by the
Hooke’s law. These forces are projected along the normalized tangent, τ̂ i =
τ i/‖τ i‖, on image i, with τ i computed as

τ i =

{
τ+
i if Ei+1 > Ei > Ei−1

τ−i if Ei+1 < Ei < Ei−1
(1.2)

where Ei is the calculated energy of the image i, while τ+
i and τ−i are defined

as

τ+
i = Ri+1 −Ri, and τ−i = Ri −Ri−1 (1.3)

being Ri the molecular geometry of the image i. If i is related to either an
energy minimum or a maximum, the following alternative equation is used
to compute τ i

τ i =

{
τ+
i ∆Emax

i + τ−i ∆Emin
i if Ei+1 > Ei−1

τ+
i ∆Emin

i + τ−i ∆Emax
i if Ei+1 < Ei−1

(1.4)

where

∆Emax
i = max(|Ei+1 − Ei|, |Ei−1 − Ei|)

∆Emin
i = min(|Ei+1 − Ei|, |Ei−1 − Ei|)

(1.5)

Once determined τ̂ i, the components of F tot
i can be computed as

F el
i‖ = k(‖Ri+1 −Ri‖ − ‖Ri −Ri−1‖)τ̂ i (1.6)

F PES
i⊥ = F PES

i − (F PES
i · τ̂ i)τ̂ i (1.7)
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1.2.1 Climbing Image NEB

The Climbing Image is a slight variation of the original NEB method.[6]
Essentially it founds the same MEP as the regular NEB, but here the max-
imum along the MEP is rigorously converged to a saddle point, thus giving
a real transition state. This is obtained by the application of the following
equation to calculate the total forces acting on exactly one image, the energy
maximum (as denoted by the TS subscript).

F tot
TS = F PES

TS − 2(F PES
TS · τ̂ TS)τ̂ TS (1.8)

This equation is pretty intuitive, it states that the total forces acting on TS
are the ones obtained from the electronic structure calculation (F PES

TS ), but
with a flipped parallel component. This can be clearly seen by the relations:

F PES = F PES
⊥ + F PES

‖

F tot
TS = F PES

TS − 2F PES
TS‖ = (1.9)

= F PES
TS⊥ − F PES

TS‖

The resulting effect is that TS, when relaxed using this forces, will move
along the MEP tangent towards the nearest saddle point, far away from the
closest energy minimum.

Another further improvement to the algorithm, generally adopted along
with the Climbing Image variant, is the use of dynamic spring constants in
the evaluation of parallel elastic forces. This means that the images are no
longer kept together by similar springs, and that stronger springs can be used
in the high portion of the MEP, thus improving the resolution around the
transition state (i.e. more images are now close to the maximum, the region
of interest). Dynamic spring constants generally reduce the computational
time of a CI-NEB by leading to a faster convergence. They are computed
using the following formula:

k′i =

{
kmax −∆k

(
Emax−Ei

Emax−Eref

)
if Ei > Eref

kmax −∆k if Ei < Eref

(1.10)

where Ei = max(Ei, Ei−1) is the higher energy of two images connected by a
spring, Emax is the higher value of Ei for the whole elastic band, and Eref is
the energy of the higher energy endpoint of the MEP. This way all the spring
constants are scaled between the two values of kmax − ∆k (for the lowest
energy images) and kmax (for the highest energy images).
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1.3 Overview of Empathes Modules

The design behind this program involves communication between modules
based on protected global variables, i.e. accessible in read-only mode. When
it is necessary to set one of these variables, this is done through a call to
the appropriate subroutine. This prevents unintentional changes to their
content. A brief presentation of the modules follows:

mod input.f90: deals with reading the input file, and also checks that all
the mandatory arguments have been specified and are consistent.

mod geometry.f90: contains information about the geometry of the images,
as well as the linear interpolation procedure necessary to initialize them.

mod idpp.f90: implement the logic of the Image Dependent Pair Potential
method (IDPP) [7], that can be used as an initial estimation of the reac-
tion path, and is an excellent alternative to the simpler linear interpolation.
Within this module the subroutines that determine the value of the IDPP
object function and its derivatives are defined, ready to be used with any
minimization method.

mod elastic.f90: is the heart of the NEB method. This module collects
the subroutines for the calculation of the tangents τ̂ i between images, as well
as those for the decomposition of PES and elastic forces into F PES

i⊥ and F el
i‖,

and for the determination of the total forces F tot
i acting on each image.

mod pes.f90: here are specified the subroutines that interface to compu-
tational chemistry software, necessary to get the energy Ei of the images
and the atomic forces F PES

i acting on them. These calculations can also
be performed in parallel thanks to a specific subroutine that uses the MPI
library.[8]

mod pes data.f90: set additional information for external calculations, such
as the maximum number and convergence threshold of SCF cycles, as well
as the names of auxiliary files.

mod pes input template.f90: the data written inside the input blocks will
be stored in specific structures defined here. This module defines subroutines
to store the read data in the appropriate location, and to write it where
necessary during the composition of input files for the external electronic
structure program.
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mod climbing.f90: contains the procedures to perform the Climbing Image
(CI) [6] and the Descending Image (DI) methods, which is an analogue of
the previous one that applies to the energy minima.

mod optimization.f90: within this module are collected the subroutines
that solve the minimization problem using the values of a function and its first
derivatives in a given point (e.g. energies and PES forces, or the analogous
quantities of the IDPP method). The Steepest Descent, the Fast Inertial
Relaxation Engine (FIRE), the Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (BFGS)
and the limited-memory BFGS (L-BFGS) are currently implemented, being
the latter the default method thanks to its effectiveness.

mod output.f90: all the subroutines that print information, such as geome-
tries, forces, energy barriers, etc. are grouped here.

mod slave.f90: defines a subroutine to put MPI slave processes in an idle
state, waiting for the master to assign them a task.

mod utility.f90: all global parameters and generic utility functions are
collected in this module. The get field subroutine is located here; how it
is used to read the output of external programs will be detailed later.

mod c utility.f90: defines some Fortran subroutines that interface the C
code contained in c utility.c. This C module is intended to collect oper-
ating system specific functionalities (e.g. changing the execution directory)
in a portable way using standard OS libraries, making it possible, at least
in principle, to compile this program on any Linux system regardless of the
compiler used.

1.4 Workflow

The flowcharts outlining how Empathes works are reported in Figure 1.1
and 1.2. Once read the input file, the geometries of the images that make up
the elastic band are generated. This is done either through an interpolation
technique, or through a direct reading of these geometries from a file. The
latter case occurs mostly when a calculation needs to be restarted, but this
feature can also be exploited to pass some handcrafted geometries to the
program.

The NEB method is now applied. As equation (1.1) shows, the total
forces are computed from the real PES forces. Obtaining F PES

i and Ei is
therefore the first step, as well as the critical part of the program and the one
that takes almost all of the execution time. The present code can be seen
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Figure 1.1: Flowchart of the Empathes code.

as an automation of the NEB method in order to make it available with any
computational chemistry program, interacting with it by writing its input,
executing it, and reading its output. If the calculation has converged all
the necessary information is read and stored, otherwise, if desired, the SCF
convergence threshold is automatically increased up to a certain limit value,
and the calculation is launched again.

The second step is the construction of F tot
i from the information obtained

above, using the equations of the NEB method. The third and last step
is the optimization of the images with respect to their energy and F tot

i .
This minimization problem has been solved in countless ways, and many
algorithms are reported in the literature. For this task, one of the optimizers
currently available can be chosen: Steepest Descent, FIRE, BFGS or L-
BFGS.

These three steps are repeated iteratively until the norm of F tot
i is below

a certain threshold for each i. Its value depends on the optimizer employed,
but can also be set by the user. If at the end all images converge, then a
file containing the relaxed geometries is written, and the activation barriers
for each transition state that has been found are printed in the Empathes
output file.
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Figure 1.2: Flowchart detailing the NEB algorithm.
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1.5 Generating Images

1.5.1 Linear Interpolation

Linear interpolation is the simplest interpolation technique: knowing the
initial and final positions of an object, the displacement between the two is
assumed as a straight line. In this way, a number of points can be chosen in
the segment connecting the two endpoints, and the position of the original
object in each of the points can be computed.

Dealing with molecular geometries each atom is a point that have to be
interpolated, so instead of dealing with a single coordinate the mathematical
objects are vectors, but the principle stays the same. First thing to do is to
quantify the amount of displacement (∆R) between the reactant (Rr) and
the product (Rp) geometries.

∆R = Rp −Rr (1.11)

Then, having N different images between reactant and product, indicated
by the letter i (1 ≤ i ≤ N), the geometries (Ri) of each one of these can be
calculated as:

Ri = Rr +
i

N + 1
∆R (1.12)

Unfortunately, it happens most of the times that the structures of the
NEB images generated by linear interpolation are flawed because two (or
more) atoms are to close one another. However, despite this flaw, they are
not completely useless, since they can be employed as a starting point for
the more refined IDPP interpolation technique that will be shown in the
following section.

1.5.2 Image Dependent Pair Potential

The idea behind the Image Dependent Pair Potential approach is the gener-
ation of NEB images through linear interpolation on interatomic distances.
This technique has a double advantage over the common linear interpolation
performed on the coordinates. The first one is that the geometries of the
images estimated this way follow a smoother path going from reactant to
product. The second and most important one is that it never produces ge-
ometries with atoms too close one another (a quite frequent case with linear
interpolation), a situation that can make it hard for the external program to
run successfully on that given image.

Since, given N atomic nuclei, there are generally more interatomic dis-
tances, ((N − 1)N/2), than atomic coordinates, (3N), the IDPP method
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cannot be applied as easily as the linear interpolation. The solution is to
find the minimum of a properly defined objective function, SIDPPi ; this prob-
lem is quite similar to the one solved by the NEB, with SIDPPi used in place
of Ei and its derivatives instead of F PES

i , being the elastic part of the forces
calculated exactly in the same way.

The equation set employed in the present implementation showed to de-
fine an efficient frame allowing to avoid waste of system resources. Let’s
denote by dIij and dFij the interatomic distances between the i and j nuclei
of the initial and final geometry, respectively. For each image k, the ideal
interatomic distances can therefore be defined as

dkij = dIij + k(dFij − dIij)/(p+ 1) (1.13)

where p is the total number of images. So, starting from an initial guess on
the images geometries (generally by standard linear interpolation), a set of
coordinates that produces interatomic distances dij as close as possible to dkij
is obtained. For this purpose, given that each image k contains N atoms,
the IDPP objective function is defined as

SIDPPk (r) =
N∑
i

N∑
j>i

ω(dij)
(
dkij − dij

)2
(1.14)

where r ≡ {x1, y1, z1, . . . , zN} is the set of all the spatial coordinates, dij
is the actual interatomic distance between i and j, and ω(dij) is a weight
function that prevents two nuclei from being too close each other

ω(dij) = (dij)
−4 (1.15)

By contracting all terms after the summations in (1.14) into a single term skij

skij = ω(dij)
(
dkij − dij

)2
(1.16)

the forces acting on atom l, obtained by taking the negative derivative of
SIDPPk , can be written as

F k
l = −∇lS

IDPP
k = −∇l

N∑
i

N∑
j>i

skij (1.17)

where only the skij terms having either i or j equal to l give not vanishing
contributions. If a generic skij is derived with respect to a certain spatial
variable αr (α = x, y, z; r = i, j), we get

∂

∂αr
skij = −4t

(
dkij − dij

)2
(dij)

6 − 2t

(
dkij − dij

)
(dij)

5 (1.18)
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where

t =



+(xi − xj) if αr = xi

−(xi − xj) if αr = xj

+(yi − yj) if αr = yi

−(yi − yj) if αr = yj

+(zi − zj) if αr = zi

−(zi − zj) if αr = zj

(1.19)

Therefore, for a given atom l, the force component along α is given by the
general equation

F k
l,α =

l−1∑
i=1

∂

∂αi
skil −

N∑
j=l+1

∂

∂αl
sklj (1.20)

If these components are calculated sequentially starting from l = 1, then it
can be argued that for a generic l the terms inside the first summation have
already been calculated. In this way all the forces can be composed without
wasting computing resources and system memory, that is by calculating once
all the three spatial derivatives of all skij, and adding them in the right place
in the final matrix that will contain the IDPP forces.

1.6 Elastic Band Optimization

The core of the NEB procedure is the iterative optimization of the image
structures with respect to F tot

i acting on them. This is a minimization prob-
lem in which each image must have the lowest possible energy, that thus can
be seen as the objective function whose variables are the atomic coordinates.
Moreover, to perform this task its (not strictly speaking) derivatives are the
only information available one can work with.

The first method that was implemented to solve this problem was the
simple Steepest Descent. At each optimization step, the image structures are
relaxed by moving their nuclei in the direction of the force (i.e. the negative
of the gradient) acting on them, changing their position by a quantity that
depends on the slope of the gradient in that region of the hypersurface. This
means that nuclear positions change more and more slowly as they approach a
minimum. The end result is that the whole CI-NEB calculation is painfully
slow for small-size systems, and totally inapplicable even for medium-size
ones.

Another optimization method implemented in Empathes is the Fast Iner-
tial Relaxation Engine (FIRE).[9, 10] This is a so called molecular dynamics
method, in the sense that the geometry being optimized can gain or lose
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“momentum” at each FIRE iteration, depending on whether it keeps moving
towards a minimum or it has just found a rise in the hypersurface, respec-
tively. Internally, the FIRE algorithm works with two dynamic parameters
that change their value depending on the situation: α, that blends together
the total forces acting on that particular geometry and the momentum al-
ready acquired by it; and ∆t, the time step, which has an influence on the
spatial step with which the nuclei will be moved in the direction of the mo-
mentum. These parameters start with some default values that can improve
if good conditions are met (i.e. the geometry keeps moving towards a mini-
mum), or can be reset if an upward portion of the hypersurface is suddenly
encountered, in which case even the momentum accumulated so far is lost.
This optimization technique is way more efficient than the Steepest Descent.
Moreover, it is the main one used in the calculations of chapter 2.

The last two optimizers implemented were BFGS (from the names of
its discoverers Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfarb and Shanno), and the limited-
memory version of BFGS (L-BFGS).[11] These are two of the most popular
quasi-Newton methods available. Just like Steepest Descent and FIRE, they
only require the gradients of the objective function to work, the difference
being that they compute the changes in gradients, thus effectively building an
estimation of the Hessian matrix that will then be used to speed up the search
of the minimum. There could be some problems with BFGS, for example if
the system extension is too large, then the storage of the entire approximate
Hessian in memory could be too demanding or even impossible to perform.
The L-BFGS method solves this problem by storing just a few vectors of
length n (the gradients of the latest m optimization iterations, where m can
be chosen arbitrarily) from which the n × n approximate Hessian matrix
can be inferred. In Empathes, both methods are implemented in order to
optimize all the image geometries at once, as suggested by Sheppard et al.[12]

Finally, a quantitative example to demonstrate the behavior of these
optimizers. To locate the transition state of the keto-enol tautomerism of
formaldehyde, the iteration steps required by the various optimizers are:
Steepest Descent more than 1200; FIRE 90; BFGS 24; and L-BFGS, with
a memory of the last seven steps, 24. This simple test seems to show that
quasi-Newton methods have a noticeable advantage over the others, and this
is the reason why L-BFGS has been selected as the default optimizer in Em-
pathes. However, for more complex scenarios, such as the surface reactions
that will be investigated in chapter 2, the L-BFGS method was not as useful
as FIRE. In general, it has been observed that, by choosing a loose con-
vergence threshold, L-BFGS finds the minimum faster than FIRE. However,
using tight thresholds, L-BFGS diverges hopelessly, while FIRE manages,
patiently and consistently, to get to the minimum.
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1.7 Parallelization

As previously said most of the time is spent waiting for the external program
to finish its calculations on the images. Since these computations are totally
independent from each other, this is an embarrassingly parallel problem.
It was therefore decided to make the code parallel using the MPI library, in
order to support its use on computer clusters. However, the use of conditional
compilation techniques also allows to build a serial executable suited for
smaller systems.

Master and slaves is the parallelization paradigm employed, where the
master performs almost all operations alone, with the exception of the cal-
culations of PES energies and forces in which all processes contribute. Since
the master is the only one who reads the Empathes input file, it must also
initialize the slaves by broadcasting those information to them, so that they
will be able to write the input files for the external program.

In order to carry out the PES computations in parallel, firstly the master
broadcasts the images to the slaves since it is the only process that has the
updated geometries. Then each process independently determines whether
a given image belongs to it, and runs the PES computations on those that
do. This determination does not require communication: it is as simple as
taking the module between the image number and the number of processes,
and comparing it to the process ID. Once each process executed all its PES
computations, the inter-process communication begin. Slaves send the en-
ergies to the master via point to point communication. After that, master
and slaves meet at the only MPI barrier present in the code, and finally also
the forces are sent from slaves to master via point to point. It’s worth to be
noted that, with a single call to the MPI Send subroutine, two information
can be passed: one is either the energy or the force array itself, the other one
is the image number to which those values refer, stored in the tag argument.

It is possible to run Empathes in parallel with any number of processes,
although the best situation is achieved by setting it equal to the number
of images used or a submultiple, so that each process has roughly the same
workload.

Finally, at the present moment Empathes can be executed in parallel
(via MPI) and it can exploit the parallel capabilities of an external quantum
chemistry software if this one makes no use of MPI (OpenMP is fine). This is
due to the difficulties encountered while interfacing two programs both linked
to MPI. Specifically, an external MPI program can not be called through the
mpirun command inside another MPI program using the intrinsic Fortran
subroutine execute command line() if the caller was itself executed through
mpirun. The correct way to perform this operation would be through the
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MPI subroutine MPI Comm spawn(), the problem being that this one, as op-
posed to execute command line(), returns immediately the control to the
caller, without waiting for the called external program to end its task. The
workaround seems to be a manual check on the status of the called program
before trying to process its output, but this is not implemented yet.

1.8 Usage Examples

By executing Empathes with the “-h” option, usage instructions and more
command line arguments will be printed. Some of them generate a template
for the input file, that is a good starting point for the user since it lists
and describes all the keyword that can be used to set the Empathes runtime
behavior. Some keywords are mandatory, some are optional, and some are
even mutually exclusive. They can be specified in any order, but an error
message will follow if the same keyword is set more than once. Any keywords
begin with a “#” character and could be followed by one or more arguments
depending on its kind. A “!” at the beginning of the line, instead, states a
comment that will be ignored by the program.

One of the main tasks of Empathes is to write the input files for the
quantum chemistry software that will compute energy and atomic forces on
images. From the Empathes point of view, these input files can be conceptu-
ally divided into two parts: one that varies from one image to another, and
another that remains the same. Information to be written in the variable
part must be somehow known by Empathes, so that it can adapt and write
them appropriately. Among these information there are the geometries of the
images, which change from one iteration to another; the SCF convergence
threshold, so that Empathes can automatically lower it up to a limit value if
the calculation does not reach it; and the maximum number of SCF cycles
that will be performed by the external program, necessary to determine the
convergence when using Empathes with some older versions of Siesta. These
information must be specified by some appropriate keywords, like #START
and #END for the starting and ending geometries, #SCFCONV and #SCF-
CYCLE for the SCF convergence threshold and maximum number of cycles,
respectively. As for the part of the input that does not vary, this generally
includes all the information related to the calculations that is intended to be
performed on the various images. In this case, Empathes does not need to
“understand” what will be written in this section of the input, but it will
simply copy and paste these information, which are specified by means of the
#PESINPUTTEMPLATE blocks.

The input files built by Empathes for Gaussian and Siesta are respectively
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shown in the listings (B.1) and (B.2) reported in the appendix. The first two
characters of every line are here reported for explanatory reason, they are
not printed in the real file. The first character indicates who prints that sec-
tion of the input: a number means that it has been specified in the relative
#PESINPUTTEMPLATE block, while an “E” indicates that Empathes it-
self prints it in that exact format. The second character “|”, instead, is only
a graphic separator, and is followed by what is actually written in the file.
If Gaussian is used as the external program, the user may want to specify
something after the geometry block, like a basis set or a pseudopotential.
This can be done by specifying a “#PESINPUTTEMPLATE 3” block. If,
instead, Siesta is used, more than two #PESINPUTTEMPLATE blocks are
never needed, as it uses a free format for the input. In this case, however, it
is worth noting that the geometry block written by Empathes must not con-
tain chemical elements that refer to coordinates, but labels. For this reason,
using Siesta, it is necessary to specify these labels by putting them as the
fifth column in both the #START and #END geometries.

The following three examples of input files for Empathes will show how
to execute a NEB calculation with Gaussian and with Siesta, as well as how
to restart a NEB calculation if something wrong occurs.

Example 1 - Gaussian

Listing (B.3) shows an Empathes input file of use with Gaussian. Below the
#START and #END keywords are specified, respectively, the coordinates
of reactant and product in the xyz format. It has to be noticed that it is
up to the user to ensure the consistency of the two geometries, since Em-
pathes can only verify that the elements are inserted in the same order in
the initial and final geometries, but it cannot do anything in the event that
two lines referring to the same element have been accidentally swapped. The
energies of those structures, needed to compute the tangents τ̂ i, are given
by #STARTENERGY and #ENDENERGY. Then the keywords that define
the NEB computation itself begin: #OPTCYCLE specifies the maximum
number of NEB iteration (a negative value indicates “until convergence is
achieved”), #OPTCONV sets the threshold on the total force, #IDPP spec-
ifies that the IDPP interpolation must be used, #IMAGES tells the program
how many images have to be generated, and “#CLIMBING 1” means that
the CI-NEB will be performed only on “one” image that is an energy max-
imum. It is to say that, in the general case, “#CLIMBING n” will apply
climbing up to the n highest energy maxima. The final part contains info
on the PES calculation: #PESPROGRAM specifies the kind of program is
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intended to use, #PESEXEC contains the actual name of the executable,
and the two #PESINPUTTEMPLATE blocks contain information to write
in the input files for Gaussian.

Example 2 - Siesta

Listing (B.4) shows an Empathes input file of use with the Siesta code.
Although the system in this example is the same as the previous one, the
input file required to execute this NEB calculation is longer than that used for
Gaussian, mostly due to the larger #PESINPUTTEMPLATE blocks. The
first difference is a fifth additional column in the specification of both initial
and final geometries. These numbers (but they can be anything, since they
are stored as strings) are the labels related to every atom of the geometry.
It’s mandatory that the labels appear in the same order in both geometries,
just like the atomic nuclei. The next new keyword is #PESPROC, used to
specify the number of processors on which the external program will run.
This information is needed because a parallel run of Siesta is obtained via
MPI. The #SCFCYCLE sets the number of SCF cycles that the external
program will perform. #AUXINPUTFILES is used to specify how many and
what auxiliary input files the external program needs. In this case only one
file is needed, that is *.psml. Here the asterisk has the same function as in
regular expressions, so all the files ending with .psml will be copied from the
master directory into the working directories. The #AUXOUTPUTFILES
keyword has a similar behavior as the previous one. It can be used to specify
how many and what auxiliary output files are to be stored, in order to reuse
them in the next optimization iteration. Here the density matrix files are
requested to be saved, that is all the files ending with .DM, since using them
as the starting point for the next optimization iteration is a tremendous
improvement in terms of computational time.

Example 3 - Restarting a Calculation

Suppose that the NEB calculation in listing (B.3) is launched and that for
some reason it didn’t end well. In the master directory there is a file called
lastgeom.bkp containing, in order, the xyz molecular geometries of reactant,
images and product, computed in the last well-ended optimization iteration.
These can be used as the restarting point. In such a circumstance, it is
preferable to copy lastgeom.bkp into another file, let’s say geometries.in,
and tell the program that the geometries it needs are located in this file.

Listing (B.5) shows an Empathes input file to restart a calculation. The
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#GEOMETRIESFILE keyword is followed by the name of the file that stores
the geometries. The first geometry is associated with the reactant, the last
one with the product, an all the the intermediate geometries will be the
corresponding images. When this keyword is specified, in order to avoid
mistakes, the #START, #END, #IMAGES, and #IDPP keywords must
not be present in the input file. The remaining of the input file is the same
except for the new #CLIMBINGQUICKSTART keyword, that is used to
apply the Climbing Image method from the very first iteration.

1.9 Performance

All the tests here reported has been executed using Gaussian09 as external
program, so that the TS obtained from the NEB method could be directly
compared with those coming from its analytic method. Parallel performances
were also investigated on a homogeneous cluster, where each node has two
Intel Xeon E5-2690 processors for a total of 16 physical CPUs. Being the
Intel Hyper-Threading technology enabled during the tests, there were 32
logical CPUs available on each node.

The first reaction studied was the simple CH2O −−→ CHOH tautomerism.
This system has been analyzed with the DFT B3LYP/cc-pVDZ method, 6
images were generated by IDPP interpolation, and the CI-NEB method was
applied on one of them. Dynamic spring constants were used, and the FIRE
optimization algorithm with a convergence threshold of 1.0 · 10−3 Eh/Å was
set. Following this setting, convergence was achieved after 90 iterations. The
TS found showed an energy of -114.370339 Eh, that is the same result ob-
tained with the Gaussian09 analytic method. The running times related to
parallel executions are reported in table (1.1). This table also contains a
timing relative to an OpenMP run. This was the first form of parallelization
implemented, but, being suitable only for computations on small systems, it
has been removed, also considering the identical performance with MPI. In
these runs, Gaussian was executed with 2 threads. The theoretical perfor-
mance in this case is 1/6 of the serial time (i.e. 16.67%), that can be achieved
only if each Gaussian calculation on each of the 6 images lasts exactly the
same amount of time. Here a pretty close result of 19.03% is achieved in the
best MPI run.

The second test was the acetone – propen-2-ol tautomerism. Once again
the hydrogen hopping is involved, but this time in a slightly larger system.
The calculation was carried out using the same conditions as in the previous
case. The energies obtained for the TS from NEB and Gaussian09 compu-
tations were, respectively, -193.058873 Eh and -193.058869 Eh, so there is
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Table 1.1: H migration on formaldehyde.

Typea c N c/N Ub Time %c

Serial 1 1 1 2 11m 56.282s 100.00
OpenMP 6 1 6 12 2m 16.541s 19.06
MPI 6 1 6 12 2m 16.317s 19.03
MPI 6 3 2 4 2m 25.274s 20.28
MPI 6 6 1 2 2m 49.560s 23.67
Theoretical best time 1m 59.404s 16.67
a Gaussian09 executed with t=2 threads. Empathes executed

with c processes on N nodes.
b Total number of CPUs used per node: t · c/N .
c % = 100 · Time/TimeSerial.

virtually no difference between the two results.
The last test was performed on a phosphoro-thionate cation, where the

CH3 –PO–SCH3
+ −−→ CH3 –PS–OCH3

+ reaction involves the hopping of
a methyl group from S to O.[13] This time B3LYP/6-311+G calculation was
performed, and the NEB was set to use 8 images. Once again the analytic
calculation and the estimation by NEB of the TS are in agreement, being
the energies, respectively, -894.207182 Eh and -894.207170 Eh. Table (1.2)
contains the computing times related to the parallel runs. For these tests
the B3LYP/cc-pVDZ method was used, and Gaussian was executed with 4
threads. There being 8 images, the theoretical best time in this case is 12.50%
of serial time, and in the best MPI run a very close 14.17% is obtained.

1.10 Extending the Interface

The interface of Empathes can be extended to other chemistry software. To
do this, the user must edit the mod_pes.f90 module only. Here he has to
accomplish two tasks:

A) to write at the end of the module three new subroutines that must:

1. write the input file for the external program

2. run it

3. read its output to get energy and atomic forces
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Table 1.2: CH3 migration on phosphoro-thionate cation.

Typea c N c/N Ub Time %c

Serial 1 1 1 4 2h 19m 13.107s 100.00
MPI 8 1 8 32 33m 38.119s 24.16
MPI 8 2 4 16 21m 48.204s 15.66
MPI 8 4 2 8 19m 43.837s 14.17
Theoretical best time 17m 24.138s 12.50
a Gaussian09 executed with t=4 threads. Empathes executed

with c processes on N nodes.
b Total number of CPUs used per node: t · c/N .
c % = 100 · Time/TimeSerial.

B) to modify the get_pes_force subroutine in three points, which can be
find by searching the “@end_user” string:

1. setting a maximum SCF convergence threshold for the new pro-
gram

2. inserting a check between the actual SCF threshold (stored in
conv_threshold) and the maximum one

3. inserting the calls to the three previously written subroutines (at
point A), in that order.

The points B.2 and B.3 require to specify a new case statement with
the name of the new program, in which to insert the said logic.

The get_pes_force subroutine is used to obtain energy and atomic forces
of the i-image. It sets some variables and then calls the three subroutines
whose guidelines will be outlined shortly. It is worth noting that the ar-
guments names are not casual, but are the same as the variables used in
get_pes_force: in this way the subroutine declarations and their calls are
the same. After a successful implementation of an interface, to use Empathes
with the new program it is mandatory to specify the #NEWPESPROGRAM
keyword in its input, that disables some internal checks and makes manda-
tory the #SCFCONV and #SCFCYCLE keywords. The keyword #NEW-
PESPROGRAM exists in order to limit possible errors and simplify the im-
plementation of a new interface.

Guideline for write progname input Subroutine
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Arguments list

integer , intent(IN) :: i

real(DBL), intent(IN) :: conv_threshold

integer , intent(IN) :: fnumb_in

character (*), intent(OUT) :: fname_in

character (*), intent(OUT) :: fname_out

i is the image on which the computation will be performed; conv_threshold
is the SCF convergence threshold to use; fnumb_in is the integer that must
be associated to the input file through the open statement; fname_in and
fname_out are respectively the names of the input and output files, that
need to be set.

Useful global variables/subroutines/functions

integer :: geom_len

real(DBL) :: image_geom(i,j)

character (*) :: element(i)

character (*) :: elabel(i)

integer function :: get_scfcycle ()

subroutine :: write_pes_it(fnumb ,n)

geom_len is the geometry length: being N the number of nuclei, geom_len=
3N ; image_geom(i,j), where 1 ≤ j≤ geom_len, is a matrix of real numbers,
containing the j-coordinate of the i-image, following the order

x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2, . . . , xN , yN , zN ;

the array of strings element(i), where 1 ≤ i ≤ geom_len/3, contains the
chemical symbols of the N elements; elabel(i), where 1 ≤ i ≤ geom_len/3,
contains the labels specified in the fifth column of the geometry blocks;
get_scfcycle() function returns the integer specified by #SCFCYCLE;
write_pes_it(fnumb,n) subroutine writes the #PESINPUTTEMPLATE
block n in an opened file associated with fnumb.

Subroutine body

Firstly the subroutine must set the names for input and output files. This
can be achieved with

fname_in = base_name //i_str // in_extension

fname_out = base_name // i_str // out_extension
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where base_name is a global string defined in the current module, i_str

is the transposition to characters of the integer i, and in_extension and
out_extension are the input and output file extensions respectively.

After opening the input file fname_in, all the necessary information can
be written in the appropriate format. Here the contents of the #PESIN-
PUTTEMPLATE blocks can be pasted using the write_pes_it(fnumb,n)

subroutine, while geometry, SCF cycles and SCF convergence threshold must
be written manually using the above variables. If it does not do so by default,
the keywords needed by the external program to calculate/write the atomic
forces should be specified here. Once written, fname_in must be closed.

Guideline for exec progname Subroutine

Arguments list

character (*), intent(IN) :: fname_in

character (*), intent(IN) :: fname_out !optional

logical , intent(OUT) :: flag_conv !optional

fname_in is the input file name, that is generally required as an argument
by the external program; fname_out is the output file name that is needed
sometimes; flag_conv is used to store the convergence status: .true. if it
has been achieved, .false. otherwise.

Useful global variables/subroutines/functions

character (*) :: pes_exec

integer :: pes_proc

pes_exec is the executable name specified in #PESEXEC; while the integer
pes_proc is the number of cores that the program will use, set by #PE-
SPROC.

Subroutine body

This subroutine composes the command string to run the external program
using the executable name stored in pes_exec, the file names, and the num-
ber of processors for the parallel run if they must be specified as command
line arguments. The resulting string is executed by the operating system by
passing it to the execute_command_line() subroutine. Sometimes, the exit
code returned by the external program can be directly used to determine
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if convergence has been achieved or not. If this is the case, the value of
flag_conv should be set here.

A final note on external programs that use MPI for parallelization. Since
Empathes also use MPI, the external program can be launched via mpirun

only if Empathes is run without mpirun. If a parallel run of Empathes is
desired, then the external program must be launched using the MPI library
subroutine MPI_Comm_spawn.

Guideline for read progname output Subroutine

Arguments list

integer , intent(IN) :: i

integer , intent(IN) :: fnumb_out

character (*), intent(IN) :: fname_out

logical , intent(OUT) :: flag_conv !optional

i is the image on which the computation has been performed; the inte-
ger fnumb_out must be used to open the output file named fname_out;
flag_conv is used to store the convergence status: .true. if it has been
achieved, .false. otherwise.

Useful global variables/subroutines/functions

real(DBL) :: pes_energy(i)

real(DBL) :: pes_forces(i,j)

integer function :: get_scfcycle ()

subroutine :: get_field(str ,field ,n,err_n ,err_msg)

pes_energy(i) is a vector of reals used to store the energy of the i-image;
pes_forces(i,j), where 1 ≤ j ≤ geom_len, is a matrix of reals that stores
the atomic force j of the i-image, in the order Fx1 , Fy1 , Fz1 , Fx2 , . . . , FzN ;
get_scfcycle() function returns the integer specified by #SCFCYCLE;
get_field(str,field,n,err_n,err_msg) subroutine can be used to ex-
tract the word n from the string str, that will be stored into field. If an
error occurs, a non-zero value is returned in err_n, and an error message is
set in err_msg.

Subroutine body
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If the convergence status has been determined in the previous subroutine,
the value of flag_conv can be used to establish whether the output should
be read or not. Otherwise, the convergence status must be inferred by the
output file itself, which therefore must be read in any case, and the flag_conv
value must be set inside this subroutine.

This is the most critical subroutine to write, since the user must tailor its
logic based on the format of the output file, which can differ sensibly from
one program to another. For this purpose there is a subroutine, defined in
the mod_utility.f90 module, called get_field() that extract a specific
field from a string of characters. This is a pretty basic subroutine and, at
present, the only supported separator between fields is the blank space (one
or more characters). This example shows its use

str = "This   is an  example string"

call get_field(str ,field ,4,err_n ,err_msg)

Here the fourth field from the string str (i.e. the word “example”) is
taken and saved in the field variable. It’s a good practice to ensure that
err_n is zero before using the content of field.

If the computation executed by the external program converged, then the
user must locate the position of the energy and the atomic forces, and store
them inside pes_energy(i) and pes_forces(i,:), respectively. It would
be advisable to ensure that forces stored in pes_forces(i,:) are expressed
in Eh/Å.

1.11 Conclusion

The Nudged Elastic Band method frames a numerical algorithm useful to
estimate the minimum energy path connecting pairs of (energy-minimum)
molecular structures, belonging to the same potential energy surface. The
underneath NEB and CI-NEB theories were here summarized, along with the
implementation design of the Empathes code. Some usage examples employ-
ing different programs (namely Gaussian and Siesta) with the corresponding
input files, as well as the results obtained, were also given.

The main purpose of Empathes was to extend the capabilities of the
Siesta package to perform TS search, since at the start of my work this was
not directly implemented in it. At the moment of writing, however, Siesta
developers implemented the NEB in their code. Nevertheless, an external
implementation like Empathes still makes sense because of its capability to
perform single point calculations on all images in parallel by calling multiple
instances of Siesta, that on the other hand is difficult to implement directly
in the Siesta code and, as far as I know, it has not been done yet.
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Probably the main value of Empathes is to provide an implementation of
the NEB method that is independent from any specific quantum chemistry
software. In this way, the end user has the freedom to keep using its software
of choice and interface it with the NEB procedure (in the case this is lacking)
by writing three simple subroutines.

Empathes is free software distributed under the GPLv3 license. Its source
code, along with that of some utilities, can be downloaded from the Github
page https://github.com/marberti/empathes. The original paper on Em-
pathes appeared on Computer Physics Communications.[14]. The first pro-
duction application of this code was the investigation of the hydrogen spillover
from a Pd4 cluster to its supporting material, a graphene sheet.[15] The in-
terested reader can find this paper in the appendix.
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Chapter 2

CO2 Methanation

2.1 Introduction

The use of carbon dioxide as a raw material is important not only as a source
of carbon, but also to mitigate its environmental impact as a greenhouse gas.
Such use includes the direct approach, where CO2 is not chemically altered,
as well as chemical or biological conversion into useful products. Most exist-
ing commercial applications involve direct use, including food and beverage
manufacturing, metal fabrication, dry cleaning, healthcare, fire extinguishing
and the petroleum industry. Although still under development, chemical and
biological use has attracted a lot of attention in recent years, in the context
of applications that include the synthesis of fuels, chemicals and construction
materials. In this respect, one of the most important reactions in the indus-
trial field is the catalyzed transformation of carbon dioxide into methane.

The widely accepted mechanism for CO2 methanation (Sabatier reac-
tion) involves the combination of an endothermic process (CO2 + H2 −−→
CO + H2O, the reversed water gas shift reaction) with a strongly exothermic
one (CO + 3 H2 −−→ CH4 + H2O).[16, 17] For the conversion it is there-
fore desirable that the catalyst is active at relatively low temperatures and
selective towards methane. The catalysts that can be used are noble or
non-noble metals, which can be sorted by decreasing activity in the or-
der: Ru>Fe>Ni>Co>Rh>Pd>Pt. In addition to showing maximum ac-
tivity, ruthenium has other desirable characteristics, such as high selectivity
towards methane at low temperatures and high resistance to atmospheric
oxidation.[18] There is a large number of computational studies in the liter-
ature that target the ruthenium (0001) surface as a catalyst for the methane
reforming process.[19, 20, 21, 22] The main disadvantage of using ruthenium
concerns its high cost and limited availability, which hinder large-scale in-
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dustrial application. For this reason, the most used catalyst so far for CO2

methanation is nickel supported on oxides, mainly γ-Al2O3: it shows in-
deed a remarkable activity and selectivity combined with an high availability
and low cost.[23] However, some limiting and unwanted difficulties are still
present: carbon deposition, sintering, the formation of Ni(CO)4 (the poi-
sonous Mond complex that, in addition to degrading the catalyst, generates
a very dangerous by-product that has an high vapor pressure at room tem-
perature) are phenomena that strongly affects the stability and activity of
the catalyst. Today’s research in the methanation process is therefore mainly
related to the modification of the support and the addition of promoters in
nickel-based catalytic systems.[24]

The main long-term objective of the computational research in this field
is to discover chemical or physical modifications to be implemented on the
nickel-based catalysts in order to get a more efficient realization of the con-
version reaction of carbon dioxide into methane.[25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30] Part of
this thesis work was focused precisely in this context. In particular, the CO2

methanation on the pristine nickel (111) surface was analyzed using compu-
tational methods based on atom centered basis functions (in contrast to that
based on plane waves that are the standard in the literature). Using this in-
vestigation as a benchmark, the catalytic properties of two systems, obtained
by depositing a single atom of either Ru or Fe on the aforementioned surface,
were evaluated. This last study is part of the modern research on the so-
called Single Atom Catalysts (SACs).[31, 32] From our current knowledge,
there are still no studies of Fe/Ni systems as SAC, but only as bimetallic
catalysts.[33] In order to achieve this goal, we proceeded by identifying: i)
the methanation mechanism on the pure nickel surface using the calculation
method of choice; and ii) the critical spots of the reaction, i.e. the highest
activation barriers and the points where the mechanism bifurcates to lead to
the formation of atomic carbon or other undesirable products.

2.2 Computational Details

In this study, the CO2 methanation reaction was investigated on three dif-
ferent catalysts, all based on the nickel (111) surface. These are: 1) pristine
nickel (111) surface; 2) nickel (111) decorated with a single Ru atom; and 3)
nickel (111) decorated with a single Fe atom. The choice for Ru and Fe as
small decorations on the main nickel surfaces is based on their activity with
respect to the methanation reaction in question. It is publicly know that Ru
is a better catalyst than Ni to produce CH4, but since it is also more ex-
pensive, a number of studies tried to combine these two elements together in
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many different shapes and ratios, and see the final effect on the methanation
process. The same can be said for Fe, with the difference that Ni/Fe systems
have not been investigated as thoroughly as the Ni/Ru ones.

Since the catalysts of choice are surfaces, it is best to use a software
capable of determining the electronic structure using periodic boundary con-
ditions. For this reason the Siesta software [4] was selected. Siesta has been
developed with solid state physics in mind, but in contrast with the majority
of other condensed matter codes that work using plane waves, Siesta uses
a combination of numerical atomic orbitals (NAOs), pseudopotentials (to
replace the core electrons), spacial confinement of the atomic orbitals, and
linear scaling techniques.[34] The resulting objects are generally referred to
as pseudoatomic orbitals (PAOs), being this approach to solve the electronic
structure problem among the fastest to date.

The pristine nickel (111) surface model is constituted by three layers of 16
atoms each, for a total of 48. It is reported in figure 2.1, that also shows the
naming convention for the surface sites. The other two catalysts are built
from this clean model by adding a Ru and a Fe atom, respectively. Both
Ru and Fe are placed in an HCP site, since this resulted to be the most
stable position for the hetero atoms in both cases. The theoretical method
employed for all calculation was the density functional theory (DFT), in
which the PBE functional was used along with a double zeta quality basis
set with polarization functions (DZP). In all calculations, the total electronic
spin was not fixed to a specific value, giving the software the possibility to fit
the best spin multiplicity to each system. A mesh cutoff of 450 Ry was used,
along with a Monkhorst-Pack grid of 4× 4× 1: the former defines the finesse
of the integration grid in the real space, while the latter is related to that
in the reciprocal space. It is important to note that in no case frequencies
were calculated after an optimization due to their prohibitive computational
time. This has some implications, like: 1) some of the structures found in
the following could not be true energy minima but other kind of stationary
points on the potential energy surface; and 2) the zero point energy (ZPE)
was not computed, and hence the final absolute energy is in all cases is the
sole electronic energy.

Since the interest of this study is on the catalytic performance of these
three different surfaces, a method is required to locate the transition states
for each elementary step involved in the CO2 methanation reaction. For
this purpose, the Empathes code illustrated in chapter 1 was used. The
general procedure to investigate an elementary step is: 1) select two good
starting structures for both the reactant and the product; 2) perform a geom-
etry optimization of the two aforementioned structures; 3) use the optimized
structures as endpoints for the CI-NEB calculation performed by Empathes.
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Figure 2.1: Naming convention for the adsorption sites on nickel (111) surface.

Generally, the parameters used for these CI-NEB calculations were: an elas-
tic band composed of six images, generated using the IDPP algorithm and
then optimized with FIRE until a value of 3.0 · 10−3 Eh/Å is reached on the
force norm of all the images. There were, however, some cases in which the
CI-NEB calculations were difficult to converge. When this occurs the relative
settings for that specific calculation are provided, otherwise it is implicit that
the default values were used.

As a final note, when analyzing the results of the CI-NEB calculations,
it was chosen that: when the MEP of a given elementary step locates an
intermediate next to the reactant or the product that has a lower energy than
them, then ∆Er and forward and backward activation energies are computed
with respect to this intermediate. An advantage of NEB is that it provides
a description of the potential energy surface: since Siesta optimization of
the reactant and product structures do not necessarily ends up in an energy
minimum (i.e. it can happen that it stops at another kind of stationary
point), the MEP information can be used to understand if the endpoints are
indeed minima, or if there is a minimum in their proximity through which
the reaction passes. Accordingly, when there are intermediates next to the
endpoints of the MEP, their energy is used in the estimation of the energetics
of that elementary step, because, even if the intermediates are not rigorous
PES minima (they were not optimized in that sense), using them should give
results closer to the real ones than not doing so.
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2.3 Reactions, Hopping Processes and Mi-

grations

Several preliminary calculations were performed to investigate some phenom-
ena that occur on the nickel (111) surface. The adsorption and desorption
energies of some species of interest were computed, such as: CO2 (∆Eads =
−88.2 kJ/mol); CH4 (∆Edes = 28.4 kJ/mol); and H2O (∆Edes = 70.3 kJ/-
mol). Moreover, a series of CI-NEB calculations were performed to inves-
tigate: 1) the dissociation of molecular hydrogen; 2) the hopping processes
of the H, C and O atomic species between two different adjacent sites on
the surface; and 3) the formation of a water molecule in two steps, i.e. O +
H −−→ OH followed by OH + H −−→ H2O. Table 2.1 reports the reaction
energy (∆Er) and the forward and backward activation energies (Ea→ and
Ea←, respectively) associated with each of them.

The H2 dissociation was investigated preparing, in the reactant structure,
an hydrogen molecule placed vertically above a top site, at a H–Ni optimized
distance of 2.246 Å; whereas in the product geometry the two H atoms are
on adjacent sites on the surface. This dissociation has an huge ∆Er of -155.6
kJ/mol, and an activation energy so small (only 1.3 kJ/mol) that one can
safely assume that H2 reacts instantly whenever it comes close enough to the
surface.[35]

The hopping processes of the H, C, and O atomic species were all inves-
tigated moving from an FCC to an HCP site. First of all, the three ∆Er
associated with them show that H has no preferred site on the surface, C
prefers to stay on an HCP site, while O likes FCC more.[36] The activation
energies indicate that hydrogen can move more easily on the surface than the
other two species, whereas oxygen atoms are the most static. In the following
discussion on the methanation process, many elementary steps will involve
hydrogen atoms: their high mobility on the surface is used as foundation for
the assumption that they are easily available to react with other species in
every place at every moment.

The formation of molecular water on the surface was addressed through
the investigation of the two steps O + H −−→ OH and OH + H −−→ H2O.
Both of them are moderately endothermic (45.5 and 65.5 kJ/mol, respec-
tively), and in both cases the activation energy is above 115 kJ/mol. It is
worth note that the values of the energy barriers for the backwards reactions
of the two elementary steps, equal to 71.1 and 60.0 kJ/mol, compare within
∼ 20 kJ/mol with those recently reported by Che at al.[37] These results
indicate that, at equilibrium condition, water spontaneously dissociates on
the nickel surface. The common setup of the methanation process, however,
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Table 2.1: Reactions and hopping processes on pristine Ni (111) surface. All
energies expressed in kJ/mol.

Code Elem. Step ∆Er Ea→ Ea←
ND1 H2 −−→ 2 H -155.6 1.3 156.9
NW1 O + H −−→ OH 45.5 116.7 71.1
NW2 OH + H −−→ H2O 65.5 125.5 60.0
NH1 HFCC −−→ HHCP 0.2 12.2 12.1
NH2 CFCC −−→ CHCP -5.6 22.8 28.4
NH3 OFCC −−→ OHCP 10.7 47.9 37.2

is given by an hot stream of gasses (a mix of CO2 and H2) fluxed over the
catalyst: being a very different condition than equilibrium, the water that is
produced on the surface is promptly substituted by new molecules from the
incoming stream.

Regarding the Ru- and Fe-decorated surface models, they have a decent
amount of nickel (111) surface around the decoration site that can be used
to study the migration processes of some chemical species between the two
environments. This is important because, depending on the ratio between
decoration sites and clean surface in a real material, some elementary steps
involved in the methanation reaction can occur next to the decoration, while
others far away from it. The chemical species taken into account are H, C,
CH, CH2, and CH3.

The results of the CI-NEB calculations, reported in table 2.2, show that:
1) atomic hydrogen prefers by a large amount to stay on the nickel surface
rather than next to a decoration of any kind, moreover the activation energies
required to move away from them are amazingly low; 2) atomic carbon, on
the other hand, prefers to stay close to the decoration (especially if it is Ru),
being the activation energies to move away from them the highest; 3) both
CH and CH2 prefer the decoration to the clean nickel surface, moreover both
of them like Ru more than Fe; and 4) CH3 prefers slightly to be close to Fe,
but moves away with great ease from Ru.

2.4 CO2 Methanation on Pristine Ni (111)

A total of 16 chemical species and 28 elementary steps were taken into ac-
count to study the CO2 + 4 H2 −−→ CH4 + 2 H2O reaction on the pristine
nickel (111) surface. Figure 2.2 shows the reference scheme about the num-
bering convention adopted for the elementary steps: in the following discus-
sion, a letter is used as a prefix to these numbers to indicate on which surface
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Table 2.2: Migrations from decorated sites to pristine Ni (111) surface. All en-
ergies expressed in kJ/mol.

Code Elem. Step ∆Er Ea→ Ea←
RM1 H/Ru −−→ H/Ni -27.9 0.1 28.0
RM2 C/Ru −−→ C/Ni 85.1 114.2 29.1
RM3 CH/Ru −−→ CH/Ni 27.5 59.7 32.2
RM4 CH2/Ru −−→ CH2/Ni 15.1 23.1 7.9
RM5 CH3/Ru −−→ CH3/Ni -31.2 22.2 53.4
FM1 H/Fe −−→ H/Ni -71.1 4.2 75.4
FM2 C/Fe −−→ C/Ni 44.0 64.7 20.7
FM3 CH/Fe −−→ CH/Ni 8.1 45.6 37.5
FM4 CH2/Fe −−→ CH2/Ni 4.3 17.4 13.1
FM5 CH3/Fe −−→ CH3/Ni 8.2 25.6 17.3

model the discussed elementary step refers (it can be N, R or F for pristine
nickel, Ru- and Fe-decorated, respectively). Table 2.3 reports ∆Er and acti-
vation energies associated with each of them as investigated on the pristine
surface model. It is worth noting that these results are in general agreement
with those reported in the literature.[27, 38] A more detailed description of
each elementary step follows.

N01: CO2 −−−→ CO + O The first elementary step investigated on the
pristine nickel (111) surface is the carbon dioxide dissociation: CO2 −−→
CO + O. To locate its transition state, a structure was used as reactant
where the carbon of CO2 is placed over a bridge site, while the two oxygens
are on two nearby HCP and FCC sites. Here the O–C–O angle is 129.8◦,
a very distorted geometry for CO2 as also found by Wang et al.[39] In the
product structure, instead, there are an atomic oxygen and a CO molecule
both on two neighboring HCP sites (the latter bonded through the carbon).

The smooth minimum energy path, reported in figure 2.3, locates the
transition state at image three. The same figure shows also the TS structure,
in which the (previously) FCC oxygen, the one that will dissociate, is moving
towards the near HCP site. In this geometry the O–C–O angle is 116.9◦.

This elementary step has a ∆Er of -92.9 kJ/mol, while its activation
energy is 48.9 kJ/mol. The very exothermic ∆Er should not surprise consid-
ering the very distorted geometry of the adsorbed CO2 and the high stability
of the carbon monoxide species.

N02: CO2 + H −−−→ COOH Another route that carbon dioxide can
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Figure 2.2: Numbering convention for the elementary steps (green arrows) oc-
curring between the chemical species (orange circles) involved in the
methanation reaction.

Figure 2.3: MEP and geometries of interest of the N01 elementary step:
CO2 −−→ CO + O. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 3; Product,
image 7. Colors: C black; O red; Ni rose gold.
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Table 2.3: Elementary steps on pristine Ni (111) surface. All energies expressed
in kJ/mol.

Code Elem. Step ∆Er Ea→ Ea←
N01 CO2 −−→ CO + O -92.9 48.9 141.8
N02 CO2 + H −−→ COOH 9.5 75.3 65.8
N03 CO2 + H −−→ CHOO 18.7 72.2 53.5
N04 CHOO −−→ CHO + O 18.2 98.0 79.8
N05 COOH −−→ COH + O -17.6 113.7 131.3
N06 COOH −−→ CO + OH -109.2 51.6 160.8
N07 CO + H −−→ CHO 138.0 152.4 14.4
N08 CHO + H −−→ CH2O 63.6 84.3 20.7
N09 CH2O + H −−→ CH3O 41.8 71.5 29.7
N10 CO + H −−→ COH 121.9 194.2 72.2
N11 CHO + H −−→ CHOH 99.4 126.2 26.8
N12 CH2O + H −−→ CH2OH 80.0 120.0 40.1
N13 CH3O + H −−→ CH3OH 79.6 133.7 54.0
N14 CO −−→ C + O 108.2 233.6 125.4
N15 CHO −−→ CH + O -52.7 87.7 140.3
N16 CH2O −−→ CH2 + O -42.6 75.6 118.3
N17 CH3O −−→ CH3 + O -88.2 111.2 199.4
N18 COH + H −−→ CHOH 113.5 124.8 11.3
N19 CHOH + H −−→ CH2OH 33.4 66.5 33.1
N20 CH2OH + H −−→ CH3OH 49.3 95.6 46.3
N21 COH −−→ C + OH 34.3 166.4 132.1
N22 CHOH −−→ CH + OH -105.6 42.6 148.2
N23 CH2OH −−→ CH2 + OH -74.8 51.1 126.0
N24 CH3OH −−→ CH3 + OH -73.7 117.4 191.1
N25 C + H −−→ CH -12.2 87.6 99.9
N26 CH + H −−→ CH2 55.8 73.6 17.8
N27 CH2 + H −−→ CH3 21.6 66.3 44.7
N28 CH3 + H −−→ CH4 57.3 104.9 47.6
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Figure 2.4: MEP and geometries of interest of the N02 elementary step: CO2 +
H −−→ COOH. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 4; Product, image 7.
Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold.

follow is an hydrogenation that gives rise to the COOH alcoholic species. To
study this elementary step, CO2 was placed similarly as in N01, but here
the HCP oxygen is slightly off center because of the presence of a near FCC
atomic hydrogen. In the product structure the said oxygen and hydrogen
are bonded together, and the resulting hydroxyl group is pointing to the
underlying surface.

As reported in figure 2.4, the MEP presents a peak at image four, the
transition state. By inspecting its structure, one can see that the atomic
hydrogen is well centered on the FCC site, and that the CO2’s oxygen moved
towards it, the distance between the two being 1.414 Å (while being 2.396 Å
in the reactant and 0.994 Å in the product).

The absolute energies of reactant and product do not differ significantly:
this elementary step has a small ∆Er of 9.5 kJ/mol, whereas its activation
energy is 75.3 kJ/mol.

N03: CO2 + H −−−→ CHOO This elementary step is another hydrogena-
tion, but this time on carbon. In the reactant, the CO2 position is the same
as in N01: C over a bridge site, the O–C–O angle being 129.8◦. Addition-
ally, an atomic hydrogen is placed on a bridge site next to that of C. In the
product structure the CHOO species is adsorbed to the nickel surface via the
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Figure 2.5: MEP and geometries of interest of the N03 elementary step: CO2 +
H −−→ CHOO. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 4; Product, image 9.
Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold.

oxygens, both of which are located on top sites, while the CH group points
towards the vacuum.

The calculation performed to locate the transition state was not flawless
since it was possible to optimize an eight images elastic band only up to
6.6 · 10−3 Eh/Å on all force norms, using the FIRE algorithm. In figure 2.5
both the MEP and the TS (image four) are reported. The transition state
structure shows that an oxygen of CO2 moved towards its final top site, and
that the atomic hydrogen is closer to the carbon while also being partially
attracted by a top site of the surface.

The ∆Er and activation energy of this elementary step are 18.7 and 72.2
kJ/mol, respectively. As a final note, the bridged position of the atomic
hydrogen in the reactant structure is suspicious to say the least: maybe
the carbon in the bridge site nearby has a stabilizing effect on the hydrogen
making the whole structure a legit energy minimum, but no calculations were
performed to prove it. However, if the real energy minimum were to be the
one with the hydrogen in either the HCP or the FCC site, then both the
∆Er and activation energy should increase by ∼ 10 kJ/mol at most.

N04: CHOO −−−→ CHO + O The previously seen CHOO species can
then dissociate, giving atomic oxygen and CHO. To study this elementary
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Figure 2.6: MEP and geometries of interest of the N04 elementary step:
CHOO −−→ CHO + O. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 5; Product,
image 9. Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold.

step, the geometry of choice for the reactant was the same as the product of
N03, in which CHOO is bonded to the surface via the oxygens, both on two
different top sites. On the other hand, in the product structure the CHO
species is overall on an HCP site: more specifically C is slightly towards a
bridge site, whereas O is close to a top site. Finally, the atomic oxygen is on
an HCP site close to carbon.

The CI-NEB calculation was performed using eight images, but it was
possible to optimize the elastic band only up to 6.4 · 10−3 Eh/Å using the
FIRE algorithm. In figure 2.6 the obtained MEP is reported, which is very
smooth except for images five (the TS) and six, that have a much higher
energy than the rest. Locking at the TS structure, both the atomic oxygen
and the CHO species as a whole occupy two different bridge sites. To be more
specific, the C–O bond is parallel to the underlying Ni–Ni bond, where both
nuclei C and O are positioned almost on two adjacent top sites.

The ∆Er for this elementary step is 18.2 kJ/mol (very similar to the one
of N03), whereas the activation energy is 98.0 kJ/mol.

N05: COOH −−−→ COH + O To investigate the COOH −−→ COH + O
elementary step, a reactant structure was chosen in which the COOH species
is adsorbed on the nickel surface by means of the C–O bond that is placed on
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Figure 2.7: MEP and geometries of interest of the N05 elementary step:
COOH −−→ COH + O. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 4; Product,
image 7. Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold.

an FCC site. Here the hydroxyl group is lifted up from the surface, with an
orientation by which the hydrogen points towards it. Concerning the product
geometry, both the atomic oxygen and the COH fragment are placed on two
neighboring HCP sites, the latter via its carbon.

The MEP of figure 2.7 shows a single peak at image four. An examination
of the transition state geometry reveals a dissociating oxygen on a bridge site,
and a COH species slightly shifted towards its final HCP site. Here the C–O
distance is 1.828 Å, while in the reactant it was 1.292 Å.

This is a slightly exothermic elementary step with a ∆Er of -17.6 kJ/mol,
and an high activation energy of 113.7 kJ/mol.

N06: COOH −−−→ CO + OH The N06 step is about the dissociation
of the COOH species into CO and OH. To locate its transition state, a
structure was chosen, as reactant, in which the COOH species is adsorbed
on the nickel surface through a bridged C and a top O, the C–O bond in
question being overall on an FCC site. The oxygen of the hydroxyl group,
instead, is not close to the surface, and its hydrogen is pointing upwards.
In the product geometry, both the CO molecule and the hydroxyl group are
adsorbed on two neighboring FCC sites, the former via C while the latter
through O.
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Figure 2.8: MEP and geometries of interest of the N06 elementary step:
COOH −−→ CO + OH. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 4; Product,
image 7. Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold.

As shown in figure 2.8, the found MEP is very smooth, with a maximum
at image four. The transition state geometry is similar to the one of the
reactant, the differences being: 1) the hydroxyl group is close to a bridge site
of the nickel surface; and 2) the carbonyl oxygen is slightly lifted from the
surface.

The huge difference between the absolute energies of product and reactant
gives a ∆Er of -109.2 kJ/mol, whereas the activation energy is 51.6 kJ/mol.

N07: CO + H −−−→ CHO In order to investigate the hydrogenation of
carbon dioxide that gives the formyl CHO species, it was chosen, as reactant,
a structure where both CO and the atomic H were on two neighboring HCP
sites (the former adsorbed via C). In the product, the CHO species is ad-
sorbed with its C–O bond on the FCC site between the two aforementioned
HCP sites, with C on a bridge site and O on a top site. In this geometry H
is pointing upward, and the resulting O–C–H angle is 114.2◦.

To locate the transition state, six images were used in the CI-NEB calcu-
lation. The optimization was carried out using the FIRE algorithm. It was
possible, however, to optimize the whole elastic band only up to 9.9 · 10−3

Eh/Å. Nevertheless, the instability is mainly focused on the first half of the
band, where there are a very low energy TS and an intermediate, as shown
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Figure 2.9: MEP and geometries of interest of the N07 elementary step: CO +
H −−→ CHO. Reactant, image 0; Intermediate, image 2; TS, image
5; Product, image 7. Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold.

in the MEP of figure 2.9. The last three images of the elastic band are more
“relaxed”, being the total force norm below 3.0 · 10−3 Eh/Å for all of them.
Thus, it is safe to assume that the global TS is sufficiently optimized to be
used for the estimation of the activation energy.

The geometry of the intermediate shows that both CO and H moved
towards two FCC sites below their original positions. The reaction then
proceeds to the TS at image five, in which the atomic hydrogen is on a
top site of the nickel surface, very close to the carbon. The TS geometry
is extremely similar to that of the product, the difference being a general,
global rotation of the whole CHO species, that in TS is more leaned towards
the surface.

As it often happens when there is a CO transformation, this elementary
step is extremely endothermic, with a ∆Er of 138.0 kJ/mol. The activation
energy is really high at 152.4 kJ/mol, but since its module is very close to
that of ∆Er, this means that the backward process is hugely favored with an
activation energy of 14.4 kJ/mol.

N08: CHO + H −−−→ CH2O This elementary step was investigated
using, as reactant, a geometry where the CHO species is mainly adsorbed
over an FCC site, with the carbon slightly shifted towards a bridge site,
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Figure 2.10: MEP and geometries of interest of the N08 elementary step:
CHO + H −−→ CH2O. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 3; Product,
image 7. Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold.

and the oxygen on a top site. The atomic hydrogen is, instead, on an FCC
site nearby. In the product structure the CH2O species is overall still on
the original FCC site, but this time the positions are inverted: C is slightly
shifted towards a top site, while O is over a bridge site.

Figure 2.10 shows a generally smooth MEP, where the TS is located at
image three. Its structure reveals a strange arrangement for the CHO species,
which overall is still on the original FCC site, but with both C and O on two
different bridge sites. In the meantime, the atomic hydrogen moved to a top
site in order to approach the CH group.

This elementary step has a moderate endothermic ∆Er of 63.6 kJ/mol,
its activation energy being 84.3 kJ/mol.

N09: CH2O + H −−−→ CH3O Next there is the CH2O hydrogenation.
The reactant structure was prepared adding to the product of N08 an atomic
hydrogen in the HCP site just in front of the CH2 group, and then optimiz-
ing. As a result, the CH2O species shifted imperceptibly, thus centering the
oxygen over the bridge site (compare the reactant of figure 2.11 with the
product of figure 2.10), whereas the atomic hydrogen is not perfectly cen-
tered on the HCP site but slightly away from the CH2 group. The product
structure, on the other hand, has the CH3O species adsorbed to the surface
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Figure 2.11: MEP and geometries of interest of the N09 elementary step:
CH2O + H −−→ CH3O. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 4; Product,
image 7. Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold.

only through its oxygen (that did not move from the original bridge site),
while the methyl group points upward, far away from the surface.

Figure 2.11 shows a smooth minimum energy path, whose transition state
is located at image four. The TS structure is as expected: the atomic hy-
drogen approached the CH2 group, here being almost over the same top site
occupied by C. Furthermore, the CH2O species barely moved as a whole
towards the hydrogen, as can be deduced by the off center position of the
oxygen with respect to the underlying bridge site.

Even this hydrogenation elementary step has an endothermic ∆Er of 41.8
kJ/mol, while its activation energy is 71.5 kJ/mol.

N10: CO + H −−−→ COH The N10 step investigates the CO hydrogena-
tion on oxygen. It was studied using a reactant structure in which the CO
molecule and the atomic hydrogen were placed on two neighboring HCP sites,
the former through its carbon. In the product, instead, the CO fragment is
pretty much on the same position as in the reactant, the difference being
that the hydrogen is no more adsorbed on the nickel surface but bonded to
the oxygen.

The MEP has a peak at image four, as shown in figure 2.12. The TS
structure is characterized by an inclined CO, whose oxygen is trying to reach
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Figure 2.12: MEP and geometries of interest of the N10 elementary step: CO +
H −−→ COH. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 4; Product, image 7.
Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold.

the atomic hydrogen that in turn moved almost over the near top site.
As it was the case with N07 (CO + H −−→ CHO), the ∆Er of N10 is

very endothermic: 121.9 kJ/mol. This time, however, the activation energy
is higher, being 194.2 kJ/mol. This means that: 1) the hydrogenation of
CO is easiest on the carbon than on the oxygen, but 2) if the COH species
happens to be produced, that is more stable than CHO, since the activation
energies for the dissociation reactions are 72.2 and 14.4 kJ/mol, respectively.

N11: CHO + H −−−→ CHOH To investigate this elementary step, it
was chosen a reactant structure in which the CHO species is globally over
an FCC site (being C slightly towards a bridge site, and O slightly over
a top site), while the atomic hydrogen is on an FCC site next to it. The
product structure is very similar to that of N10, the only difference being the
position of an hydrogen, here bonded to oxygen instead that to the nickel
surface, giving rise to an hydroxyl group.

There were no issues in the CI-NEB calculation, and the MEP reported
in figure 2.13 shows a peak at image four. The transition state has an energy
not to different from that of the product, while its structure shows that the
atomic hydrogen is placed on a bridge site near the oxygen, which in turn
moved away slightly from its original top position.
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Figure 2.13: MEP and geometries of interest of the N11 elementary step:
CHO + H −−→ CHOH. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 4; Product,
image 7. Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold.

The ∆Er and activation energy for this elementary step are 99.4 and
126.2 kJ/mol, respectively. From these values it can be deduced that the
activation energy for the backward process is quite low, making the CHOH
species prone to dissociate.

N12: CH2O + H −−−→ CH2OH The transition state of the N12 ele-
mentary step was located using, as reactant, a structure in which the CH2O
species is overall above an FCC site (more specifically C is near a top site,
while O is on a bridge site), whereas the atomic hydrogen is on an HCP site
close to the oxygen. The product geometry, on the other hand, is very similar
to that of the reactant, the only difference being the position of an hydrogen,
here bonded to the bridged oxygen instead that to the nickel surface.

The MEP, reported in figure 2.14, takes a jagged shape starting from
the third image. Nevertheless, the FIRE algorithm converged all images up
to the usual threshold of 3.0 · 10−3 Eh/Å. The TS structure (image three)
differs from the reactant in two ways: 1) the atomic hydrogen hopped to the
HCP site just below the oxygen, 2) which in turn moved from the bridge to
a top site. Finally, in the reaction intermediate at image four, the hydrogen
leaved the nickel surface to jump on the oxygen (still in the top site). In this
structure the C–O bond is parallel to the underlying Ni–Ni bond.
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Figure 2.14: MEP and geometries of interest of the N12 elementary step:
CH2O + H −−→ CH2OH. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 3;
Intermediate, image 4; Product, image 7. Colors: H white; C
black; O red; Ni rose gold.

Since the reaction intermediate has a lower absolute energy than the
product, it was used to estimate the ∆Er of 80.0 kJ/mol. The obtained
activation energy for this elementary step is 120.0 kJ/mol.

N13: CH3O + H −−−→ CH3OH This elementary step is about the
hydrogenation of the CH3O species in order to produce a methanol molecule.
To locate its TS, a reactant geometry was chosen where both CH3O and the
atomic hydrogen were on two neighboring FCC sites (the former adsorbed
via O). In the product structure the CH3OH species is still adsorbed solely
by its oxygen, but now its preferred position is a top site instead of the old
FCC one. Since now the oxygen is also coordinated with an extra hydrogen,
the C–O bond is no more exactly perpendicular to the nickel surface but at
an angle with it.

To converge a five images elastic band, in this CI-NEB calculation a
looser convergence threshold of 4.5 ·10−3 Eh/Å, along with FIRE, were used.
The MEP reported in figure 2.15 has a peak at image four, the transition
state. A look at its structure reveals that it is very similar to the one of the
product, the difference being that here the O–H bond is not fully formed:
the atomic hydrogen is still on a bridge site of the nickel surface, ready to
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Figure 2.15: MEP and geometries of interest of the N13 elementary step:
CH3O + H −−→ CH3OH. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 4;
Product, image 6. Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold.

attack the oxygen. The O–H distances are 1.458 and 1.001 Å in TS and
product, respectively.

This elementary step is highly endothermic and has a ∆Er of 79.6 kJ/mol,
and an activation energy of 133.7 kJ/mol.

N14: CO −−−→ C + O The N14 step is about the dissociation of carbon
monoxide on the nickel surface. In the reactant structure there are a CO
molecule adsorbed on an HCP site through the carbon, and an atomic oxygen
on a HCP site far away from the other species. The atomic oxygen is a
product of the CO2 dissociation. Its presence here is not really necessary,
but since it is far away from the reacting molecule, it has no influence on the
CO dissociation. In the product geometry, on the other hand, the atomic
carbon is still on its original HCP site, while the dissociated oxygen occupies
another HCP site next to the carbon.

Figure 2.16 shows that the MEP has a very high peak at image four.
The transition state structure has the dissociating C and O placed on two
neighboring bridge sites. The C–O axis is parallel to the underlying surface,
while in the reactant it was exactly perpendicular to that. Finally, the C–O
distance is 1.823 Å in TS and 1.205 Å in the reactant.

This elementary step is strongly endothermic, ∆Er being 108.2 kJ/mol.
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Figure 2.16: MEP and geometries of interest of the N14 elementary step:
CO −−→ C + O. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 4; Product, image
7. Colors: C black; O red; Ni rose gold.

Furthermore, it has the highest activation energy (233.6 kJ/mol) among all
the steps investigate on the pristine nickel (111) surface.

N15: CHO −−−→ CH + O The the breaking of the C–O bond in the
CHO species was investigated using, as reactant, a structure where the CHO
species is overall on an HCP site, with C leaned over a bridge site and O
shifted towards a top site. The product geometry, instead, has both the
CH fragment and the atomic oxygen on two FCC sites, both of which were
neighbors of the original HCP site.

The MEP reported in figure 2.17 has a peak at image four, the transition
state, which structure shows a CH fragment close to its final position on the
FCC site, while the atomic oxygen is still on the bridge site between the
original HCP site of the reactant and the FCC site that it will occupy in the
product.

This reaction is moderately exothermic with a ∆Er of -52.7 kJ/mol, and
an high activation energy of 87.7 kJ/mol.

N16: CH2O −−−→ CH2 + O The reactant structure, chosen to study
the CH2O −−→ CH2 + O elementary step, has the C–O bond of the CH2O
species over an FCC site, with the carbon more leaned towards a top site,
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Figure 2.17: MEP and geometries of interest of the N15 elementary step:
CHO −−→ CH + O. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 4; Product,
image 7. Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold.

and the oxygen towards a bridge site. On the other hand, in the product
structure two HCP sites, between which there is the same FCC site cited in
the reactant, are occupied by the atomic oxygen and the CH2 fragment.

The MEP reported in figure 2.18 is spiky, with sudden jumps in energy
between images two and three, and three and five. The TS is located at
image three, the structure of which reveals that the CH2 group moved from
the top site to a bridge site. Here the C–O distance is 1.832 Å, whereas in
the reactant it was 1.393 Å.

This elementary step has a moderately negative ∆Er of -42.6 kJ/mol,
and an activation energy of 75.6 kJ/mol.

N17: CH3O −−−→ CH3 + O The reactant chosen for this step has the
CH3O species adsorbed on the nickel surface by its oxygen, situated on a
bridge site. In the product, instead, the atomic oxygen is on the near HCP
site, while the methyl group is on an FCC site not to far away.

The CI-NEB for this step was a bit difficult to perform. The TS has been
obtained by the optimization of a long elastic band of twelve images with the
FIRE algorithm, up to the slightly higher than usual threshold of 3.3 · 10−3

Eh/Å. The resulting MEP, reported in figure 2.19, shows a peak at image
four, and a little hump (images eight to eleven). Examining the transition
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Figure 2.18: MEP and geometries of interest of the N16 elementary step:
CH2O −−→ CH2 + O. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 3; Product,
image 7. Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold.

state geometry, the oxygen is midway between the original bridge site and its
final HCP site, while the CH3 fragment is approaching the nearest top site.
The C–O distances are 1.426 and 1.861 Å in the reactant and TS structures,
respectively. Finally, the little hump is due to an intermediate step of the
methyl group on a top site before continuing its journey to the final FCC
site.

Despite this is a very exothermic elementary step with a ∆Er of -88.2
kJ/mol, it has an high activation energy of 111.2 kJ/mol, probably due to
reduced interaction capabilities of the fully saturated carbon with the nickel
surface.

N18: COH+H −−−→ CHOH To study the hydrogenation of the alcoholic
species COH that gives rise to CHOH, it was chosen a reactant in which
both COH and H are on two confining FCC sites, the former adsorbed via
its carbon, being the C–O bond exactly perpendicular to the surface. In the
product structure, the CHOH species has the C–O bond parallel to the nickel
surface, located over the same FCC site of the reactant. More specifically
the carbon is more shifted towards a bridge site, whereas the hydroxyl group
has its oxygen on a top site.

As can be seen from figure 2.20, the MEP is very smooth, and the TS
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Figure 2.19: MEP and geometries of interest of the N17 elementary step:
CH3O −−→ CH3 + O. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 4; Product,
image 13. Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold.

located at image four has an absolute energy close to that of the product,
thus making the backward dehydrogenation reaction very easy to occur. Its
structure shows that the atomic hydrogen is on an intermediate position
between the carbon an a top site of the nickel. The hydroxyl group is here
more leaned towards the surface, but not yet over its final top site.

This hydrogenation reaction is very unlikely from a thermodynamic per-
spective, its ∆Er being 113.5 kJ/mol. Moreover, the activation energy of
124.8 kJ/mol implies a very low energy barrier for the backward reaction,
which in this way turns out to be kinetically fast. All these results depict
this hydrogenation step as extremely hard to occur.

N19: CHOH + H −−−→ CH2OH The further hydrogenation of CHOH
that gives the CH2OH species is investigated in N19. In the reactant geome-
try, the CHOH species is placed in the same way as it was in the product of
N18, with an additional atomic hydrogen on an FCC site next to the carbon.
In the product structure, instead, the hydroxyl group of CH2OH is still on
the same top site it occupies in the reactant, but the carbon moved from the
bridge to a top site.

As shown in figure 2.21, the MEP has a peak at image two, and a basin
centered at image four, a reaction intermediate. The transition state struc-
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Figure 2.20: MEP and geometries of interest of the N18 elementary step:
COH + H −−→ CHOH. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 4; Product,
image 7. Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold.

ture is almost identical to that of the reactant, the only difference being in
the position of the atomic hydrogen, here on a top site at a distance of 1.644
Å from the carbon (it will be 1.122 Å in the product). The reaction inter-
mediate, instead, has the same CH2OH species of the product, but placed in
a different way on the nickel surface. Here the CH2 group has its carbon on
a bridge site, while in the product it is on the near top site.

Since the reaction intermediate is a more stable conformer than the prod-
uct, the ∆Er of 33.4 kJ/mol was computed using its absolute energy. The
activation energy associated to this elementary step is 66.5 kJ/mol.

N20: CH2OH + H −−−→ CH3OH The last hydrogenation of the CH2OH
species that gives the methanol molecule is discussed in the current para-
graph. As reactant, a structure was chosen in which CH2OH is placed in
a similar manner to the intermediate of N19 (with the carbon on a bridge
site), where in addition there is an atomic hydrogen on an FCC site near
the carbon. In the product, instead, the methanol molecule is adsorbed only
through the hydroxyl group, the oxygen of which interacts with a top site,
whereas the methyl group points upward far away from the surface.

The MEP of figure 2.22 shows that the first images increase rapidly in
energy up to image three (TS), and then start to decrease smoothly up to the
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Figure 2.21: MEP and geometries of interest of the N19 elementary step:
CHOH + H −−→ CH2OH. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 2;
Intermediate, image 4; Product, image 7. Colors: H white; C
black; O red; Ni rose gold.

product. A look to the TS structure reveals two events: the CH2 fragment
moved on the top site next to the atomic hydrogen, which in turn moved
towards the nearest bridge site below the carbon.

This elementary step has a moderately endothermic ∆Er of 49.3 kJ/mol,
and an activation energy of 95.6 kJ/mol.

N21: COH −−−→ C + OH This and the next three paragraphs are about
the dissociation of the hydroxyl group from alcoholic species, starting from
the COH −−→ C + OH elementary step. The chosen reactant structure has
the COH species adsorbed on an FCC site through the carbon. Similarly,
the product geometry has the atomic carbon on the same FCC site, while
the hydroxyl group is adsorbed on another FCC site nearby. From the top
view of the product as reported in figure 2.23, it seems that C is slightly off
center. This happens because a Ni atom, the one shared between the two
FCC sites of C and OH, is a little raised above the surface, thus deforming
all the neighboring HCP and FCC sites.

The CI-NEB calculation was a a bit difficult to carry out. The best result
was the optimization of a six images elastic band up to the looser threshold
of 5.2 · 10−3 Eh/Å, this time using the L-BFGS algorithm. The MEP is
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Figure 2.22: MEP and geometries of interest of the N20 elementary step:
CH2OH + H −−→ CH3OH. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 3;
Product, image 7. Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold.

generally smooth, with a maximum at image three. The TS structure shows
that the hydroxyl group is placed on a bridge site of the surface, the C–O
distance being 1.930 Å (it was 1.346 Å in the reactant).

The elementary step here discussed has a moderately small ∆Er of 34.3
kJ/mol. Nevertheless, its activation energy is extremely high at 166.4 kJ/-
mol.

N22: CHOH −−−→ CH + OH To investigate the CHOH dissociation, the
reactant structure of choice has the CHOH species overall adsorbed over an
FCC site, with O being on a top site while C on bridge one. The product
geometry selected as the end point for the CI-NEB has both the hydroxyl
group and the CH fragment on the two HCP sites next to the original FCC
of the reactant.

The MEP, shown in figure 2.24, is anything but smooth with two maxima
(image two being the global maximum, i.e. the TS of interest), and two
minima. Looking at the TS structure it appears very similar to that of the
reactant, the only difference being in the position of the CH fragment, that
is still over the same bridge site but here more leaned towards the near HCP
site. The C–O distance is 1.905 Å in the TS, whereas in the reactant it was
1.465 Å. The first reaction intermediate (also reported in the aforementioned
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Figure 2.23: MEP and geometries of interest of the N21 elementary step:
COH −−→ C + OH. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 3; Product,
image 7. Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold.

figure) differs from the product about the position of the OH group on the
nickel surface, here being on an FCC site. The remaining part of the MEP
(from image five to seven) is about the migration of this hydroxyl group in
order for it to reach the same HCP site of the product.

Since the intermediate at image four is a more stable structure than the
product, its absolute energy was used to compute the ∆Er of -105.6 kJ/mol
associated with this elementary step. Its activation energy, instead, is 42.6
kJ/mol.

N23: CH2OH −−−→ CH2 + OH For the investigation of this elementary
step a structure was selected, as reactant, where the CH2OH species has the
C–O bond parallel to an underlying Ni–Ni bond, so that both O and C are
on two neighboring top sites. The product geometry, on the other hand, has
both the hydroxyl group and the CH2 fragment on two adjacent FCC sites.

As reported in figure 2.25, the MEP seems to consist of three different
segments. Image three is a reaction intermediate, even if its energy is very
close to that of the reactant, whereas the transition state is located at image
four. An analysis of the intermediate geometry shows that it is a different
conformation of the CH2OH species on the surface: here the CH2 group is on a
bridge site while in the reactant it was on a top site. The TS structure is very
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Figure 2.24: MEP and geometries of interest of the N22 elementary step:
CHOH −−→ CH + OH. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 2;
Intermediate, image 4; Product, image 7. Colors: H white; C
black; O red; Ni rose gold.

similar to that of the intermediate: the CH2 fragment is still predominantly
on the same bridge site, but here it is slightly shifted towards the near FCC
site. The C–O distances are 1.483 and 1.971 Å in the intermediate and in
the TS structure, respectively.

Considering that the intermediate is slightly more stable than the reac-
tant, its absolute energy was used to estimate both the ∆Er and the forward
activation energy, these being -74.8 and 51.1 kJ/mol, respectively.

N24: CH3OH −−−→ CH3 + OH The last dissociation is that of CH3OH.
In the reactant structure, the methanol molecule is adsorbed on the nickel
surface thanks to the weak interaction between the oxygen and a bridge site.
The product structure of choice, instead, has the hydroxyl group on an HCP
site, while the methyl group is over a top site.

The resulting MEP is smooth, and as can be seen from figure 2.26, the
TS structure at image three is very similar to the reactant, the difference
being that here the methyl group is closer to the final top site. The C–O
distance in TS is 2.070 Å, while it was 1.449 Å in the reactant.

This elementary step has an exothermic ∆Er of -73.7 kJ/mol, and an
high activation energy of 117.4 kJ/mol.
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Figure 2.25: MEP and geometries of interest of the N23 elementary step:
CH2OH −−→ CH2 + OH. Reactant, image 0; Intermediate, im-
age 3; TS, image 4; Product, image 7. Colors: H white; C black;
O red; Ni rose gold.

Figure 2.26: MEP and geometries of interest of the N24 elementary step:
CH3OH −−→ CH3 + OH. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 3;
Product, image 7. Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold.
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Figure 2.27: MEP and geometries of interest of the N25 elementary step: C +
H −−→ CH. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 3; Product, image 7.
Colors: H white; C black; Ni rose gold.

N25: C + H −−−→ CH These four final paragraphs are about the hydro-
genation of carbide species. These steps were also investigated by German
et al. using a method to predict the activation energies involved.[40, 41, 42]
Here the C + H −−→ CH elementary step is discussed. The optimized reac-
tant structure has two atomic hydrogens (derived from the H2 dissociation
on the nickel surface) and an atomic carbon, all three atoms being on differ-
ent HCP sites. The product structure differs from the reactant only for the
position of one hydrogen, here being on top of C, thus giving a CH fragment
on a HCP site. The other hydrogen is sufficiently far away to be considered
as a mere spectator.

The resulting minimum energy path, reported in figure 2.27, is smooth
with a maximum at image three. In the TS geometry there is an hydrogen
midway between its original HCP site and the carbon, exploiting an under-
lying nickel atom for its migration.

This elementary step has a low exothermic ∆Er of -12.2 kJ/mol, but a
quite high activation energy of 87.6 kJ/mol.

N26: CH + H −−−→ CH2 The next step to the way of methane is CH +
H −−→ CH2. In the reactant structure both the CH fragment and the atomic
hydrogen are on two adjacent FCC sites, while in the product the hydrogen
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Figure 2.28: MEP and geometries of interest of the N26 elementary step: CH +
H −−→ CH2. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 3; Intermediate, image
5; Product, image 7. Colors: H white; C black; Ni rose gold.

is now bonded to to C, which in turn did not move from its original position.
Figure 2.28 reports the achieved MEP, that locates the transition state at

image three while also locating a very labile reaction intermediate at image
five. The TS structure has the atomic hydrogen midway from its original FCC
site to the carbon, whereas the intermediate is a conformer of the product,
being the CH2 species oriented in a slightly different way on the surface.

The elementary step here discussed has a moderate ∆Er of 55.8 kJ/mol,
and an activation energy of 73.6 kJ/mol.

N27: CH2 + H −−−→ CH3 To investigate this elementary step, a reactant
structure was prepared in which both the CH2 fragment and the atomic
hydrogen are on two neighboring FCC sites. The product geometry is very
similar since the carbon did not move from its initial position, the difference
being that it is now bonded to a further hydrogen.

The MEP is generally smooth and presents a transition state at image
four, as can be seen from figure 2.29. The TS structure shows the atomic
hydrogen mainly on a top site, midway between its original FCC site and the
carbon.

This elementary step is slightly endothermic with a ∆Er of 21.6 kJ/mol,
it also has a moderate activation energy of 66.3 kJ/mol.
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Figure 2.29: MEP and geometries of interest of the N27 elementary step: CH2+
H −−→ CH3. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 4; Product, image 7.
Colors: H white; C black; Ni rose gold.

N28: CH3 + H −−−→ CH4 Finally there is CH3 + H −−→ CH4, the last
elementary step to get to the methane molecule. To locate its TS, a reactant
structure was prepared in which an atomic hydrogen and a methyl group are
both on two adjacent HCP sites. In the product geometry, instead, there is
a CH4 molecule at interaction distance above the nickel surface due to the
lack of meaningful interactions.

The MEP, reported in figure 2.30, increases almost linearly up to the TS
at image four, and then starts to decrease smoothly. The transition state
structure reveals that the biggest displacement is done by the the methyl
group, that moves from an HCP to a top site, while the atomic hydrogen
shifts towards a bridge site below the carbon. In TS the distance between C
and the underlying Ni is 2.057 Å, the same C–Ni distance being 2.124 and
2.998 Å in the reactant and product structures, respectively.

This elementary step is moderately endothermic with a ∆Er of 57.3 kJ/-
mol, its activation energy being 104.9 kJ/mol.

Honorable mentions

Some CI-NEB calculations were performed to verify if a nearby atomic hydro-
gen can help the alcoholic species to lose their hydroxyl group in a concerted
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Figure 2.30: MEP and geometries of interest of the N28 elementary step: CH3+
H −−→ CH4. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 4; Product, image 7.
Colors: H white; C black; Ni rose gold.

step that involves the production of a water molecule. All attempts resulted
in the evidence that the reaction happens in two separate steps (NEBs show
two transition states and a reaction intermediate along the reaction path):
hydroxyl group dissociation followed by hydrogen attack to give water.
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2.5 CO2 Methanation on Ru-Decorated Ni

(111)

It is well known in literature that ruthenium is the most active metal for
carbon dioxide methanation. Being an highly expensive element, it is im-
portant to design a catalytic material that can exploit its properties without
requiring to much of it. For this reason, in this study a nickel (111) surface
decorated with a single ruthenium atom was taken into account. The ex-
posed surface is then constituted by a ruthenium site along with Ni (111)
sites, a material like this could thus behave like a bifunctional catalyst. The
model used tu study the methanation reaction has the Ru atom on an HCP
site of the nickel (111) surface.

A total of 16 chemical species and 27 elementary steps were taken into
account in the study of the reaction CO2 + 4 H2 −−→ CH4 + 2 H2O on the
Ru-decorated surface. Table 2.4 shows them, as well as their reaction and
activation energies. It is implicit that all species appearing in the reactions
reported in table are adsorbed on the catalytic surface. In order to maintain a
general correspondence with the elementary steps investigate on the pristine
surface, also in this case the numeration goes from 1 to 28, but the 13th step,
CH3O + H −−→ CH3OH, is missing due to the difficulties encountered in the
CI-NEB calculation. With this catalyst model, elastic bands constituted of
six or eight images were generally used. A detailed discussion of each step
follows.

R01: CO2 −−−→ CO + O The chosen geometries to study the carbon
dioxide decomposition near the ruthenium decoration were: as reactant, a
Ru atom on an HCP site, and the CO2 molecule bonded to Ru through the
carbon, with both oxygens interacting with the nickel surface; as product,
Ru on a bridge site, CO bonded to ruthenium through its carbon, while the
dissociated atomic oxygen being on an HCP site of nickel (111).

Despite the presence of a destabilizing (with respect to the optimization
process) reaction intermediate, the calculation managed to converge. As
shown in figure 2.31, the transition state is located near the reactant at
image two, while an intermediate is at the end of the path at image six, near
the product. The TS has a slightly elongated C–O bond: carbon is closer
to Ru in TS than in reactant, while the dissociating oxygen seems to center
on an FCC site. The reaction intermediate has an absolute energy very close
to that of the product, the only difference between the two structures being
that the former has the atomic oxygen on an FCC site, while the latter on
an HCP site. Regarding the Ru–CO complex, it has pretty much the same
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Table 2.4: Elementary steps on Ru-decorated Ni (111) surface. All energies ex-
pressed in kJ/mol.

Code Elem. Step ∆Er Ea→ Ea←
R01 CO2 −−→ CO + O -91.6 40.6 132.2
R02 CO2 + H −−→ COOH 56.2 102.7 46.5
R03 CO2 + H −−→ CHOO 31.9 126.0 94.1
R04 CHOO −−→ CHO + O -46.3 35.1 81.5
R05 COOH −−→ COH + O -14.2 93.4 107.6
R06 COOH −−→ CO + OH -89.4 37.2 126.6
R07 CO + H −−→ CHO 86.8 128.4 41.6
R08 CHO + H −−→ CH2O 61.3 78.7 17.5
R09 CH2O + H −−→ CH3O 7.4 90.8 83.4
R10 CO + H −−→ COH 99.8 135.1 35.3
R11 CHO + H −−→ CHOH 100.7 128.8 28.1
R12 CH2O + H −−→ CH2OH 63.6 95.7 32.1
R14 CO −−→ C + O 10.4 144.5 134.1
R15 CHO −−→ CH + O -68.8 77.9 146.6
R16 CH2O −−→ CH2 + O -73.2 81.1 154.3
R17 CH3O −−→ CH3 + O -45.4 161.8 207.2
R18 COH + H −−→ CHOH 94.9 111.9 17.0
R19 CHOH + H −−→ CH2OH 50.0 75.3 25.3
R20 CH2OH + H −−→ CH3OH 28.2 62.4 34.2
R21 COH −−→ C + OH -38.8 81.8 120.6
R22 CHOH −−→ CH + OH -112.1 55.2 167.3
R23 CH2OH −−→ CH2 + OH -112.9 24.2 137.1
R24a CH3OH −−→ CH3 + OH -81.7 80.7 162.4
R24b CH3OH −−→ CH3 + OH -117.5 121.9 239.3
R25 C + H −−→ CH 45.2 86.7 41.5
R26 CH + H −−→ CH2 73.3 96.3 23.0
R27a CH2 + H −−→ CH3 56.5 74.9 18.3
R27b CH2 + H −−→ CH3 53.4 88.4 35.1
R28 CH3 + H −−→ CH4 3.7 38.8 35.1
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Figure 2.31: MEP and geometries of interest of the R01 elementary step:
CO2 −−→ CO + O. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 2; Intermediate,
image 6; Product, image 9. Colors: C black; O red; Ni rose gold;
Ru blue.

orientation in both the intermediate and the product. The atomic oxygen
alone is more stable on an nickel HCP site rather than on an FCC one. The
two almost identical absolute energies of intermediate and product in this
situation are probably due to the proximity of both carbon and ruthenium
to the FCC site, which produces a stabilizing effect on the FCC oxygen.

This highly exothermic reaction has an associated ∆Er of -91.6 kJ/mol,
and an activation energy of 40.6 kJ/mol.

R02: CO2+H −−−→ COOH This elementary step is about the acquisition
of an atomic hydrogen by the adsorbed carbon dioxide that gives the COOH
alcohol. In the geometry used for the reactant, the adsorbed CO2 interacts
with an HCP Ru via its carbon, and with the nickel surface through both
oxygens, one of which is on a top site while the other is on a bridge site.
Meanwhile, the atomic hydrogen is placed in an FCC site nearby. In the
product structure, instead, the COOH species interacts with the surface only
through the carbon and one of its oxygens. The other oxygen, being now
saturated, has lower interaction capabilities with the underlying surface, with
the result that the newly formed hydroxyl group is slightly raised from nickel.

Figure 2.32 shows the MEP, as well as some key geometries for this el-
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Figure 2.32: MEP and geometries of interest of the R02 elementary step: CO2+
H −−→ COOH. Reactant, image 0; Intermediate, image 1; TS,
image 4; Product, image 7. Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni
rose gold; Ru blue.

ementary step. The calculation finds a reaction intermediate at image one,
which differs from the reactant only for a small rearrangement of the carbon
dioxide on the surface, thus making the CO2 orientation similar to that of
the product. The subsequent images increase in energy up to image four,
which is the transition state of this reaction. Its structure shows that the
atomic hydrogen hopped from an FCC to an HCP site, approaching the oxy-
gen. The latest images of the MEP are related to the hydroxyl group moving
away from the nickel surface.

Since the reaction intermediate has a lower absolute energy than the
reactant, it was used to estimate both the ∆Er and the activation energy,
the former being 56.2 kJ/mol while the latter 102.7 kJ/mol. The endothermic
∆Er is probably due to the reduced surface interactions of the COOH species
compared to those of CO2.

R03: CO2+H −−−→ CHOO This step was investigated using, as reactant,
a structure in which Ru is on a bridge site, bonded to both a bridged atomic
hydrogen and a very distorted CO2 molecule. In the product geometry the
ruthenium atom is on the same bridge site, but here it bonds only one oxygen
of the CHOO species, whose carbon moved away from both the nickel surface
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Figure 2.33: MEP and geometries of interest of the R03 elementary step: CO2+
H −−→ CHOO. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 3; Product, image
7. Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold; Ru blue.

and Ru in order to bond the hydrogen.
Figure 2.33 shows a regular MEP, whose maximum is located at image

three. The TS structure shows a rotation of the CO2 species necessary to
move away C from the nickel surface while at the same time bring it closer
to the hydrogen, which in turn shifted towards the adjacent top site.

With a ∆Er of 31.9 kJ/mol, this elementary step is moderately endother-
mic. It has, however, an high activation energy of 126.0 kJ/mol.

R04: CHOO −−−→ CHO + O To investigate this elementary step, a
reactant structure was chosen in which the CHOO species interacts with an
HCP Ru through both C and O, the other oxygen being on a bridge site of
the nickel surface. In the product geometry, instead, Ru is on a bridge site,
interacting only with the carbon of CHO. The latter species has both C and
O on two adjacent top sites, whereas the atomic oxygen is on an HCP site
not to far away from the carbon.

The optimized elastic band shows a MEP in which the highest TS is
located at image three, while a reaction intermediate is also present at image
five (figure 2.34). The TS structure shows an elongation of the C–O bond
(here 1.809 Å, while being 1.348 Å in the reactant), where the dissociating
oxygen is over an FCC site, and both C and Ru are slightly moving away
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Figure 2.34: MEP and geometries of interest of the R04 elementary step:
CHOO −−→ CHO + O. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 3;
Intermediate, image 5; Product, image 7. Colors: H white; C
black; O red; Ni rose gold; Ru blue.

from it. The reaction intermediate has an absolute energy almost identical
to that of the product, the differences between the two being: the position of
the atomic oxygen (here on the same FCC site as in TS), and the position of
the CHO species, here a little more centered (as a whole) over an FCC site.

The discussed elementary step has a moderate exothermic ∆Er of -46.3
kJ/mol. Moreover, it has a low activation energy of 35.1 kJ/mol.

R05: COOH −−−→ COH + O For this elementary step, the structure of
choice for the reactant was the same as the product of R02, in which COOH
interacts with the nickel surface via a bridged oxygen and the carbon, the
latter also being bonded to an HCP Ru. The product geometry, on the other
hand, has a COH fragment adsorbed on a top site through the carbon that
also interacts with a bridged Ru, whereas the atomic oxygen is located on
an FCC site nearby.

The CI-NEB calculation was flawless, and the resulting MEP does not
show reaction intermediates. The transition state was located at image three,
as shown in figure 2.35. The top view of its geometry shows that the dis-
sociated oxygen is perfectly on a bridge site, on its way to the final FCC
site. Regarding the COH fragment, its carbon is approaching a top site of
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Figure 2.35: MEP and geometries of interest of the R05 elementary step:
COOH −−→ COH + O. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 3; Product,
image 7. Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold; Ru blue.

the surface, while the hydroxyl group is slightly rotated with respect to its
initial position in the reactant structure.

The reaction is slightly exothermic, having a ∆Er of -14.2 kJ/mol and a
pretty high activation energy of 93.4 kJ/mol. Apparently, the interaction of
atomic oxygen with an FCC site compensates for the breaking of the C–O
bond, making the reaction product slightly favored from a thermodynamic
point of view.

R06: COOH −−−→ CO + OH The elementary step R06 is similar to
the previous one, but instead of the dissociation of an oxygen, this time
the COOH species loses its hydroxyl group. The reactant geometry is the
same as that of R05. The product structure, instead, has the CO molecule
over an HCP site, interacting with a bridged ruthenium through the carbon,
meanwhile the lost hydroxyl group is on a FCC site nearby.

Figure 2.36 shows a smooth minimum energy path, with a transition
state located at image three. In the TS structure, the hydroxyl group is
approaching its nearest Ni atom on the surface, distancing itself from carbon.
At the same time, the CO fragment is readjusting its position in order to fit
the nearest HCP site. Finally, the ruthenium atom is still on the same HCP
site: it has not yet begun its migration to the bridge site it occupies in the
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Figure 2.36: MEP and geometries of interest of the R06 elementary step:
COOH −−→ CO + OH. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 3; Product,
image 7. Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold; Ru blue.

product.
This elementary step has a very exothermic ∆Er of -89.4 kJ/mol. This

can be attributed both to the formation of the very stable CO molecule, as
well as to the great interaction of the hydroxyl group with nickel when it is
on the FCC site (whereas in the reactant its only interaction was with the
carbon). The activation energy for this process is 37.2 kJ/mol.

R07: CO + H −−−→ CHO To study the hydrogenation of CO on carbon,
the geometry of choice for the reactant has the CO molecule adsorbed on an
HCP site via its carbon, the latter also interacting with a bridged Ru, while
an atomic hydrogen is located on an HCP site not far away from the carbon.
In the product structure, instead, the ruthenium atom in now on an HCP
site, still interacting with C. The hydrogen leaved the surface to bond C, and
the oxygen changed its position moving from a top to a bridge site.

Figure 2.37 shows a smooth MEP, in which the only point of interest is
the transition state located at image five. The TS structure is more similar
to the product than to the reactant: Ru is on an HCP site, O is bridged, and
H is very close to the carbon but also oriented towards the surface, resulting
in a cluttered environment that is destabilizing for a simple hydrogen.

With a ∆Er of 86.8 kJ/mol this elementary step is very endothermic,
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Figure 2.37: MEP and geometries of interest of the R07 elementary step: CO +
H −−→ CHO. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 5; Product, image 9.
Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold; Ru blue.

its activation energy being 128.4 kJ/mol. Similarly to R06, the most stable
structure (by a large amount) is the one with the CO species, that happen
to be the reactant in this case.

R08: CHO + H −−−→ CH2O The CHO species can further hydrogenate
to CH2O. To investigate this step, in the reactant the CHO geometry and
orientation are similar to those of the product of R07, but there is an addi-
tional atomic hydrogen very close to Ru, near the less cluttered part of the
carbon, ready to jump on it. The idea is to study this reaction by letting the
ruthenium atom acting as a pivot for the hydrogen. In the product geome-
try, the said hydrogen bonds the carbon that in turn is now farther from the
nickel surface. In this structure, the anchoring interactions of CH2O are due
to the bridged oxygen, and to the C–Ru bond.

As shown in the MEP of figure 2.38, in the way from reactant to transition
state the images keep increasing in energy, but between points three and
four the curve flattens out. This could be due to the presence of a reaction
intermediate, but the “resolution” of eight images used for this calculation
is not enough to find it. The transition state for this reaction is located
at image six, the geometry of which is similar to that of the product, but
here the carbon is still close to the nickel surface, occurrence that limits its
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Figure 2.38: MEP and geometries of interest of the R08 elementary step:
CHO + H −−→ CH2O. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 6; Product,
image 9. Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold; Ru blue.

interaction with the now close hydrogen.
Even if less than R07, the R08 elementary step is still endothermic with

a ∆Er of 61.3 kJ/mol, its activation energy being 78.7 kJ/mol.

R09: CH2O + H −−−→ CH3O To discover the transition state for this
elementary step, it was used a reactant structure similar to the product of
R08, the difference being that here a supplementary hydrogen is placed near
the ruthenium, with the consequence that the latter leans towards a bridge
site of the nickel surface. In the product structure, instead, Ru is on its
favorite position, an HCP site, whereas CH3O is placed on an FCC site
nearby, adsorbed on the surface through its oxygen.

Figure 2.39 shows the result of the CI-NEB calculation. Due to the similar
absolute energies of reactant and product, the MEP is pretty symmetrical
and the transition state is located in the middle of the elastic band at image
four. Its structure shows that the atomic hydrogen is still bonded to Ru, but
moved to a top site, being now closer to the carbon. Meanwhile, the CH2O
fragment is more perpendicular to the surface, and its oxygen is also shifted
towards the FCC site.

This elementary step is slightly endothermic with a ∆Er of 7.4 kJ/mol,
the activation energy being 90.8 kJ/mol.
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Figure 2.39: MEP and geometries of interest of the R09 elementary step:
CH2O + H −−→ CH3O. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 4; Product,
image 9. Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold; Ru blue.

R10: CO + H −−−→ COH To investigate the hydrogenation process
of carbon monoxide that gives the COH species, a structure was used as
reactant in which the CO molecule is overall on an HCP site (with C on a
bridge site and O on a top site), where C is also bonded to a bridged Ru.
Meanwhile, the atomic hydrogen is placed on a FCC site near the oxygen.
In the product geometry, instead, the ruthenium atom is still on the same
bridge site, but the carbon of COH is here shifted towards the nearest HCP
site thanks to the reduced interaction of the now saturated oxygen with the
nickel surface.

The MEP, shown in figure 2.40, is smooth, and the transition state is
located on image five. The TS geometry is similar to the one of the product,
where the hydrogen is midway to the oxygen but still close enough to the
nickel surface: it is using an underlying Ni atom as a pivot for its migration.

In this elementary step the reactant is far more stable than the product,
thus giving a strong endothermic ∆Er of 99.8 kJ/mol. The high activation
energy of 135.1 kJ/mol confirms that CO has a low tendency to react.

R11: CHO+H −−−→ CHOH In the reactant geometry used to study this
elementary step, the CHO species has its carbon near a top site, bonded to
an HCP ruthenium, while the oxygen is over a bridge site. Here the atomic
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Figure 2.40: MEP and geometries of interest of the R10 elementary step: CO +
H −−→ COH. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 5; Product, image 7.
Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold; Ru blue.

hydrogen is on an FCC site next to the oxygen. In the product structure,
on the other hand, the new hydroxyl group is on a top site, thus making the
C–O bond of the CHOH species almost parallel to the underlying Ni–Ni
bond.

The CI-NEB was performed using a slightly looser threshold of 3.5 · 10−3

Eh/Å on the force norms. Figure 2.41 shows that there is a reaction interme-
diate along the MEP, located at image two. This is due to the hopping of the
atomic hydrogen from the original FCC to a near HCP site. The transition
state is then found at image five. Its structure shows that the atomic hydro-
gen is midway between an FCC site and the oxygen of CHO. Another way to
describe its structure is that the hydroxyl group is pointing towards an FCC
site of the nickel surface, a destabilizing situation in which the hydrogen is
surrounded by to many nuclei.

The ∆Er of this highly endothermic elementary step is 100.7 kJ/mol,
while the activation energy being 128.8 kJ/mol.

R12: CH2O + H −−−→ CH2OH To find the transition state of the
hydrogenation of the CH2O species on oxygen, a geometry was used for the
reactant where the CH2O species is bonded to an HCP Ru through C, and
to the nickel surface via its oxygen, placed on a bridge site. Finally, the
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Figure 2.41: MEP and geometries of interest of the R11 elementary step:
CHO + H −−→ CHOH. Reactant, image 0; Intermediate, image
2; TS, image 5; Product, image 7. Colors: H white; C black; O
red; Ni rose gold; Ru blue.

atomic hydrogen is near the oxygen on a HCP site. The product structure is
pretty similar to the reactant, but here the hydrogen is bonded to the oxygen
that maintain its bridged position, with the effect that the resulting hydroxyl
group is pointing upward.

The MEP reported in figure 2.42 shows that the transition state is locate
at image four. Its geometry is quite different from the reactant for several
reasons: Ru moved from an HCP to a bridge site, the previously bridged
oxygen of CH2O shifted towards a top site, and finally the atomic hydrogen
hopped from the original HCP site to the FCC site located just below the
oxygen. Keeping to follow the minimum energy path one can see a reaction
intermediate at image six, just before the product geometry. The structure
of this intermediate is similar to the one of the product, the difference being
the orientation of the hydroxyl group, here pointing in a direction parallel
to the underlying surface. This orientation is due to the interaction of the
oxygen with a top site, as opposed to its bridged position in the product.

Considering that the reaction intermediate is more stable than the prod-
uct, its absolute energy was used to compute the ∆Er of 63.6 kJ/mol, the
activation energy for this elementary step being 95.7 kJ/mol.
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Figure 2.42: MEP and geometries of interest of the R12 elementary step:
CH2O + H −−→ CH2OH. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 4;
Intermediate, image 6; Product, image 7. Colors: H white; C
black; O red; Ni rose gold; Ru blue.

R14: CO −−−→ C + O To study the dissociation of CO into atomic
carbon and oxygen, the structure used as reactant has the CO molecule over
an HCP site, bonded to a bridged Ru through the carbon, while the oxygen
is close to a top site. On the product geometry, Ru is still on the same
bridge site bonded to the atomic HCP carbon, whereas the atomic oxygen
is on the HCP site next to that of C. Among other things, figure 2.43 shows
the product structure: it is hard to notice from its top view, but the nickel
atom connecting the two HCP sites occupied by C and O is slightly raised
above the surface. This causes a distortion of all the adjacent HCP and FCC
sites, and as a consequence both C and O do not appear perfectly centered
on their respective HCP sites.

Looking at the MEP of figure 2.43, the TS is located in the middle of
the elastic band at image five. As often happens with very symmetrical
MEP, the transition state geometry is halfway between those of reactant and
product: the oxygen is on the bridge site between the top site it occupies in
the reactant and its HCP site in the product, whereas both Ru and C stay
pretty much in the same position.

This is a slightly endothermic elementary step with a ∆Er of 10.4 kJ/mol,
which however has an outstandingly high activation energy of 144.5 kJ/mol
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Figure 2.43: MEP and geometries of interest of the R14 elementary step:
CO −−→ C + O. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 5; Product, image
9. Colors: C black; O red; Ni rose gold; Ru blue.

due to the dissociation of a very stable molecule such as CO.

R15: CHO −−−→ CH+O To locate the transition state of this elementary
step, the reactant structure of choice has the Ru atom on an HCP site, and
the CHO species adsorbed on the catalyst through both a C–Ru interaction
and a bridged oxygen. In the product geometry, instead, the atomic oxygen
is on the FCC site near its starting bridge position, while the Ru–CH com-
plex moved away from O: Ru is on a bridge site and interacts with the CH
fragment located on an HCP site.

The CI-NEB calculation was performed using five images due to the small
spatial shift the chemical species have to perform going from reactant to
product. The minimum energy path, reported in figure 2.44, presents a single
peak at image two, the transition state. The TS geometry is a peculiar mix
of both elastic band endpoints. The CH fragment is in a similar position as
that in the reactant, while the oxygen farther away from C, on the same FCC
site it will occupy in the product. The ruthenium position, however, differs
from both reactant and product, being on a completely new bridge site.

Despite the pretty exothermic ∆Er of -68.8 kJ/mol for this elementary
step, it has a moderately high activation energy of 77.9 kJ/mol.
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Figure 2.44: MEP and geometries of interest of the R15 elementary step:
CHO −−→ CH + O. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 2; Product,
image 6. Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold; Ru blue.

R16: CH2O −−−→ CH2+O This elementary step is about the dissociation
of the oxygen from the CH2O species. To locate its transition state, it was
used a reactant structure in which CH2O is anchored to the surface through
a bridged oxygen, while the carbon bonds an HCP Ru. In the product
geometry, instead, the atomic oxygen is on the nearest FCC site, while the
CH2 fragment is still bonded to the HCP Ru but drifted away a little with
respect to its initial position, now being closer to the nickel surface.

Figure 2.45 shows a fairly regular MEP that presents a steep peak in the
first part of the elastic band, with the transition state located at image two.
The TS geometry is similar to that of the reactant since in both structures
the CH2 fragment is at the same height from the surface, the difference being
that in TS the CH2 group is slightly rotated and thus a bit spaced from the
oxygen.

This elementary step, just like that of R15, is quite exothermic with a
∆Er of -73.2 kJ/mol, and has an high activation energy of 81.1 kJ/mol.

R17: CH3O −−−→ CH3 +O The reactant geometry of choice to study this
elementary step has the CH3O species bonded to the nickel surface through
its oxygen, located over an FCC site, while Ru is on an HCP site nearby. In
the product structure, on the other hand, the CH3 group is bonded to the
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Figure 2.45: MEP and geometries of interest of the R16 elementary step:
CH2O −−→ CH2 + O. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 2; Product,
image 9. Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold; Ru blue.

ruthenium atom, while the atomic oxygen remains on the same FCC site.
Considering the choice of these initial structures, it is the CH3 fragment who
moves in this reaction (that “jumps” from O to Ru, as it will be shown),
but despite all the attempts it was not possible to find a better structure to
use as reactant due to the limited interaction capabilities of CH3O with the
catalyst.

The MEP in figure 2.46 shows that the transition state is located at
image four. Since this reaction develops in height, it is not simple to see
what happens from the top views shown in figure, hence some distances are
reported to clarify what is happening. C–O distance: reactant 1.432 Å, TS
2.520 Å, product 3.292 Å. C–Ru distance: reactant 3.988 Å, TS 3.373 Å,
product 2.037 Å. In TS, the CH3 fragment moves away from all the other
atomic nuclei (the nearest of which being O and Ru): during this jump, it is
isolated and assumes a planar geometry.

The ∆Er for this elementary step is -45.4 kJ/mol, while the energy barrier
being 161.8 kJ/mol. This is the highest forward activation energy found
among all elementary steps on the Ru-decorated surface, due to the extreme
instability of the isolated CH3 species in the transition state.

R18: COH + H −−−→ CHOH The structure employed as reactant to in-
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Figure 2.46: MEP and geometries of interest of the R17 elementary step:
CH3O −−→ CH3 + O. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 4; Product,
image 9. Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold; Ru blue.

vestigate this elementary step has the COH bonded to a bridged Ru through
the carbon, the latter being over an FCC site. Regarding the atomic hy-
drogen, it is on another FCC site near the ruthenium: the original idea was
to exploit Ru as a pivoting center for the hydrogenation reaction. In the
product geometry, instead, Ru is slightly shifted towards the near HCP site,
the Ru–C interaction being still present, and the CHOH fragment lays over
a bridge site being the C–O bond parallel to the underlying Ni–Ni one.

As shown in figure 2.47, the MEP presents a reaction intermediate just
after the reactant, at image two: its geometry shows that H hopped to the
near HCP site, thus excluding the original Ru-pivoting hypothesis for this
hydrogenation reaction. The transition state is found at image five. Its ge-
ometry shows that Ru is slightly over an FCC site, and the CHOH species has
the C–O bond centered on another FCC site: the complex Ru–CHOH will
then shift towards its (very similar) final position in the product geometry,
that is not so different in terms of absolute energy.

Since an intermediate was found just after the reactant, its energy was
used in place of that of the latter to evaluate both ∆Er and activation energy,
which are 94.9 and 111.9 kJ/mol, respectively.

R19: CHOH + H −−−→ CH2OH This elementary step is about the
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Figure 2.47: MEP and geometries of interest of the R18 elementary step:
COH + H −−→ CHOH. Reactant, image 0; Intermediate, image
2; TS, image 5; Product, image 7. Colors: H white; C black; O
red; Ni rose gold; Ru blue.

hydrogenation of CHOH to give the CH2OH species. To locate the transition
state, two geometries were prepared and optimized for reactant and product.
In the former, the ruthenium atom is over an HCP site, bonding both the
atomic hydrogen and the carbon of CHOH, that in turn has the C–O bond
over a bridge site, parallel to the underlying Ni–Ni bond. The position of
Ru in the product structure does not change, but this time it bonds only
the carbon since the hydrogen moved to give the CH2 group of CH2OH. It
is important to state that the carbon is close to the nickel surface in the
reactant, whereas this is not the case in the product. As in R18, this specific
reactant geometry was chosen in order to verify if Ru can act as a pivot.

Figure 2.48 shows that the MEP is mostly smooth, with only a spike
going from image three to four, the latter being the transition state. By
examining the TS structure, one notices that the hydrogen is approaching
the carbon from the top: H is still close to Ru just as C is still close to the
nickel surface. Proceeding towards the product, the CH2 group will move
upward, away from the surface.

The considered elementary step has an endothermic ∆Er of 50.0 kJ/mol,
its activation energy being 75.3 kJ/mol.
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Figure 2.48: MEP and geometries of interest of the R19 elementary step:
CHOH + H −−→ CH2OH. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 4;
Product, image 7. Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold;
Ru blue.

R20: CH2OH + H −−−→ CH3OH In order to investigate the final hydro-
genation of CH2OH, a reactant structure was prepared in which that chemical
species is bonded to a bridged Ru through the carbon, while the hydroxyl
oxygen interacts with a top site (Ni–O distance being 2.184 Å). The atomic
hydrogen is bonded to Ru, willing to pivot around it to reach the CH2 group.
In the product structure, instead, the methanol molecule is adsorbed on the
surface thanks to the sole Ni–O interaction (the distance between the two
nuclei being 2.333 Å), and the ruthenium atoms occupies an HCP site since
it now has no interactions with species other than Ni atoms.

The minimum energy path is reported in figure 2.49, it is spiky around
image four, that is the transition state for the reaction. The TS geometry
shows that the atomic hydrogen pivoted around Ru in order to approach the
CH2 group from below. Moreover, the hydroxyl group is far away from the
surface, at a distance of 3.068 Å from the nearest Ni.

This elementary step is slightly endothermic with a ∆Er of 28.2 kJ/mol.
It also has a not to high activation energy of 62.4 kJ/mol.

R21: COH −−−→ C + OH This elementary step is about the dissociation
of the COH species into atomic carbon and an adsorbed hydroxyl group.
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Figure 2.49: MEP and geometries of interest of the R20 elementary step:
CH2OH + H −−→ CH3OH. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 4;
Product, image 7. Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold;
Ru blue.

The reactant geometry has the ruthenium on a bridge site, bonded to the
an HCP carbon of COH, the hydroxyl group of which has the hydrogen
pointing upward. In the product structure both the positions of Ru and C
do not change, but now the hydroxyl group is on an HCP site next to that of
the carbon. In this structure, the Ni atom shared among the two HCP sites
occupied by C and OH protrudes slightly from the rest of the nickel (111)
surface: for this reason the top view of the product geometry shows both C
and OH a bit off centered from their HCP sites.

The MEP for this reaction shows an intermediate just after the reactant
at image two, as reported in figure 2.50. The intermediate geometry differs
from that of the reactant for a 180◦ rotation of the hydroxyl group, the
O–H bond here being parallel to the nickel surface. Following the reaction
path, the transition state occurs at image five, its geometry shows that the
hydroxyl group is over the nearest top site, moving away from C.

The ∆Er and activation energy were computed using the absolute energy
of the intermediate instead of that of the reactant; they are, respectively,
-38.8 and 81.8 kJ/mol.

R22: CHOH −−−→ CH + OH Concerning this elementary step, the
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Figure 2.50: MEP and geometries of interest of the R21 elementary step:
COH −−→ C + OH. Reactant, image 0; Intermediate, image 2;
TS, image 5; Product, image 7. Colors: H white; C black; O red;
Ni rose gold; Ru blue.

structures used to determine its transition state were: a reactant in which
the CHOH species is placed with the C–O bond parallel to the surface over
a bridge site, while the carbon also bonds an HCP Ru; and a product where
the CH fragment is over an HCP site, still bonded to the ruthenium that
now is on a bridge site, meanwhile the hydroxyl group slipped towards an
FCC site near its original position.

The MEP, reported in figure 2.51, is smooth, and the transition state was
located next to the reactant at image two. Its geometry shows that the C–O
distance increased with respect to the reactant. Moreover, the CH fragment
is more centered on the top of its nearest Ni, while OH moved towards a
bridged position.

This elementary step is very exothermic with a ∆Er of -112.1 kJ/mol,
while its activation energy is 55.2 kJ/mol.

R23: CH2OH −−−→ CH2 + OH This elementary step was investigated
using, as reactant, a structure in which the ruthenium atom is on HCP site,
bonding the carbon of the CH2OH species, whose hydroxyl group in turn
interacts with a bridge site of the nickel surface. In this structure, the CH2

group is far from the surface, bridged between Ru and O. In the product
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Figure 2.51: MEP and geometries of interest of the R22 elementary step:
CHOH −−→ CH + OH. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 2; Product,
image 7. Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold; Ru blue.

geometry, instead, the hydroxyl group is now isolated on an FCC site, while
the CH2 fragment, still bonded to Ru, is closer to the surface over a bridge
site.

Figure 2.52 shows a mostly smooth MEP that locates the transition state
of this reaction at image two. Since its energy is very close to that of the
reactant, the two geometries do not differ sensibly. Indeed, the only difference
is an elongation of the C–O bond (1.479 Å in the reactant, 1.898 Å in the TS)
mostly due to the approaching of the hydroxyl group to the nickel surface.

This strongly exothermic reaction, whose ∆Er is -112.9 kJ/mol, is accom-
panied by a small activation energy of 24.2 kJ/mol, showing the instability of
the CH2OH species when it interacts in the described way with the ruthenium
decoration.

R24a: CH3OH −−−→ CH3 + OH Studying the dissociation of CH3OH
was tricky, probably due to the limited interaction capabilities of this species
with its environment: being the carbon fully saturated, only the oxygen can
interact effectively. For this reason, two different ways in which this step
can occur were investigated. In this paragraph R24a is discussed, which is
similar to R21, R22, and R23 in the sense that the alcoholic species dissociates
leaving its hydroxyl group on the surface, while the carbon fragment moves
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Figure 2.52: MEP and geometries of interest of the R23 elementary step:
CH2OH −−→ CH2 + OH. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 2;
Product, image 7. Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold;
Ru blue.

to the ruthenium atom. In the reactant structure, CH3OH is anchored to
a top site using its oxygen, with the methyl group slightly oriented towards
Ru. In the product geometry, instead, the methyl group is bonded to Ru,
leaving the hydroxyl fragment on an FCC site of the surface.

The CI-NEB calculation was performed using six images, but this time
the best achievement of the FIRE algorithm was to reach 7.3 · 10−3 Eh/Å
on the highest force norm (incidentally, that of the transition state) before
starting to diverge. Figure 2.53 shows an abrupt MEP, especially going from
images one to two, and from four to five. The transition state is located at
image two. It shows an interesting structure in which one hydrogen has been
transferred from CH3 to Ru, thus allowing the now under-saturated carbon to
interact with ruthenium. From this point on, the CH2 fragment will separate
from the hydroxyl group, then taking back the third hydrogen. From these
consideration, one may imagine that this is not a real elementary step and
that one or more reaction intermediates could be involved. The difficulties
in this CI-NEB could be due to the small resolution of the elastic band: it
is totally possible that using more images would have revealed additional
points of interest in the MEP, especially in its steepest regions.

This reaction has an exothermic ∆Er of -81.7 kJ/mol. Because of the
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Figure 2.53: MEP and geometries of interest of the R24a elementary step:
CH3OH −−→ CH3 + OH. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 2;
Product, image 7. Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold;
Ru blue.

difficulties in CI-NEB calculation, however, it was possible to locate the TS
only using a looser convergence threshold than the usual one. This means
that the determined TS for this elementary step is not as accurate as the
others, and so it is the value of 80.7 kJ/mol for the activation energy.

R24b: CH3OH −−−→ CH3 + OH Because of the difficulties in R24a,
another route was attempted to find the transition state of CH3OH −−→
CH3 + OH. This time, instead of placing the methanol molecule over the
nickel surface, in the reactant structure it was positioned on top of an HCP
Ru, interacting with it through the hydroxyl group. In the product geometry,
instead, the ruthenium atom is on a bridge site, interacting with the methyl
group on one side, and with the hydroxyl group on the opposite side. Here
the two groups are also close to the nickel surface.

The CI-NEB was performed using six images. Optimization of the elastic
band was carried with the FIRE algorithm up to the convergence threshold
of 4.5 · 10−3 Eh/Å. The minimum energy path, reported in figure 2.54, is
peaked around image two. An examination of its structure reveals that the
methyl group is now closer to Ru (C–Ru distance: 2.385 Å in TS, 3.175 Å
in reactant), while also being not completely separated from the hydroxyl
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Figure 2.54: MEP and geometries of interest of the R24b elementary step:
CH3OH −−→ CH3 + OH. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 2;
Product, image 7. Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold;
Ru blue.

group (C–O distance: 1.930 Å in TS, 1.449 Å in reactant).
Using the said structure as reactant and product, this elementary step has

a ∆Er of -117.5 kJ/mol (more exothermic than R24a), while its activation
energy is 121.9 kJ/mol.

As a final note, another CI-NEB was attempted to study this reaction,
using the same reactant geometry of R24b but a different product structure,
in which only the hydroxyl group was bonded to Ru, while the methyl group
was adsorbed on the nickel surface. Performing the said calculation showed
that there was an intermediate, the optimization of which gave the geometry
used as the product of R24b.

R25: C + H −−−→ CH The atomic carbon hydrogenation step was in-
vestigated preparing, as reactant, a structure where the atomic carbon is on
an HCP site bonded to a bridged Ru, while the atomic hydrogen is on the
HCP site next to that of the carbon. In the product geometry both Ru and
C stays on the same places, while the hydrogen is the only one that changes
its position, leaving the nickel surface to bond the carbon.

Figure 2.55 shows a smooth MEP, probably tanks to the high resolution of
the elastic band. Images five is the TS, whose geometry shows the hydrogen
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Figure 2.55: MEP and geometries of interest of the R25 elementary step: C +
H −−→ CH. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 5; Product, image 9.
Colors: H white; C black; Ni rose gold; Ru blue.

over the top site that connects the two HCP sites occupied by C and H in
the reactant structure.

This is an endothermic elementary step with a ∆Er of 45.2 kJ/mol, whose
activation energy is 86.7 kJ/mol.

R26: CH + H −−−→ CH2 The reactant geometry prepared to study this
elementary step, has the CH fragment on an HCP site bonded to the near
bridged Ru, the atomic hydrogen being on an adjacent HCP site. In the
product structure, instead, the CH2 group is on a bridge site still bonded to
the ruthenium atom that slipped on the nearest HCP site.

Figure 2.56 shows a smooth MEP, in which appear both a transition state
at image five, and a labile intermediate at image seven. In the TS the atomic
hydrogen is approaching CH, leaving its original HCP position for something
in between a top and an FCC site. Regarding the reaction intermediate, it
has Ru on the same bridge site as in the reactant structure, and CH2 on a
bridge site that is not the same one of the product: this Ru–CH2 complex
will very easily shift on the surface, reaching the final conformation of the
product.

This elementary step has a ∆Er of 73.3 kJ/mol, while its activation energy
being 96.3 kJ/mol. This imply a very low energy barrier for the backward
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Figure 2.56: MEP and geometries of interest of the R26 elementary step: CH +
H −−→ CH2. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 5; Intermediate, image
7; Product, image 9. Colors: H white; C black; Ni rose gold; Ru
blue.

process, i.e. the CH2 dehydrogenation.

R27a: CH2 + H −−−→ CH3 The first attempt to study the hydrogenation
of CH2 was made using an atomic hydrogen adsorbed over an FCC site of
the nickel surface. The other elements of the reactant structure are the Ru
atom on a bridge site that bonds the near CH2 group, the carbon of which
is placed over an FCC site. In the product structure, instead, the methyl
group is simply bonded to an HCP Ru, slightly leaned towards the surface.

The transition state was located using a slightly looser threshold of 3.5 ·
10−3 Eh/Å on all force norms. As shown in figure 2.57, the MEP has a peak
at image three (TS), and a very shallow intermediate at image four. The TS
geometry shows that the atomic H migrated to the HCP site below the CH2

group. The intermediate structure is very similar to that of TS, but here H is
closer to C than to the nickel surface. From here two events, namely a slight
rotation of the just formed methyl group and the migration of Ru towards
the HCP site, will move the hydrogen further away from the surface, thus
reaching the energy minimum given by the product.

The ∆Er for this elementary step is 56.5 kJ/mol, and its low activation
energy of 74.9 kJ/mol implies a that the backward dehydrogenation process
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Figure 2.57: MEP and geometries of interest of the R27a elementary step:
CH2 +H −−→ CH3. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 3; Intermediate,
image 4; Product, image 9. Colors: H white; C black; Ni rose gold;
Ru blue.

is favored.

R27b: CH2 + H −−−→ CH3 The R27b step presents an alternative way
in which this hydrogenation could happen, i.e. the pivoting of H over Ru to
bond the CH2 group from above. In the reactant structure there is a bridged
Ru that interacts with an HCP CH2 on one side, and with a top H on the
other. In the product structure, instead, the methyl group is bonded to Ru,
which in turn migrated towards the nearest HCP site.

Figure 2.58 shows a jagged MEP (mainly in its first half), in which there
are three maxima at images one, three and five, and two reaction intermedi-
ates at images two and four. The last part of the MEP is, instead, flat, with
images seven, eight and nine having virtually the same energy: they only
differ for a rotation of the methyl group. Despite the high resolution of the
elastic band, the eight images were badly distributed during the optimization
process since there is a low image density (i.e. two adjacent images differ to
much due to the high displacements that the nuclei undergo) in the involved
region (the jagged one), whereas to many of them are wasted on different
methyl conformation at the end of the band near the product.

The aforementioned figure shows the intermediate at image two, in which
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Figure 2.58: MEP and geometries of interest of the R27b elementary step:
CH2 + H −−→ CH3. Reactant, image 0; Intermediate, image 2;
TS, image 3; Product, image 9. Colors: H white; C black; Ni rose
gold; Ru blue.

the atomic hydrogen migrated on top of Ru. The highest transition state of
image three, in which the same atomic hydrogen began its descent towards
the CH2 group, is also reported. In comparison to their positions in the
reactant structure, in the TS Ru moved towards the HCP site, dragging the
CH2 group that moved from an HCP to a bridge site.

With a ∆Er of 53.4 kJ/mol the reaction is endothermic, its activation
energy being 88.4 kJ/mol with respect to the TS of image three. Compared to
R27a, the Ru-pivoted hydrogenation has a slightly higher activation energy.

R28: CH3 + H −−−→ CH4 The final elementary step that needs to be
studied is the hydrogenation that gives a methane molecule. For this one
was used a reactant structure in which the methyl group was on top of an
HCP Ru (Ru–C distance being 2.043 Å), while the atomic hydrogen is on
a top site also bonded with Ru. The product structure has, more simply, a
methane molecule above Ru, at a Ru–C distance of 2.752 Å.

The MEP of figure 2.59 shows a peak at image five, the transition state,
and a reaction intermediate at image eight, just before the product. In the
TS structure, the methyl group is closer to the nickel surface, just above the
atomic hydrogen. Here the Ru–C distance is 2.174 Å, and it is notewor-
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Figure 2.59: MEP and geometries of interest of the R28 elementary step: CH3+
H −−→ CH4. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 5; Intermediate, image
8; Product, image 9. Colors: H white; C black; Ni rose gold; Ru
blue.

thy to say that all the three original hydrogens of the methyl group point
upwards as in the reactant geometry, just as if the methane molecule was
already formed (considering the fourth H below C). The reaction intermedi-
ate, instead, differs from the product only for the position of the methane
molecule.

The ∆Er of 3.7 kJ/mol was computed using the absolute energy of the
intermediate instead of that of the product, the activation energy being 38.8
kJ/mol.
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2.6 CO2 Methanation on Fe-Decorated Ni (111)

In this Fe-decorated system, just like as in the Ru-decorated one, the 13th

elementary step, CH3O + H −−→ CH3OH, is missing due to the difficulties
encountered in the CI-NEB. The usual 16 chemical species were investigated,
for a total of 27 elementary steps labeled from 1 to 28 to match the ones in
the section about the pristine nickel surface. Table 2.5 reports a summary of
the obtained ∆Er and Ea, while a discussion of each elementary step follows.

F01: CO2 −−−→ CO + O As always, the first elementary step is the
carbon dioxide dissociation, here on the Fe-decorated nickel (111) surface.
The two structures used to locate the transition state were: as reactant, a
very distorted CO2 molecule that interacts with a bridged Fe through one
oxygen, while the other one is on a bridge site; as product, a CO molecule
adsorbed on an HCP site through its carbon, whose oxygen interacts with
the near Fe, whereas the atomic oxygen is on the closest HCP site.

The transition state is located at image three of the minimum energy
path, reported in figure 2.60. TS structure shows a just dissociated oxygen
on the same HCP site it will occupy in the product, whereas the CO fragment
has its carbon over a bridge site while maintaining the Fe–O interaction.

This exothermic elementary step has a ∆Er of -48.8 kJ/mol and an activa-
tion energy of 78.8 kJ/mol. As a final note, the reactant structure described
in this paragraph differs form that of R01. Despite it has been tried to
use a starting structure in which both oxygens were placed near the nickel
surface also for this Fe-decorated system, during the optimization process
CO2 changes its orientation, finally reaching the vertical conformation here
reported.

F02: CO2 + H −−−→ COOH To study the CO2 hydrogenation that gives
the COOH species, it was used a reactant structure in which Fe is on an
HCP site, interacting with an oxygen of CO2. This latter species interacts
with the nickel surface through the carbon (on a bridge site) and the other
oxygen (near a top site). Finally, the atomic hydrogen is on an FCC site
not to far away from C. Regarding the product structure, the iron atom is
still on the same HCP site, but now it is closer to C rather than O. The
hydrogen, instead, is now bonded to an oxygen, and the resulting hydroxyl
group is raised from the surface.

As shown in figure 2.61, the MEP is very stepped in the first part and has
a peaked shape around image three, the transition state. The TS geometry
is similar to that of the product, e.g. the oxygen that was bonded to Fe in
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Table 2.5: Elementary steps on Fe-decorated Ni (111) surface. All energies ex-
pressed in kJ/mol.

Code Elem. Step ∆Er Ea→ Ea←
F01 CO2 −−→ CO + O -48.8 78.8 127.7
F02 CO2 + H −−→ COOH 116.8 161.9 45.1
F03 CO2 + H −−→ CHOO 46.9 87.1 40.2
F04 CHOO −−→ CHO + O 28.0 95.3 67.2
F05 COOH −−→ COH + O 19.1 98.5 79.4
F06 COOH −−→ CO + OH -139.8 43.5 183.2
F07 CO + H −−→ CHO 134.7 137.4 2.7
F08 CHO + H −−→ CH2O 31.8 52.6 20.8
F09 CH2O + H −−→ CH3O 8.1 88.5 80.4
F10 CO + H −−→ COH 166.9 209.2 42.2
F11 CHO + H −−→ CHOH 112.8 141.9 29.1
F12 CH2O + H −−→ CH2OH 73.9 112.9 39.0
F14 CO −−→ C + O 82.3 212.3 130.0
F15 CHO −−→ CH + O -60.3 73.6 133.8
F16 CH2O −−→ CH2 + O -47.7 64.0 111.7
F17 CH3O −−→ CH3 + O -49.2 156.6 205.8
F18 COH + H −−→ CHOH 89.6 99.7 10.1
F19 CHOH + H −−→ CH2OH 50.1 76.5 26.5
F20a CH2OH + H −−→ CH3OH 26.7 87.5 60.7
F20b CH2OH + H −−→ CH3OH 27.1 73.5 46.4
F21 COH −−→ C + OH -17.8 95.7 113.5
F22 CHOH −−→ CH + OH -125.7 10.7 136.4
F23 CH2OH −−→ CH2 + OH -118.4 51.2 169.6
F24 CH3OH −−→ CH3 + OH -105.6 119.9 225.5
F25 C + H −−→ CH 21.4 82.2 60.8
F26 CH + H −−→ CH2 59.2 85.5 26.2
F27 CH2 + H −−→ CH3 42.6 88.5 45.9
F28 CH3 + H −−→ CH4 29.3 75.8 46.5
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Figure 2.60: MEP and geometries of interest of the F01 elementary step:
CO2 −−→ CO + O. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 3; Product,
image 7. Colors: C black; O red; Ni rose gold; Fe dark orange.

the reactant here is on a bridge site (as it is in the product). The hydrogen,
instead, is on a bridge site between an HCP site and an oxygen. Using
only six images for this calculation did not allow to appreciate a reaction
intermediate (that is likely to exist) in the first part of the MEP, due to the
hydrogen hopping from the initial FCC to an HCP site.

Whit a ∆Er of 116.8 kJ/mol, this elementary step is very endothermic,
its associated activation energy being 161.9 kJ/mol.

F03: CO2 +H −−−→ CHOO To investigate this elementary step, the cho-
sen reactant structure has the CO2 molecule adsorbed in a vertical position
near Fe, making an O–C–O angle of 122.6◦. One of the oxygen interacts
strongly with a bridged Fe, while the other is on a bridge site of the nickel
surface. The atomic hydrogen is on an FCC site not to far from C. In the
product structure, the O–C–O angle is similar in amplitude (130.3◦), but
where in the reactant C was close to the nickel, here is far away from the
surface, since now it is coordinate with an extra hydrogen.

The MEP makes a very drastic step going from image one to two (the
TS), and then begins a slow descending. As reported in figure 2.62, in the TS
structure the hydrogen is near the carbon, but still very close to the surface.
The CO2 geometry is also different from the reactant since C is beginning its
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Figure 2.61: MEP and geometries of interest of the F02 elementary step: CO2 +
H −−→ COOH. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 3; Product, image
7. Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold; Fe dark orange.

rotation to move away from the surface.
This elementary step has a moderate ∆Er of 46.9 kJ/mol, its activation

energy being 87.1 kJ/mol.

F04: CHOO −−−→ CHO + O To investigate the dissociation of CHOO
into CHO and atomic oxygen, the structure of choice for the reactant was
exactly the same as the product of F03. The product geometry, on the other
hand, has the CHO species interacting with an HCP Fe through the oxygen,
and with a top site of the nickel towards the carbon, whereas the atomic
oxygen was placed on an FCC site not to far away from the carbon from
which it dissociated.

This CI-NEB calculation was also flawless. The MEP, reported in figure
2.63, has an high peak at image three, the second half of the path being
smoother than the first. In the TS structure, the geometry of the Fe–CHO
complex does not differ from the one it has in the product. The main differ-
ence between the two is in the position of the atomic oxygen, that in TS is
on the HCP site just next to C, the C–O distance being 1.906 Å (1.267 Å
in the reactant).

To this elementary step are associated a ∆Er of 28.0 kJ/mol, and an
activation energy of 95.3 kJ/mol.
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Figure 2.62: MEP and geometries of interest of the F03 elementary step: CO2 +
H −−→ CHOO. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 2; Product, image
7. Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold; Fe dark orange.

Figure 2.63: MEP and geometries of interest of the F04 elementary step:
CHOO −−→ CHO + O. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 3; Product,
image 7. Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold; Fe dark
orange.
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Figure 2.64: MEP and geometries of interest of the F05 elementary step:
COOH −−→ COH + O. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 3; Product,
image 7. Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold; Fe dark
orange.

F05: COOH −−−→ COH + O This elementary step was investigated
using, as reactant, a structure in which: Fe is on an HCP site, interacting
with C; the oxygen of COOH is on a bridge site, while its hydroxyl group is
slightly raised with respect to the nickel surface. In the product geometry,
instead, Fe is a bit shifted towards the near bridge site, but not completely
on top of it; the COH fragment interacts with its carbon with both Fe and
a Ni atom (top site). Finally, the atomic oxygen is on an FCC site nearby.

The TS is located at image three, and as can be seen from the MEP
(figure 2.64) it has a very high energy compared to both the reactant and
product structures. Its geometry shows how the atomic oxygen is already in
the FCC site: it is the position of the Fe–COH complex on the surface that
differs from both endpoints of the elastic band. The Fe nucleus is on a bridge
site, an so it is the carbon of COH: this shift is probably required to push
the dissociating oxygen to its final FCC site, thus breaking the C–O bond.

This slightly endothermic reaction has a ∆Er of 19.1 kJ/mol and an
activation energy of 98.5 kJ/mol.

F06: COOH −−−→ CO + OH The F06 elementary step is about the
dissociation of COOH into CO and OH. The reactant structure chosen to
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Figure 2.65: MEP and geometries of interest of the F06 elementary step:
COOH −−→ CO + OH. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 3; Product,
image 7. Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold; Fe dark
orange.

determine the TS is the same as that of F05. The product geometry, instead,
has the iron atom on a bridge site, bonded to the carbon monoxide through
C, whereas the hydroxyl group is on an FCC site not to far away from carbon.

Figure 2.65 reports the MEP and some geometries of interest, one of
which being the transition state located at image three. Its structure shows
that the hydroxyl group approached the nickel surface, here being almost
over a top site. The C–OH distance increased significantly (TS 1.999 Å,
reactant 1.385 Å) despite C has not moved noticeably. From this point on,
the reaction proceeds with readjustments of both the CO and OH fragments
towards more comfortable sites.

Some time after the execution of this CI-NEB, it was found out that the
interaction of the CO molecule with Fe through the carbon is not the pre-
ferred one, compared with the geometry in which it interacts through the
oxygen. Furthermore, performing a CI-NEB between these two conforma-
tions shows that the former is not an energy minimum at all, since it is the
highest point of the MEP of COO@Fe −−→ COC@Fe, that has a ∆Er of 57.3
kJ/mol. This means that the product used in F06 is not a minimum, and
that its energy should be adjusted before computing ∆Er and activation
energy, that then turn out to be -139.8 and 43.5 kJ/mol, respectively.
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F07: CO+H −−−→ CHO This elementary step is about the hydrogenation
of carbon monoxide to give the CHO species. The structure used as reactant
has a CO molecule on a HCP site, anchored to the nickel surface through the
carbon, while the oxygen is interacting with a nearby HCP Fe. The atomic
hydrogen is located on an HCP site adjacent to that of C. In the product
structure the Fe–O interaction is maintained, the oxygen, however, is here
closer to the surface, so a Ni–O interaction is also present. Finally, the
hydrogen is bonded to carbon, which in turn shifted towards a bridge site
due to the augmented coordination.

It is difficult to locate at a first glance the TS by looking at the MEP
of figure 2.66, since the curve flattens out in its second half. This shows
how labile the product structure is, being extremely close in energy to the
transition state located at image five. A closer look at its geometry reveals
that it is indeed very similar to the product, the only difference being a slight
rotation of the whole CHO fragment with respect to the underlying nickel
surface.

Both the ∆Er of 134.7 kJ/mol and the activation energy of 137.4 kJ/mol
imply that the backward elementary step, the CHO dissociation, is extremely
favored both thermodynamically and kinetically (having a negligible activa-
tion energy of 2.7 kJ/mol).

As a final note, the one presented here was not the only CI-NEB attempt
for this elementary step. Another one was carried out, but unfortunately
it did not converge. During that calculation a reaction intermediate was
found, optimized, and the result used as the product structure reported in
this paragraph.

F08: CHO + H −−−→ CH2O The F08 step is about the hydrogenation of
CHO that gives CH2O. The reactant and product geometries were specifically
chosen to investigate a Fe-pivoted hydrogenation mechanism. For this reason,
in the reactant, CHO interacts with an HCP Fe through C while O is on a
bridge site, whereas the atomic hydrogen is on a top site, very close to the
iron atom. In the product structure, instead, both Fe and O maintain their
original position while bonding a CH2 group that is raised from the nickel
surface.

The not smooth MEP, reported in figure 2.67, shows two maxima at
images two and five (the latter being the highest TS), and two minima at
images three and six. The intermediate at image three (not reported in the
figure) has the atomic hydrogen on top of Fe. The TS structure shows the
atomic H approaching CH from above. Finally, the intermediate at image
six has a very similar structure to the product, but here Fe is shifted towards
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Figure 2.66: MEP and geometries of interest of the F07 elementary step: CO +
H −−→ CHO. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 5; Product, image 7.
Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold; Fe dark orange.

a bridge site, making the CH2 group closer to the nickel surface (distances
between C and its closest Ni being 1.985 Å and 2.670 Å on image six and
seven, respectively) thus producing a stabilizing interaction.

The ∆Er of 31.8 kJ/mol for this elementary step was computed using
the absolute energy of the intermediate at image six instead of that of the
product, due to its higher stability. The found activation energy is 52.6
kJ/mol.

F09: CH2O + H −−−→ CH3O The reactant structure used to investigate
this elementary step has the CH2O’s oxygen on an FCC site, while the CH2

group is far from the surface, bonded to a bridged Fe. The atomic hydrogen
is on a top site near Fe, with which it interacts. The product geometry has
the isolated Fe atom on an FCC site, whereas the CH3O species is adsorbed
on an HCP site through the oxygen.

The CI-NEB calculation was performed using five images, optimized up
to 3.2 · 10−3 Eh/Å on all force norms with the FIRE algorithm. The MEP,
reported in figure 2.68, is not smooth, with a big leap between images three
(the transition state) and four. The TS geometry is very similar to that of
the reactant, the main difference being that the atomic hydrogen is here over
Fe, very close to the CH2 group.
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Figure 2.67: MEP and geometries of interest of the F08 elementary step:
CHO + H −−→ CH2O. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 5;
Intermediate, image 6; Product, image 7. Colors: H white; C
black; O red; Ni rose gold; Fe dark orange.

The ∆Er and activation energy are 8.1 and 88.5 kJ/mol, respectively. As
a final note, another CI-NEB was tried using the same reactant structure
here discussed, but with a different product in which Fe was on an HCP site,
and the CH3O species on FCC site. That calculation, however, suffered from
severe convergence problems: it was possible to optimize the elastic band only
up to 4.3 · 10−2 Eh/Å before all images started to diverge. The MEP of the
last iteration shows that the atomic hydrogen leaves its position near Fe for
the nickel surface, from which it will subsequently reach the CH2 group. This
shows how a change in the product structure allows to find other reaction
paths, in which the hydrogenation does not exploit the Fe atom as a pivot
but occurs through the nickel surface. Because the convergence threshold
was too loose, the activation energy is not meaningful and hence it is not
reported. Nevertheless, even a failed calculation can give some qualitative
insights.

F10: CO + H −−−→ COH To locate the TS of the hydrogenation of CO
on its oxygen, the reactant structure of choice has the carbon monoxide on
an HCP site adsorbed through C. The presence of Fe on an HCP site nearby
attracts the oxygen, thus the CO molecule is not perfectly perpendicular to
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Figure 2.68: MEP and geometries of interest of the F09 elementary step:
CH2O + H −−→ CH3O. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 3; Product,
image 6. Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold; Fe dark
orange.

the surface. The atomic hydrogen is on an FCC site near CO. The product
structure, instead, has the COH fragment on the same HCP site as the
starting CO, but here Fe is on a bridge site, mostly interacting with C rather
than with O.

The smooth MEP reported in figure 2.69 shows that TS is locate at image
five. Examining its geometry one can see that O moved away from Fe (that
is now on a bridge site), while the atomic hydrogen leaved the FCC site for
a top one, approaching the oxygen.

Due to the high stability of the carbon monoxide species in the reactant,
the reaction is strongly endothermic with a ∆Er of 166.9 kJ/mol, which
leads to a very high activation energy of 209.2 kJ/mol. Another reason for
the instability of the product geometry compared to that of the reactant is
that Fe interacts mostly with C, while this is not the case in the reactant,
where Fe is closer to O than to C. This is one of many cases in which the
marked preference of Fe towards O occurs, whereas in Ru-decorated systems
similar Ru–O interactions were not observed.

F11: CHO + H −−−→ CHOH The F11 step is about the hydrogenation
of CHO to give the CHOH alcoholic species. The structure used as reactant
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Figure 2.69: MEP and geometries of interest of the F10 elementary step: CO +
H −−→ COH. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 5; Product, image 7.
Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold; Fe dark orange.

has Fe on an HCP site, interacting with the carbon of CHO, which in turn is
on a top site. The oxygen of CHO is on a bridge site, and the atomic H is on
a FCC site close to it. In the product geometry the positions of Fe and the
CH group do not differ much from the starting ones in the reactant. What
changes, instead, is the higher coordination of the oxygen due to the new
O–H bond, because of which O leaves its previous bridge site for a top one.

A six images elastic band was optimized using the FIRE algorithm. Due
to some convergence difficulties, a looser threshold of 5.1 · 10−3 Eh/Å was
used for this calculation. Looking at the MEP of figure 2.70, it is clear that
those convergence difficulties were due to an uneven path, in which the most
interesting points are an intermediate at image two and the transition state
at image five. The structure of the intermediate shows a rotated CHO species
in which O is closer to Fe (again, note that this kind of interaction produces
a structure that is very stable, more than the reactant itself), where at the
same time H hopped from an FCC to an HCP site. On the other hand,
the TS structure shows a CHO fragment that is pretty much in the same
orientation as in the product, while the atomic hydrogen is on the FCC site
just below the oxygen.

Like the previous one, this elementary step is also highly endothermic with
a ∆Er of 112.8 kJ/mol and an associated activation energy of 141.9 kJ/mol.
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Figure 2.70: MEP and geometries of interest of the F11 elementary step:
CHO + H −−→ CHOH. Reactant, image 0; Intermediate, image
2; TS, image 5; Product, image 7. Colors: H white; C black; O
red; Ni rose gold; Fe dark orange.

Both energies were calculated using the absolute energy of the intermediate
at image two instead of that of the reactant.

F12: CH2O + H −−−→ CH2OH In this paragraph the hydrogenation of
the CH2O species that gives the CH2OH alcohol is analyzed. The chosen
reactant structure has a Fe atom on an HCP site, the CH2O fragment is
bonded to Fe via C and to a bridge site of the nickel surface through O,
and there is an atomic hydrogen on an HCP site near the oxygen. The
product geometry is very similar, the only difference being that now the
hydrogen is bonded to O, giving an hydroxyl group. Strangely enough, in
this optimized structure the oxygen maintains its bridge position, despite its
higher coordination with respect to the reactant.

Figure 2.71 shows a MEP peaked around image four, that also presents
two reaction intermediates, one just after the reactant at image one, the
other one just before the product at image six. Intermediate at image one
(not reported in figure) corresponds to the hopping of atomic H from its
original HCP site to the FCC site below. TS shows, instead, that the atomic
hydrogen is now on another FCC site, the one under the oxygen of CH2O,
which in turn shifted from a bridge to a top site. Here Fe moved a bit
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Figure 2.71: MEP and geometries of interest of the F12 elementary step:
CH2O + H −−→ CH2OH. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 4;
Intermediate, image 6; Product, image 7. Colors: H white; C
black; O red; Ni rose gold; Fe dark orange.

towards a bridge position, following the small shift of the CH2O species. In
the intermediate at image six, finally, there is the formation of the CH2OH
species, where the hydroxyl group interact with a top site of the surface.

For this elementary step, both the ∆Er and activation energy, whose val-
ues are 73.9 and 112.9 kJ/mol respectively, were computed using the absolute
energies of the intermediates at image one and six instead of, respectively,
those of reactant and product.

F14: CO −−−→ C + O This paragraph is about the carbon monoxide
dissociation. In the structure used as reactant, the carbon of CO is on an
HCP site, interacting with a bridged Fe. The oxygen points upward and is
far from Fe. In the product structure, the atomic oxygen is on an HCP site
next to that of the atomic carbon, which keeps its interaction with Fe.

The minimum energy path, reported in figure 2.72, is peaked around
image four. Its geometry shows that the oxygen is closer to the surface than
in the reactant, and it occupies a bridge site. The carbon is more centered
on the HCP site, and in its displacement it pulled the iron atom, which is
here more centered on the bridge site.

For the same reason explained in the paragraph on the F06 step, it was
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Figure 2.72: MEP and geometries of interest of the F14 elementary step:
CO −−→ C + O. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 4; Product, image
7. Colors: C black; O red; Ni rose gold; Fe dark orange.

later found out that the reactant of F14 is a transition state. Considering
its closest minimum (CO that interacts with Fe through the oxygen), the
corrected ∆Er and activation energy for this elementary step are 82.3 and
212.3 kJ/mol, respectively.

F15: CHO −−−→ CH + O To investigate this elementary step, two struc-
tures were prepared. In the reactant, Fe is on HCP site, while CHO interacts
with the catalyst in different ways: C, near a top site, is close to Fe, whereas
O is on a bridge site. The product structure, instead, has Fe on a bridge
site, interacting with the carbon of CH which is on an HCP site. Finally, the
atomic oxygen is on another HCP site, near CH.

Figure 2.73 shows the MEP for this elementary step: it has a peak at
image three, the transition state. Despite the absolute energy of TS being
closer to that of the reactant, its structure is similar to that of the product
because they have in common the positions of both Fe and CH. The difference
between the two is the position of the oxygen, that in TS is approaching the
near FCC site but is still close enough to C. The MEP also shows a rapid
decrease going from image six to seven: it is very likely that the lack of
resolution of the elastic band did not caught a transition state in this region
due to the oxygen hopping from an FCC (as in image three) to the near HCP
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Figure 2.73: MEP and geometries of interest of the F15 elementary step:
CHO −−→ CH + O. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 3; Product,
image 7. Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold; Fe dark
orange.

site (as in product).
This is an exothermic reaction with an associated ∆Er of -60.3 kJ/mol,

its activation energy being 73.6 kJ/mol.

F16: CH2O −−−→ CH2 + O To study the oxygen dissociation from the
CH2O species, the used structures were: as reactant, a CH2O anchored to the
nickel surface through a bridged oxygen, while the CH2 group (far form the
surface) bonds an HCP Fe; as product, Fe is now on a bridge site, interacting
whit a CH2 that has its carbon on an FCC site, meanwhile the atomic oxygen
found its place on an HCP site nearby.

The search for this TS was not flawless. For this reason an higher resolu-
tion elastic band with eight images was employed, and its optimization was
performed using FIRE up to the looser threshold of 3.5 · 10−3 Eh/Å. The
MEP, reported in figure 2.74, shows a reaction intermediate (whose energy
is lower than that of the reactant) at image two, and a transition state at
image four. In the intermediate Fe is already on a bridge site. Its displace-
ment pulled the CH2 group, that is now closer to the nickel surface. An exam
to the geometry of image four reveals that in TS the CH2 group interacts
more with Fe than with O, as can be deduced from the orientation of the
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Figure 2.74: MEP and geometries of interest of the F16 elementary step:
CH2O −−→ CH2 + O. Reactant, image 0; Intermediate, image
2; TS, image 4; Product, image 9. Colors: H white; C black; O
red; Ni rose gold; Fe dark orange.

two hydrogens that point towards the oxygen.
To compute both ∆Er and activation energy, the absolute energy of the

reaction intermediate was used instead of that of the reactant. They values
are, respectively, -47.7 and 64.0 kJ/mol.

F17: CH3O −−−→ CH3 + O The F17 elementary step is about the oxygen
dissociation of the CH3O species. To locate the transition state, a structure
was used as reactant in which Fe is on an HCP site, whereas CH3O is on an
FCC site thorough its oxygen, the methyl group pointing up to the void. In
the product geometry, instead, the methyl group is bonded to the HCP Fe,
while the atomic oxygen remains on its FCC site.

Figure 2.75 shows an unusual MEP since there is not a single well defined
peak: the two highest images, very close in energy, give to the MEP its flat
top shape. The transition state is located at image three, and a closer look
at its geometry shows an isolated methyl group that is “flying” towards Fe.
Since it is difficult to see from the top view image, the following C–O dis-
tances of 1.430 Å and 2.621 Å, respectively in the reactant and TS structures,
should give an insight on the magnitude of what is happening.

Despite the reaction being exothermic, with a ∆Er of -49.2 kJ/mol, it
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Figure 2.75: MEP and geometries of interest of the F17 elementary step:
CH3O −−→ CH3 + O. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 3; Product,
image 7. Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold; Fe dark
orange.

requires a remarkable activation energy of 156.6 kJ/mol, due to the high
instability of the isolated CH3 fragment in the transition state.

F18: COH + H −−−→ CHOH To investigate the hydrogenation of COH
that gives the CHOH species, the chosen reactant structure has the iron
atom on a bridge site that interacts with an FCC carbon belonging to COH,
the hydroxyl group of which points upward, far away from the surface. The
atomic hydrogen is on an FCC site next to that of C. In the product geometry,
Fe maintains its bridge position, C acquires the previously atomic hydrogen,
and the newly formed CH moved towards a top site while maintaining its
interaction with Fe. The hydroxyl group, finally, is now closer to the surface,
with O over a top site.

The MEP, reported in figure 2.76, is one of the strangest found so far.
This is because all the images except the reactant have a very similar ab-
solute energy. The transition state is located at image three, while all the
subsequent images oscillate back and forth between the TS and product ge-
ometries. This is a clear sign that the chosen elastic band was too long,
and using less than six images would have worked just as well to locate the
transition state. TS structure differs slightly from the product one, the main
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Figure 2.76: MEP and geometries of interest of the F18 elementary step:
COH + H −−→ CHOH. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 3; Product,
image 7. Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold; Fe dark
orange.

differences being the Fe atom on an FCC site (instead of a bridge one), and
C on a bridge site (instead of an almost top one).

With a ∆Er of 89.6 kJ/mol, this elementary step is highly endothermic,
the found activation energy being 99.7 kJ/mol. The negligible backward
activation energy of 10.1 kJ/mol, along with the thermodynamic instability
of the product structure, they both make this elementary step very unlikely
to occur.

F19: CHOH + H −−−→ CH2OH This elementary step is about the
hydrogenation of CHOH that gives the CH2OH species. The chosen geometry
for the reactant has an HCP Fe that interact with the carbon of CHOH,
in which both CH and OH groups are over two different top sites of the
nickel surface. The atomic hydrogen is on an HCP site next to that of Fe.
Concerning the product structure, here the CH2 group of CH2OH is far from
the surface, between an HCP Fe and a bridged oxygen.

The CI-NEB calculation converged with the usual parameters but the
MEP, reported in 2.77, is quite jagged: there is an high jump in energy
going from image one to two (due to the H hopping from the surface to Fe,
not shown in figure), and there is also a reaction intermediate at image six,
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Figure 2.77: MEP and geometries of interest of the F19 elementary step:
CHOH + H −−→ CH2OH. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 5;
Intermediate, image 6; Product, image 7. Colors: H white; C
black; O red; Ni rose gold; Fe dark orange.

just before the product. The transition state is located at image five, whose
structure shows that the atomic hydrogen is over Fe, approaching the carbon
from above. The intermediate structure, instead, is another conformation of
the CH2OH species over the surface. Here almost all positions are different
from those on the product: Fe is on a bridge site, CH2 is closer to the nickel
surface, and the hydroxyl group is on a top site.

Being the reaction intermediate at image six more stable than the prod-
uct, its energy was used to compute the ∆Er of 50.1 kJ/mol. The activation
energy for this elementary step is 76.5 kJ/mol.

F20a: CH2OH + H −−−→ CH3OH The reactant chosen to study this
further hydrogenation process has Fe on an HCP site, which interacts with
the hydroxyl group of CH2OH, the atomic hydrogen being on an FCC site
not to far from CH2 whose carbon is on a top site. In the product geometry
things are not so different regarding Fe and the hydroxyl group, but here the
carbon has an additional hydrogen and then moved away from the surface.
The distance between C and the nickel immediately below it is 1.922 Å in the
reactant and 3.463 Å in the product geometry. As a final note, the structure
described here for the product was chosen because of the difficulties that
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Figure 2.78: MEP and geometries of interest of the F20a elementary step:
CH2OH+H −−→ CH3OH. Reactant, image 0; Intermediate, image
2; TS, image 4; Product, image 7. Colors: H white; C black; O
red; Ni rose gold; Fe dark orange.

arose during the optimization of the CH3OH species anchored to the nickel
surface by means of the hydroxyl group: the alternative was to stick it to Fe.

The CI-NEB calculation required a looser threshold of 3.5 · 10−3 Eh/Å in
order to converge a six images elastic band. By locking at the MEP in figure
2.78, it is clear that this was not an easy calculation since the curve resembles
a roller coaster. There is an intermediate at image two, whose structure
shows that the atomic hydrogen hopped to another FCC site, in order to
better approach the CH2 group. Then, at image four, there is the transition
state: here the atomic hydrogen is on a bridge site, midway between the nickel
surface and CH2. Finally, image six has an energy almost imperceptibly lower
than the one of the product: this is an alternative conformation of CH3OH
with a slightly rotated methyl group.

The ∆Er for this step is 26.7 kJ/mol, while its activation energy is 87.5
kJ/mol.

F20b: CH2OH + H −−−→ CH3OH Another CI-NEB was performed on
the same CH2OH + H −−→ CH3OH elementary step using different starting
structures. In F20b, the reactant geometry has the atomic hydrogen close
to Fe, while the CH2OH species is on the nickel surface with both C and O
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Figure 2.79: MEP and geometries of interest of the F20b elementary step:
CH2OH+H −−→ CH3OH. Reactant, image 0; Intermediate, image
2; TS, image 4; Product, image 7. Colors: H white; C black; O
red; Ni rose gold; Fe dark orange.

over two different top sites. In the product structure, instead, the CH3OH
interacts with the nickel surface only by means of the hydroxyl group whose O
is on a top site, while the methyl group points far away from the surface. Here
CH3OH is far enough from Fe to allow the geometry optimization calculation
to converge.

The MEP in figure 2.79 shows a reaction intermediate after the reactant at
image two, and a peak at image four, the transition state. In the intermediate
the atomic hydrogen moved from Fe to an HCP site of nickel (111), while the
carbon of CH2OH shifted from a top to a bridge site in order to accommodate
the nearby hydrogen. In the TS, the atomic H hopped to the next FCC site
and C came back on its original top site, the final results being that the two
are now extremely close.

When studied using this reaction route, this elementary step has a ∆Er of
27.1 kJ/mol and an activation energy of 73.5 kJ/mol. The former is virtually
identical to that of F20a, while the latter is 14.0 kJ/mol smaller, suggesting
that this kind of hydrogenation is easier when the CH2OH species is far from
Fe.

F21: COH −−−→ C + OH This elementary step is about the dissociation
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Figure 2.80: MEP and geometries of interest of the F21 elementary step:
COH −−→ C + OH. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 3; Product,
image 7. Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold; Fe dark
orange.

of the COH species into atomic carbon and an hydroxyl group. The reactant
structure prepared for the purpose has the iron atom on a bridge site, which
interacts with the HCP carbon of COH, whose hydroxyl group in turn points
upward far away from the surface. Finally, in the product geometry both Fe
and the now atomic C are on the initial sites (bridge and HCP, respectively)
while the hydroxyl group is on an HCP site next to that of the carbon.

The MEP for this elementary step is smooth, as shown in figure 2.80.
The TS is locate at image three: its geometry shows that the hydroxyl group
is closer to the nickel surface (more precisely, it is near a top site), whereas
the C–O distance increases with respect to the reactant structure (TS 1.999
Å, reactant 1.383 Å).

This elementary has a slightly exothermic ∆Er of -17.8 kJ/mol, and a
relatively high activation energy of 95.7 kJ/mol.

F22: CHOH −−−→ CH + OH In this paragraph, the dissociation of
CHOH into CH and OH is analyzed. The reactant structure has the CHOH
species adsorbed with both C and O on two different top sites, while at the
same time C also interacts with an HCP Fe. In the product geometry, on
the other hand, the CH fragment is isolated on an FCC site, while the iron
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atom moved to a bridge site to better interact with the hydroxyl group that
remained on the same top site.

The CI-NEB calculation was not simple to carry out, and the six images
elastic band was converged only to the looser threshold of 4.8 · 10−3 Eh/Å
using the FIRE optimizer. The minimum energy path, reported in figure 2.81
is unusual, since the first six geometries share similar energies. The transition
state is located at image two, while image three is a very labile intermediate.
Examining the geometry of the latter, the only difference with respect to the
reactant is the position of the CH group, whose carbon moved from a top to
a bridge site. In its shift, it moved away from Fe. The TS geometry seems to
be exactly in between those of the reactant and of the intermediate at image
three: the carbon is midway between the top and the bridge sites, and in its
migration it is keeping its interaction with Fe, that in turn is centered on the
HCP site. It seems that once the CHOH species is completely over nickel,
as in the reaction intermediate, it can easily dissociate almost without an
energy barrier, since the hydroxyl group ends up next to the Fe atom.

Having a ∆Er of -125.7 kJ/mol, this is elementary step is strongly exother-
mic. Its is accompanied by an activation energy of 10.7 kJ/mol. These results
are very similar to those of the backward F18 step: CHOH −−→ COH + H.
Apparently, the CHOH species is extremely unstable when it is found near
the Fe atom, and so it tends to dissociate in every possible way.

F23: CH2OH −−−→ CH2 + OH The reactant structure chosen to study
this elementary step has the CH2OH species bonded to an HCP Fe through
the carbon, while the oxygen is over a bridge site (however it is very faraway
from the surface, the distance with the closest Ni being 2.263 Å). Conversely,
in the product geometry the hydroxyl group is on the FCC site closest to its
previous position, whereas CH2 is still bonded to Fe but now it is also closer
to the nickel surface.

The CI-NEB calculation was quite challenging, and at the end it was
possible to converge a six images elastic band up to 5.4 · 10−3 Eh/Å on all
force norms using the FIRE algorithm. The MEP shown in figure 2.82 is quite
smooth, with just a big leap between images three and four. TS is located at
image two, and its structure shows that the hydroxyl group is approaching
the bridge site (distance with the closest Ni being 2.059 Å) while also moving
away from CH2.

Despite the strongly exothermic ∆Er of -118.4 kJ/mol, this elementary
step has a moderately high activation energy of 51.2 kJ/mol.

F24: CH3OH −−−→ CH3 + OH The dissociation of CH3OH into methyl
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Figure 2.81: MEP and geometries of interest of the F22 elementary step:
CHOH −−→ CH + OH. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 2;
Intermediate, image 3; Product, image 7. Colors: H white; C
black; O red; Ni rose gold; Fe dark orange.

Figure 2.82: MEP and geometries of interest of the F23 elementary step:
CH2OH −−→ CH2 + OH. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 2;
Product, image 7. Colors: H white; C black; O red; Ni rose gold;
Fe dark orange.
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and hydroxyl groups was investigated using, as reactant, a geometry in which
the methanol is on top of an HCP Fe, interacting with it through the hydroxyl
group. In the product structure CH3OH split: CH3 is now on a top site of
nickel (111), whereas OH is still bonded on top of Fe.

Surprisingly enough, despite the big displacement of the CH3 fragment
between the reactant and product structures, the CI-NEB calculation suc-
ceeded using the standard parameters. In the MEP reported in figure 2.83
there are two images of about the same energy (two and three), giving to
the curve that peculiar flat top shape. The transition state is locate at im-
age two, furthermore there is a reaction intermediate at image six. The TS
geometry shows an isolated methyl group floating around, far from both the
nickel surface and the hydroxyl group. The intermediate structure, instead,
has the CH3 group exactly on an FCC site, where one of its hydrogens points
to the oxygen of the hydroxyl group. Here OH is still bonded to Fe, but the
latter shifted to a bridge site.

To compute the ∆Er of -105.6 kJ/mol, the absolute energy of the inter-
mediate was used in place of that of the product. The high activation energy
for this elementary step is 119.9 kJ/mol, an appropriate value considering
the unstable isolated methyl group in the transition state.

It is worth noting that another NEB was tried for this elementary step us-
ing a methane molecule near the nickel surface as reactant, and, as product,
a methyl group bonded to Fe and a Ni-adsorbed hydroxyl group. This cal-
culation did not converge up to a satisfactory threshold (best was 1.22 · 10−2

Eh/Å), and for this reason it will not be presented on a dedicated paragraph.
Its energetic, however, is comparable to the one obtained in F24, with a ∆Er
of -109.0 kJ/mol and an activation energy of 117.1 kJ/mol. But, once more,
these values must be considered very cautiously because of the not very strict
convergence threshold.

F25: C + H −−−→ CH To study the hydrogenation of the adsorbed
atomic carbon, a structure was chosen as reactant in which C and H are on
two bordering HCP sites. Moreover, there is a bridged Fe interacting with
the atomic carbon. In the product structure Fe maintains its position on the
bridge site near C, while H is now bonded to the HCP carbon.

The fairly simple CI-NEB calculation found a MEP, reported in figure
2.84, that is generally smooth, in which the transition state is located at
image four. The TS geometry shows that the atomic hydrogen moved from
an HCP to a bridge site, and it is now closer to C.

This elementary step is slightly endothermic, having a ∆Er of 21.4 kJ/-
mol, while its activation energy is 82.2 kJ/mol.
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Figure 2.83: MEP and geometries of interest of the F24 elementary step:
CH3OH −−→ CH3 + OH. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 2;
Intermediate, image 6; Product, image 7. Colors: H white; C
black; O red; Ni rose gold; Fe dark orange.

Figure 2.84: MEP and geometries of interest of the F25 elementary step: C +
H −−→ CH. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 4; Product, image 7.
Colors: H white; C black; Ni rose gold; Fe dark orange.
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Figure 2.85: MEP and geometries of interest of the F26 elementary step: CH +
H −−→ CH2. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 4; Product, image 7.
Colors: H white; C black; Ni rose gold; Fe dark orange.

F26: CH + H −−−→ CH2 To investigate the further hydrogenation of CH,
in the reactant geometry of choice that chemical species is placed on an HCP
site, interacting through the carbon with a bridged Fe, whereas the atomic
hydrogen is on another HCP site nearby. In the product structure, instead,
the newly formed CH2 is on the near bridge site, while Fe shifted towards an
HCP site.

Like in the previous elementary step, the MEP for this one is smooth
and locates the TS at image four, as reported in figure 2.85. Its structure
shows that the atomic hydrogen is almost over the bridge site next to C, and
that the CH group rotated slightly in order for the carbon to accommodate
a second hydrogen. Other than that, both the positions of Fe and C are the
same ones as in the reactant structure.

The reaction is moderately endothermic with a ∆Er of 59.2 kJ/mol. Its
activation energy of 85.5 kJ/mol implies a low barrier for the backward re-
action.

F27: CH2 + H −−−→ CH3 The next hydrogenation step happens on the
CH2 species and gives a methyl group. The chosen reactant has a slightly off-
centered HCP Fe that bonds both a bridged CH2 fragment and a top atomic
hydrogen. This conformation was selected to investigate the Fe-pivoted hy-
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Figure 2.86: MEP and geometries of interest of the F27 elementary step: CH2 +
H −−→ CH3. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 4; Product, image 7.
Colors: H white; C black; Ni rose gold; Fe dark orange.

drogenation mechanism. The product structure used as the ending point of
the elastic band is very simple: just the same HCP Fe with a methyl group
bonded to it.

The MEP, reported in figure 2.86, shows a peak at image four, the reaction
transition state. Going from image zero to three, the atomic hydrogen climbs
the iron atom, reaching its top. The TS geometry displays that H is now
descending towards the carbon, being midway between Fe and C.

The ∆Er and activation energy associated with this elementary step are
42.6 and 88.5 kJ/mol, respectively.

F28: CH3 +H −−−→ CH4 Finally, F28 investigates the last hydrogenation
step required to produce a methane molecule. The reactant structure was
prepared with a Fe atom on an HCP site, on top of which there is the methyl
group, the C–Fe distance being 1.962 Å. The atomic hydrogen is on another
HCP site, next to that of Fe. As product, a geometry was used where Fe is
still on the HCP site, and a methane molecule is locate above the decorated
surface having a very low interaction with that. Here the C–Fe distance is
2.536 Å.

Figure 2.87 shows an uneven MEP, where two big leaps are present be-
tween the pairs of images two and three, and five and six. The transition
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Figure 2.87: MEP and geometries of interest of the F28 elementary step: CH3 +
H −−→ CH4. Reactant, image 0; TS, image 5; Product, image 7.
Colors: H white; C black; Ni rose gold; Fe dark orange.

state geometry at image five shows that the atomic hydrogen hopped to a
top site near its initial HCP position. Also, the methyl group moved over
the atomic hydrogen, in order to promote the subsequent hydrogenation. In
TS, the C–H distance is 1.596 Å, whereas in the product it is 1.135 Å.

This elementary steps has a slightly endothermic ∆Er of 29.3 kJ/mol,
and an activation energy of 75.8 kJ/mol.
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2.7 Influence of an External Electric Field

Twelve elementary steps on both the pristine and Ru-decorated nickel sur-
faces were also investigated introducing an external electric field (EEF) in
the electronic structure calculations, in order to inquire its effect on the
main structures involved, i.e. reactant, product and transition state. Specif-
ically, these steps are: CO2 −−→ CO + O; CHnO + H −−→ CHn+1O with
n ∈ [0, 2]; CHnO −−→ CHn + O with n ∈ [0, 3]; and CHn + H −−→ CHn+1

with n ∈ [0, 3]. The EEF is always perpendicular to the surface, while its
module can either be positive or negative depending on whether it is leaving
or entering the surface, respectively. The CI-NEB calculations were then
repeated for the aforementioned steps, taking care to first re-optimize the
reactant and product structures including the EEF. As a side note, a test
CI-NEB was performed twice on the same elementary step with different
setups: one starting ex novo from IDPP interpolation; the other using the
optimized image geometries obtained for the same step without EEF. In both
cases, the CI-NEB converged to the same MEP, giving the same TS geom-
etry. The difference between the two was the required computational time,
largely inferior when the optimized images were used as starting guess: for
this reason, this procedure was followed to investigate the remaining steps.

The steps on the pristine surface were investigated mainly using EEFs of
+0.3 and -0.3 eV/Å. The results, reported in table 2.6, show that the most
affected steps are those of the group CHnO + H −−→ CHn+1O. In particular,
the CO + H −−→ CHO reaction was studied at additional values of EEF,
since it had the strongest response to the external perturbation: going from
+1.0 to -1.0 eV/Å, both ∆Er and Ea→ increase sensibly, while Ea← slightly
decreases. It seems that a negative EEF has a destabilizing effect on the
adsorbed CO (where C is closer to the surface), thus improving its reactivity
with respect to the carbon hydrogenation. Finally, CO2 −−→ CO + O seems
to be an outlier, since both positive and negative EEFs have the same effect
on the reaction energetics.

The experience gained with the previous calculations suggested me to
use EEF of -1.0 and +1.0 eV/Å from the very beginning to investigate the
steps on the Ru-decorated surface, in order to see more easily the effects on
the reaction energetics. The obtained results, reported in table 2.7, show
more complex trends compared the previous case. The behavior of the CO +
H −−→ CHO step, for example, is reversed since Ea→ decreases going towards
negative EEF. The problem is that also Ea← decreases, thus making the
backward reaction effortless under such EEF. Same considerations can be
made for CHO+H −−→ CH2O. In both CH2O −−→ CH2+O and CH3O −−→
CH3 + O the overall effect of EEF is not easy to interpret, but it seems that
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the negative one gives better results both in terms of ∆Er and of a favorable
Ea→/Ea← ratio. Moreover, these elementary steps were not affected in the
pristine system, probably due to the spatial arrangements of the carbonyl
species. Finally, CH3 + H −−→ CH4 is clearly favored by a positive EEF. In
conclusion, considering that some steps prefer a negative EEF, while others
are advantaged by a positive one, it is not possible to tell which one is better
in this particular catalytic surface without the help of an objective method
(such as a kinetic model).

2.8 Enumerating all Reaction Paths

Up to this point, we have 16 different chemical species and a bunch of elemen-
tary steps that connect them one another (28 for the pristine nickel surface,
27 for the two decorated ones). In order to discern a reaction mechanism
for the methanation process, the first step is to search and enumerate all
the possible paths from carbon dioxide to methane. This task is performed
employing a software developed by us, called Pathgen. Here is how it works.
The whole graph is stored in the program memory as a n × n square ma-
trix M of boolean values, being n the number of vertices in the graph. The
matrix element Mi,j is True if there is an edge going from vertex i (vi) to
vertex j (vj), False otherwise (in graph theory, an edge can be described by
an ordered pair of vertices: (vi, vj)). Pathgen can work with both directed
and undirected graphs: in the latter case M is symmetrical with respect to
the main diagonal, thus if a connection between vi and vj exists then Mi,j =
Mj,i = True. The graph representing the methanation process of this study
is an example of undirected graph since each elementary step can occur in
both forward (one step “closer” to methane) or backward (one step “farther”
from methane) directions. Moreover, for reasons that will be explained in
detail later, which have to do with the explicit treatment of the production
of water molecules during the methanation process, it is important to be able
to treat some vertices in a special way, as if they belong to a sort of “group”.
Pathgen was implemented with the capability to work with graphs in which
there are groups of vertices, as well as with regular graphs.

The task of finding all the possible paths is delegated to a single recursive
subroutine inside Pathgen: findPaths, reported in algorithm 1. There is a
single explicit call to findPaths inside the main program, whereas all the other
ones are performed by the subroutine itself. The arguments required at the
time of the first call are: the initial and final vertices vi and vf , i.e. the two
between which we are interested in all the possible paths that connect them
(corresponding to the ones of CO2 and CH4, in this study); two arrays for the
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Table 2.6: Elementary steps on pristine Ni (111) surface in the presence of an
external electric field (EEF, in eV/Å). All energies expressed in kJ/-
mol.

Code Elem. Step EEF ∆Er Ea→ Ea←
+0.3 -131.7 30.7 162.4

N01 CO2 −−→ CO + O 0.0 -92.9 48.9 141.8
-0.3 -131.1 31.4 162.5

+1.0 118.8 138.1 19.3
+0.6 126.3 143.4 17.1
+0.3 132.2 147.8 15.5

N07 CO + H −−→ CHO 0.0 138.0 152.4 14.4
-0.3 143.1 156.8 13.7
-0.6 148.2 161.7 13.4
-1.0 155.7 168.2 12.5

+0.3 61.4 81.5 20.1
N08 CHO + H −−→ CH2O 0.0 63.6 84.3 20.7

-0.3 65.7 87.4 21.7
+0.3 38.8 68.1 29.3

N09 CH2O + H −−→ CH3O 0.0 41.8 71.5 29.7
-0.3 44.0 74.8 30.8

+1.0 112.2 235.9 123.7
+0.3 108.5 233.3 124.8

N14 CO −−→ C + O 0.0 108.2 233.6 125.4
-0.3 108.6 234.3 125.7
-1.0 112.5 239.5 127.0

+0.3 -51.4 89.0 140.3
N15 CHO −−→ CH + O 0.0 -52.7 87.7 140.3

-0.3 -53.5 86.9 140.4
+0.3 -41.1 75.6 116.7

N16 CH2O −−→ CH2 + O 0.0 -42.6 75.6 118.3
-0.3 -43.7 76.0 119.7

+0.3 -84.8 111.6 196.3
N17 CH3O −−→ CH3 + O 0.0 -88.2 111.2 199.4

-0.3 -90.6 111.8 202.4
+0.3 -20.1 82.8 102.9

N25 C + H −−→ CH 0.0 -12.2 87.6 99.9
-0.3 -8.4 88.8 97.2

+0.3 54.0 72.5 18.5
N26 CH + H −−→ CH2 0.0 55.8 73.6 17.8

-0.3 57.6 74.8 17.2
+0.3 19.8 65.1 45.3

N27 CH2 + H −−→ CH3 0.0 21.6 66.3 44.7
-0.3 23.6 67.8 44.3

+0.3 58.4 101.8 43.5
N28 CH3 + H −−→ CH4 0.0 57.3 104.9 47.6

-0.3 55.5 103.0 47.5
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Table 2.7: Elementary steps on Ru-decorated Ni (111) surface in the presence
of an external electric field (EEF, in eV/Å). All energies expressed in
kJ/mol.

Code Elem. Step EEF ∆Er Ea→ Ea←
+1.0 -90.4 39.6 129.9

R01 CO2 −−→ CO + O 0.0 -91.6 40.6 132.2
-1.0 -92.9 40.3 133.3

+1.0 90.1 141.2 51.2
R07 CO + H −−→ CHO 0.0 86.8 128.4 41.6

-1.0 99.5 114.8 15.3
+1.0 58.7 90.9 32.2

R08 CHO + H −−→ CH2O 0.0 61.3 78.7 17.5
-1.0 60.3 64.9 4.7

+1.0 -3.8 87.6 91.4
R09 CH2O + H −−→ CH3O 0.0 7.4 90.8 83.4

-1.0 20.1 91.7 71.6
+1.0 11.6 145.5 133.9

R14 CO −−→ C + O 0.0 10.4 144.5 134.1
-1.0 9.9 144.9 135.1

+1.0 -71.1 77.4 148.6
R15 CHO −−→ CH + O 0.0 -68.8 77.9 146.6

-1.0 -72.2 79.5 151.7
+1.0 -65.0 68.1 133.2

R16 CH2O −−→ CH2 + O 0.0 -73.2 81.1 154.3
-1.0 -76.0 49.4 125.4

+1.0 -18.3 119.0 137.2
R17 CH3O −−→ CH3 + O 0.0 -45.4 161.8 207.2

-1.0 -84.0 133.3 217.2
+1.0 37.7 84.0 46.4

R25 C + H −−→ CH 0.0 45.2 86.7 41.5
-1.0 52.8 90.3 37.4

+1.0 70.0 93.9 23.9
R26 CH + H −−→ CH2 0.0 73.3 96.3 23.0

-1.0 75.0 97.7 22.8
+1.0 55.8 157.3 101.5

R27b CH2 + H −−→ CH3 0.0 53.4 88.4 35.1
-1.0 17.7 134.1 116.4

+1.0 -27.1 24.3 51.4
R28 CH3 + H −−→ CH4 0.0 3.7 38.8 35.1

-1.0 42.4 68.7 26.3
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visited vertices and groups, visitedv and visitedg, with all values initialized
to False; and an empty string path. At the start of its execution, findPaths
will mark the initial vertex vi as visited in order to prevent infinite recursion
over loop edges. Then it will cycle among all the vertices in the graph. If
one or more of the following conditions occur: i) the vertex vj was visited,
ii) the group to which vj belongs was visited, or iii) there is no edge going
from vi to vj; then vj is discarded and the search continues with the next
vertex. If, instead, there is such an edge from vi to vj, then there are two
possibilities: i) vj is different from vf , in this case if the group of vj is different
from the group of vi, then the latter is marked as visited (since we want to
avoid all those unnecessarily long paths that cross over the same group more
than once) and findPaths is recursively called with the arguments: vj and
vf as the initial and final vertices, the updated arrays of visited vertices and
groups, and a new string obtained by the concatenation of the old sting path
and the vertex vi; ii) vj is the same as vf , in such a case the search ends and
the path just found can be added to the list of valid paths.

Two final notes on the previous algorithm: i) it is important to reset the
updated visitedg array to the same value of visitedg (line 21) before each
recursive call to findPaths in order to prevent a very insidious bug whose
effect is to drastically reduce the amount of paths found; ii) all the checks
about the belonging groups are optional and can be disabled in order to work
with more traditional kind of graphs.

If one is interested in the search of all paths between groups of vertices,
then the direct application of algorithm 1 to the whole graph is not the best
way to proceed. It is better, instead, to perform a preliminary skimming
of the possible paths by first executing a search of the paths over groups of
vertices. In order to do so, one first need to define in which case two groups
of vertices are connected by a group edge. The rule is pretty simple: if i)
an edge between the ordered pair of vertices (vi, vj) exists, and ii) vi and vj
belong to different groups gm and gn; then a edge between the ordered pair
of groups (gm, gn) also exists. This way it is possible to build a connectivity
matrix for groups, and to use it to search for all paths over groups of vertices:
when one of these paths is found, then it is possible to search for all paths
on vertices inside it. This step is not as straightforward as it seems, since to
put it into action it is first required to build an ad hoc connectivity matrix.
Such new connectivity matrix is similar to the original one, with two main
differences: i) all the connections going to/coming from vertices belonging to
groups other than the ones in the group path are turned off; and ii) all edges
between vertices that don’t belong to two subsequent groups in the group
path are also turned off.

Figure 2.88 gives a visual insight of this search inside group paths. The
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Algorithm 1 Recursive subroutine findPaths

1: . Arguments:
2: ← vi; . the initial vertex from where to start the search
3: ← vf ; . the final vertex in which to stop the search
4: ← visitedv; . boolean array of already visited vertices
5: ← visitedg; . boolean array of already visited groups
6: ← path; . string containing all the vertices encountered so far
7:

8: . Body:
9: updated visitedv ← visitedv with vertex vi marked as visited;

10: for j = 1, number of vertices do
11: if vj has been visited then
12: cycle to the next j;
13: end if
14: if group of vj has been visited then
15: cycle to the next j;
16: end if
17: if there is an edge from vi to vj then
18: if vj is the same as vf then . found a complete path
19: add path+string(vi)+string(vf ) to the found paths;
20: else . keep searching along vj
21: updated visitedg ← visitedg;
22: if group of vj is different from group of vi then
23: updated visitedg ← visitedg with group of vi
24: marked as visited;
25: end if
26: call findPaths with arguments:
27: vi ← vj;
28: vf ← vf ;
29: visitedv ← updated visitedv;
30: visitedg ← updated visitedg;
31: path← path+string(vi);
32: end if
33: end if
34: end for
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Figure 2.88: Search for all paths on vertices inside a group path: A) full graph
with highlight of the group path of interest (1-2-4-5); B) resulting
graph in which the irrelevant vertices and edges were dimmed out,
used to build and ad hoc connectivity matrix.

graph in this example is constituted by 8 vertices belonging to 5 different
groups and 15 edges, the interest being in paths going from vertex 10 to vertex
50. Instead of searching directly on the full graph (search over vertices), the
first step is to identify a group path by searching over groups. Figure 2.88.A
shows one of this paths, namely 1-2-4-5. Then one can proceed to eliminate
all the vertices and edges that are not directly involved in this path. Figure
2.88.B shows the resulting graph with all the non-interesting objects dimmed
out: this simplified graph can then be used to build an ad hoc connectivity
matrix for the search over vertices. A detailed description of this procedure
is given in algorithm 2, that was designed to maintain connectivity between
vertices within a group, and to work with both directed and undirected
graphs.
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Algorithm 2 Build ad hoc connectivity matrix using paths over groups

1: . Arguments:
2: ← pathg; . a path over groups
3: ← original cm; . original connectivity matrix on vertices
4:

5: . Body:
6: adhoc cm← False;
7: for k = 1, number of groups in pathg - 1 do
8: g1 ← kth group in pathg;
9: g2 ← (k + 1)th group in pathg;

10: for i = 1, number of vertices do
11: for j = 1, number of vertices do
12: gi ← group of vertex i;
13: gj ← group of vertex j;
14: if ((gi = g1) ∨ (gi = g2)) ∧ ((gj = g1) ∨ (gj = g2)) then
15: adhoc cm(i, j) = original cm(i, j)
16: end if
17: end for
18: end for
19: end for

2.9 The Simplified Christiansen Method

Once all possible paths between the two chemical species of interest were
found, the next step is to assess how fast (or probable) each one of them is. In
the present study, this is done by applying an approach originally developed
in our group based on the algebraic system outlined by Christiansen.[43, 44]
Every reaction path is a sequence of consecutive transformations that from
CO2(g) (R) goes to CH4(g) (P) passing by a number of intermediate species
(I). This can be schematized by the equation

R + Ω
w1⇀↽
w−1

I2, I2
w2⇀↽
w−2

I3, · · · , In
wn⇀↽
w−n

P + Ω (2.1)

where Ω represents the free catalytic site on the surface, w1, . . . , wn are
the rates (in s−1) at which a given species transforms in the next one, and
w−1, . . . , w−n are the rates at which it goes back to the previous one. These
rates are computed using the activation energies found by the CI-NEB cal-
culations, as

w =
kBT

h
exp

(
− Ea
RT

)
(2.2)
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where kB and h are the Boltzmann and Plank constants, respectively, T is
the temperature expressed in kelvin, and R is the gas constant.

To the chemical equation 2.1 is associated the system of kinetic equations

θ1w1 − θ2w−1 = s1

θ2w2 − θ3w−2 = s2
...

θnwn − θ1w−n = sn

(2.3)

where θ1 is the molar fraction of the free site, θ2, . . . , θn are the molar fractions
of the intermediates I2, . . . , In, and s1, . . . , sn are the velocities associated to
each intermediate step (in s−1 ). Of course, the molar fractions are related
by

n∑
i=1

θi = 1 (2.4)

In steady-state condition, all velocities s1, . . . , sn become equal to that of
the slowest step, let’s call it s without subscript

s1 = s2 = · · · = sn = s (2.5)

equation (2.3) thus become

θ1
s
w1 −

θ2
s
w−1 = 1

θ2
s
w2 −

θ3
s
w−2 = 1

...

θn
s
wn −

θ1
s
w−n = 1

(2.6)

that can be written in matrix form as
w1 −w−1 0 · · · 0
0 w2 −w−2 · · · 0
0 0 w3 · · · 0
...

...
...

. . .
...

−w−n 0 0 · · · wn




θ1/s
θ2/s
θ3/s

...
θn/s

 =


1
1
1
...
1

 (2.7)

Instead of solving the linear system of equations, in it’s original work
Christiansen suggested to build the so called partition matrix, a tool that
is more convenient for this task and also has a mnemonic form that make
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it easy to work with. This is undoubtedly helpful if one tries to solve the
system using pencil and paper, but some problems arise if this strategy is
implemented as is in a computer code, due to the finite precision by which
calculators can represent real numbers in memory. For instance, if there are
too many steps involved in a given mechanism, being each element of the
partition matrix a product of exponentials (the w), the result can very easily
exceed the maximum value allowed (e.g. if double precision is used in For-
tran 2008, then the only representable numbers are those with an exponent
between −308 and 308). For this reason, in the actual implementation of the
Simplified Christiansen Method (SCM) used in this study, the system in eq.
(2.7) is solved directly using the dgesv() subroutine of the lapack linear
algebra library in order to get all the unknown variables θi/s. Then using
the normalization of θi, eq. (2.4), and dividing both sides for s, one gets

n∑
i=1

θi
s

=
1

s
=⇒ s =

(
n∑
i=1

θi
s

)−1
(2.8)

where all the members θi/s inside the sum are known. Now that both s and
all θi/s are known, a simple multiplication will give the values of θi.

All of this is performed for each possible path by which CO2 ends up in
CH4. Having the reaction rates (si) associated to all the found paths P , one
can compute their selectivity (σi) as

σi =
si∑P
j sj

(2.9)

This value can be used to obtain information about the global reaction rate
(sg) of the process, as

sg =
P∑
i

siσi (2.10)

Moreover, the global molar fraction of each species i involved (θgi ) can simi-
larly be computed as

θgi =
P∑
j

θjiσj (2.11)

where θji is the molar fraction of the species i in the reaction path j.

2.10 Searching the Best Reaction Path

The theoretical framework just discussed can be applied to the CO2 metha-
nation problem to get an insight about the intrinsic meaning of all the found
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activation energies. Starting from the pristine nickel surface, a graph sim-
ilar to that of figure 2.2 was used, where the 16 chemical species are the
vertices, and the 28 elementary steps are undirected edges, so that the find-
Paths algorithm can travel them in both directions. This way, a total of 1122
different reaction paths where found to connect CO2 to CH4, each of which
was tested with the SCM method in the range of temperatures from 400 K
to 1400 K, at steps of 100 K. The same analysis was performed for the two
decorated systems. The graphs associated with them have 16 vertices and 27
undirected edges. The missing connection between the CH3O and CH3OH
species reduces the amount of paths between CO2 and CH4 to 618.

Table 2.8 reports the global reaction rates (sg) obtained for the three sur-
faces at different temperatures. These data can be used to fit the Arrhenius
equation, that in logarithmic form shows the linear dependence of ln sg on
the inverse of the temperature

sg = A exp

(
−Eapp

RT

)
=⇒ ln sg = lnA− Eapp

RT
(2.12)

where Eapp is the apparent activation energy. The fitting procedure returns
values of: 1) Eapp = 157.5± 0.7 kJ/mol, A = 28.6± 0.1 s−1 for the methana-
tion process on the pristine nickel (111) surface; 2) Eapp = 143.6±0.4 kJ/mol,
A = 30.22± 0.07 s−1 on the Ru-decorated surface; and 3) Eapp = 178.8± 0.2
kJ/mol, A = 30.05 ± 0.04 s−1 on the Fe-decorated surface. These numbers
show that the activity of the investigated systems to the methanation reac-
tion decrease in the order: Ru-decorated > pristine Ni (111) > Fe-decorated.
Moreover, the difference of ∼ 35 kJ/mol between Ru and Fe shows that the
nature of the decoration plays a central role, therefore the activity difference
with the pristine surface is not only due to the geometric defect created by
the presence of a further atom on the surface.

Sorting the reaction mechanisms by speed, some general trends can be
observed: i) at 400 K, the first mechanism of each catalyst model is more
than two orders of magnitude faster than the second one; ii) increasing the
temperature decreases the speed differences between the top mechanisms,
making them competitive with respect to the first one; and iii) the order in
which the mechanisms are ranked depends on temperature, i.e. each mech-
anism can gain or lose positions at different temperatures (even if, in the
investigated range of temperatures, the fastest mechanism maintains its top
place in the ranking).

Table 2.9 reports the top mechanisms on the three surfaces at 900 K,
since this is a common temperature at which many experimental tests on
similar catalysts are performed.[45, 46, 47, 48, 49] Six and four mechanisms
are reported for the Ru- and Fe-decorated systems respectively, since the
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Table 2.8: Global reaction rates (sg) obtained with the SCM method at differ-
ent temperatures (T), for the three nickel surfaces investigated. T
expressed in K, sg in s−1.

T sg

Prist. Ru-dec. Fe-dec.
400 5.4903E-09 2.1115E-06 4.7799E-11
500 9.4923E-05 1.3086E-02 2.3621E-06
600 5.9366E-02 4.3989E+00 3.1665E-03
700 5.5138E+00 2.7709E+02 5.3838E-01
800 1.5599E+02 6.0992E+03 2.5146E+01
900 2.0236E+03 6.6433E+04 4.9575E+02
1000 1.5465E+04 4.4160E+05 5.3362E+03
1100 8.1634E+04 2.0483E+06 3.6932E+04
1200 3.2970E+05 7.2503E+06 1.8326E+05
1300 1.0884E+06 2.0843E+07 7.0314E+05
1400 3.0662E+06 5.0877E+07 2.2021E+06

ones after those are more than 100 times slower than the respective first
one. For the pristine surface, however, the top mechanisms are closer in
speed, and become more than 100 times slower with respect to the first
one starting from the 12th. For convenience, it was chosen to report only
the first eight. Observing these fastest mechanisms one notices that: i) in
no cases CO2 dissociates directly into carbon monoxide, moreover, CO never
appears as a reaction intermediate (this is probably due to the fact that every
elementary step that from CO gives another species has always, without any
exception, a forward activation energy way higher than the backward one);
ii) on the decorated systems, all mechanisms except one involve the CO2 +
H −−→ CHOO step, whereas on the pristine surface this is the case only for
four of them, the other half prefers to pass through CO2 + H −−→ COOH;
iii) there are two out of eight mechanisms on the pristine surface that involve
atomic carbon as an intermediate, whereas in the Fe-decorated system they
are two out of four, while in the Ru-decorated there are none.

These points seem to suggest that the Fe-decorated nickel (111) surface
may not be a good catalyst for the methanation reaction due to the for-
mation of atomic carbon and its potential accretion near Fe, being this its
favorite site according to the CI-NEB that addressed the C/Fe −−→ C/Ni
migration process. Moreover, this is also the system with the higher Eapp.
Exactly the same considerations, but in the opposite way, can be made for
the Ru-decorated system, that shows a better activity to the CO2 methana-
tion process than the pristine nickel surface both in terms of a lower Eapp
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and a limited production of the inconvenient atomic carbon.

Explicit Treatment of the Formation of Water Molecules

When CO2 reacts in a large excess of H2, carbon is not the only species
that is reduced: there is also oxygen. The overall reaction is in fact CO2 +
4 H2 −−→ CH4 + 2 H2O. In this study it was tried to explicitly take into
account the production of water and its desorption, just like it is done for
methane. It should be noted, however, that the results reported in this sec-
tion are not definitive as it is not yet clear whether such a model is plausible.
Therefore, the following discussion should be taken with a pinch of salt.

All the surface chemical species involved in the elementary steps of the
methanation process reported in this study always contain a carbon atom and
a variable number of hydrogen and oxygen atoms. The latter, in particular,
can range from zero to two. As an example, let’s start with a CO2 molecule
adsorbed on nickel: all the oxygen atoms are bound to the main species,
thus there is no oxygen dissociated on the surface in any form (atomic, hy-
droxyl group or H2O molecule). Suppose now that the species dissociates
into CO + O. The main species (CO) contains only one oxygen, hence the
other one must be somewhere on the surface. Finally, a species like CH3

lost both of its two original oxygen atoms, which are therefore somewhere on
the surface. These adsorbed oxygen can react with hydrogen atoms, giving
hydroxyl groups and then water. As a final note, the O2 formation reaction
was not considered for two reasons: i) in the working conditions there is a
strong excess of hydrogen, so it is likely that O mostly meets H rather than
another atom of its kind; ii) the oxygen hopping has an activation energy
about four times higher than that of hydrogen, so the first species is less
mobile on the surface.

Oxygen can therefore be seen as a kind of “background” species with
respect to the “main” species, i.e. those containing carbon. In order to for-
malize this argument, the notation shown in table 2.10 was used, in which
every possible background is listed and numbered so to have a quickly ref-
erence to them. Accordingly, the main species containing two oxygen atoms
have only one possible background (0), those containing one have three (1,
4, 16), and those without oxygen have six possible backgrounds (2, 5, 8, 17,
20, 32). Another way to tell this is that there are three different sets of
backgrounds. Inside each set, the backgrounds are connected within each
other in the way reported in figure 2.89 (given that the water formation on
the nickel surface starting from atomic hydrogen and oxygen is a reversible
process).
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Table 2.9: Main reaction mechanisms for the methanation process on the three
catalyst models at 900 K, sorted by decreasing speed.

Pristine Ni (111)
1) CO2 −−→ COOH −−→ COH −−→ CHOH −−→ CHO −−→

−−→ CH2O −−→ CH2 −−→ CH3 −−→ CH4

2) CO2 −−→ CHOO −−→ CHO −−→ CH −−→ CHOH −−→ CH2OH −−→
−−→ CH2O −−→ CH2 −−→ CH3 −−→ CH4

3) CO2 −−→ COOH −−→ COH −−→ CHOH −−→ CHO −−→
−−→ CH −−→ CH2 −−→ CH3 −−→ CH4

4) CO2 −−→ CHOO −−→ CHO −−→ CH −−→ CH2 −−→ CH3 −−→ CH4

5) CO2 −−→ COOH −−→ COH −−→ C −−→ CH −−→ CHOH −−→
−−→ CHO −−→ CH2O −−→ CH2 −−→ CH3 −−→ CH4

6) CO2 −−→ CHOO −−→ CHO −−→ CH2O −−→ CH2 −−→ CH3 −−→ CH4

7) CO2 −−→ CHOO −−→ CHO −−→ CH −−→ C −−→ COH −−→ CHOH
−−→ CH2OH −−→ CH2O −−→ CH2 −−→ CH3 −−→ CH4

8) CO2 −−→ COOH −−→ COH −−→ CHOH −−→ CH2OH −−→ CH2O −−→
−−→ CH2 −−→ CH3 −−→ CH4

Ru-decorated Ni (111)
1) CO2 −−→ CHOO −−→ CHO −−→ CH2O −−→ CH2 −−→ CH3 −−→ CH4

2) CO2 −−→ CHOO −−→ CHO −−→ CH2O −−→ CH2OH −−→
−−→ CH2 −−→ CH3 −−→ CH4

3) CO2 −−→ CHOO −−→ CHO −−→ CH −−→ CH2 −−→ CH3 −−→ CH4

4) CO2 −−→ CHOO −−→ CHO −−→ CH2O −−→ CH2OH −−→ CHOH −−→
−−→ CH −−→ CH2 −−→ CH3 −−→ CH4

5) CO2 −−→ CHOO −−→ CHO −−→ CHOH −−→ CH −−→
−−→ CH2 −−→ CH3 −−→ CH4

6) CO2 −−→ COOH −−→ COH −−→ CHOH −−→ CHO −−→
−−→ CH −−→ CH2 −−→ CH3 −−→ CH4

Fe-decorated Ni (111)
1) CO2 −−→ CHOO −−→ CHO −−→ CH2O −−→ CH2 −−→ CH3 −−→ CH4

2) CO2 −−→ CHOO −−→ CHO −−→ CH −−→ CH2 −−→ CH3 −−→ CH4

3) CO2 −−→ CHOO −−→ CHO −−→ CH −−→ C −−→ COH −−→ CHOH
−−→ CH2OH −−→ CH2O −−→ CH2 −−→ CH3 −−→ CH4

4) CO2 −−→ CHOO −−→ CHO −−→ CH −−→ C −−→ COH −−→ CHOH
−−→ CH2OH −−→ CH2 −−→ CH3 −−→ CH4
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Table 2.10: Numbering convention for the background oxygen. NO is the number
of oxygen atoms on the nickel surface. A zero in the column of
any chemical species states that it is not present in the background,
conversely a one indicates that it is. The Dec column reports the
decimal value of the binary string associated with the background
species.

NO 2 H2O H2O 2 OH OH 2 O O Dec

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 4
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 16

2 0 0 0 0 1 0 2
2 0 0 0 1 0 1 5
2 0 0 1 0 0 0 8
2 0 1 0 0 0 1 17
2 0 1 0 1 0 0 20
2 1 0 0 0 0 0 32

Before moving on, there are some things that need to be defined when
considering the background species: i) an elementary step between two main
species that have the same amount of oxygen does not involve a change in
the background; ii) conversely, an elementary step between two main species
that do not have the same amount of oxygen does involve a change in the
background; and iii) water can irreversibly desorb since in flow conditions
the produced water is constantly replaced by new reactant, thus implying
that some transitions from a background to another are irreversible. Figure
2.89 reports the rules associated to these points.

Thus, with the additional consideration that the water desorption pro-
cess is irreversible, main species containing two oxygen atoms have only one
possible background, species with one oxygen have four, while those without
oxygen have ten possible backgrounds. This way, it is possible to draw a
graph like the one shown in figure 2.90, where the main species are intended
as groups of vertices, each of which corresponding to a pair (main species,
background). It should be noted that, in this graph, the steps associated
with the desorption of a water molecule are indicated with an arrow since
they are directed edges: this way, the findPaths algorithm can follow them
in the correct direction. The goal is to go from CO2(0) to CH4(0), i.e. a
methane molecule with no oxygen in the background since it leaved in the
form of water. The search for the paths is performed by using the version of
Pathgen that works with groups of vertices (following the rules outlined in
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the previous section).
The resulting calculation was really intensive: the graph, composed of 85

vertices and 202 edges, contains more than 31 billion paths on the vertices,
divided in 1122 paths on the groups (i.e. paths on the main species). An
SCM was carried out for each of them, and the results grouped so that each
one contributed to the correct mechanism (i.e. path on the groups). Once
this investigation was concluded, it was observed that: i) at 900 K the fastest
mechanisms are very close one another, to the point that starting from the
116th in the ranking, mechanisms are more than 100 times slower than the
first one; ii) sg at 900 K is about two orders of magnitude smaller than that
obtained without the explicit treatment of background species; iii) Eapp is
∼ 15 kJ/mol higher than the one obtained without backgrounds; iv) the
fastest mechanism at 900 K (CO2 −−→ COOH −−→ COH −−→ C −−→
CH −−→ CHOH −−→ CH2OH −−→ CH2O −−→ CH2 −−→ CH3 −−→ CH4)
is not among the fastest ones obtained when the methanation process is
investigated without the background species, moreover it involves atomic
carbon.

2.11 Conclusion

In this chapter, the elementary steps involved in the CO2 methanation pro-
cess were presented. These were investigated on three different catalytic sur-
faces, reporting the results of the CI-NEB calculations performed through
the Empathes package. This way, a knowledge of both the structures and
the energies of the involved transition states was acquired, thus obtaining a
list of activation energies that have been later used within a kinetic model.
Some other processes were also investigated, such as: 1) the hopping of H,
C, and O atoms on the surface; 2) the migrations of the H, C, CH, CH2

and CH3 species from the decoration (both Ru and Fe) to the pristine nickel
surface; and 3) the two consecutive steps involved in the formation of water:
O + H −−→ OH and OH + H −−→ H2O. This last point is important because
water is produced in the methanation process CO2 + 4 H2 −−→ CH4 + 2 H2O,
especially when this is performed in an environment rich in H2.

Some elementary steps on pristine and Ru-decorated nickel surfaces were
also investigated applying an external electric field (EEF), thus probing what
chemical species are mostly affected by this perturbation, and how it influ-
ences the reaction energetic in terms of both ∆Er and activation energy.
The observed trend was that the oxygen-containing species have an higher
response to the external electric field, showing a greater variation of the en-
ergetic values going from negative to positive EEFs. On the other hand,
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those species constituted only by carbon and hydrogen atoms are mostly
not affected by an EEF, being both ∆Er and activation energy very simi-
lar to the ones obtained without it. This can easily be explained in terms
of polarity: the larger the electric dipole moment of a species, the stronger
its interaction with an external electric field. In particular, one of the most
sensitive steps was found to be CO + H −−→ CHO, in which a positive EEF
decreases the activation energy of the forward reaction while increasing that
of the backward reaction.

The computed activation energies were used in the kinetic model given by
the Simplified Christiansen Method (SCM) in order to obtain the apparent
activation energy for the methanation process on the three tested catalysts.
This method, however, was not meant to work with such an intricate network
of chemical species and elementary steps like the one presented here: it needs
a linear path that goes from reactant to product, in which there can be any
number of intermediates. For this reason, it was first necessary to search
all the possible paths that connect CO2 to CH4, and then to analyze them
individually through SCM. These single results were finally combined to get
the global reaction rate of the process. By executing many SCM analysis
at different temperatures, one gets a series of reaction rates that can be
used to fit the Arrhenius equation, thus obtaining the apparent activation
energy for each catalyst model. Despite it is not simple to compare these
values with the experimental ones (since the former are obtained using a
series of computational methods, namely DFT, CI-NEB and SCM, each of
them bringing its assumptions and hence approximations), they can still be
compared with each other: this shows that the Ru-decorated system is more
active to the methanation process than the pristine surface, which in turn
behaves better than the Fe-decorated one. It is worth noting, however, that
the decorated systems are very “stiff” since in this computational model all
elementary steps occur next to the decoration, while in a real world scenario
it is absolutely possible that some steps take place next to the decoration,
while others may happen on the nickel (111) portion of the catalyst. If
considered, these additional degrees of freedom may have the effect to reduce
the apparent activation energy of the decorated systems. This could be an
idea for further investigations on this subject.
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Chapter 3

Halloysite Carbon-Coating

3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 Li–O2 Batteries

Since their first appearance in 1996 [50], the Li–O2 batteries have received
an ever increasing interest by the scientific community due to their high
theoretical energy density, that makes them suitable for intensive applications
such as electric vehicles. There are, however, some technical difficulties that
must be solved before these systems can be applied in real life devices. One
should overcome, for instance: low power density, high charge overpotentials,
and low stability to charge-discharge cycles.

A Li–O2 device has a lithium metal anode, a liquid or solid state elec-
trolyte, and a cathode, that is a more complex device composed by a sup-
porting material and an active material. The cathodic active material are the
O2 molecules, that are found in the atmosphere and must travel through the
supporting material to come into contact with the electrolyte. The support-
ing material should then be porous, to let O2 to diffuse, and catalytic, since
it must be suitable for both the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) occurring
in the discharge phase, and for the oxygen evolution reaction (OER), occur-
ring during recharge. The main product of the discharge reaction is Li2O2,
but other lithium oxides, such as LiO2 and Li3O4, have been reported in the
literature [51]. When the cathode is fully covered in Li2O2 the spontaneous
ORR stops, and the battery is completely discharged.

One of the most studied problem is how to effectively remove Li2O2 from
the cathode surface. Since Li2O2 is a non conductive material, large ag-
glomerates imply high overpotentials to revert them, hence a low electric
efficiency. It is known that Li2O2 morphology is highly correlated to the ease
of its decomposition. The two predominant forms [52, 53] of the this oxide
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are micrometric size toroids (that grow toward the solution), and nanofilms
(that grow on the cathode surface). While the latter are easy to remove
(especially if thinner than 10 nm), the former are generally tougher, hence
undesirable.

Tailoring the cathode properties in order to achieve the desired Li2O2

morphology is one of the most studied aspect of the Li–O2 batteries. Among
the investigated materials there are: natural and doped (N, B) graphene [54];
Co nanoparticles anchored on porous carbon nanosheets [55]; BC3 and NC3

nanosheets [56]; Co9S8, a material similar to an agave plant with an high
specific surface area [57]; Co4N nanorod on carbon nanofibers [58]; N-doped
nanocages [52]; N-doped carbon nanofibers, coated with TiO2, which in turn
is covered with Ru nanoparticles [59]; cracked carbon sub-micron tubes, deco-
rated with Au nanoparticles in the inner wall [60]; RuO2 on carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) [53]; CNTs decorated with Pd, Pt, Ru and Au nanoparticles inside
and outside the nanotube lumen [61].

A particularly attractive idea, reported in some of the cited articles, is to
delimit an area where Li2O2 can grow. This is done using chemical structures
that have cavities, such as the aforementioned carbon nanotubes.

3.1.2 HNTs Applied to Electrochemical Systems

Halloysite is a 1:1 aluminosilicate and its crystal structure can be described as
a layer composed by two building blocks: SiO4 tetrahedra and AlO6 octahe-
dra, with stoichiometric formula Al2Si2O5(OH)4 · 2 H2O. It is a clay mineral
belonging to the kaolinite group, occurring in nature with platy, spheroidal,
or hollow tubular shape. The dominant morphology is the multi-walled tubu-
lar one (HNT), with sizes between 500 and 1000 nm in length and 15-100 nm
in inner diameter. A spiral-like structure could be clearly imaged by electron
microscopy experiments [62, 63]. Thanks to its peculiar shape, halloysite
is considered a promising entrapment system for the loading, the storage,
and the controlled release of several species [64, 65]. Moreover, these clay
materials are economically viable and environmentally friendly and, for this
reason, competitive with other tubular systems as carbon, polymeric, metal,
or metal oxide nanotubes.

Halloysite has an intriguing structure for the purpose of confinement,
but unfortunately it is not conductive. There are, however, some reported
applications of HNTs to electrochemical systems. As cathodes, HNTs are
used predominantly in Li–S cells, where they are firstly made conductive
(towards a procedure of adsorption of an organic precursor followed by a
pyrolysis), and then applied on top of the cathode in order to catch and trap
lithium polysulfides nanoparticles [66, 67, 68, 69]. In other studies, they are
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used as solid polymer electrolytes [70, 71] and gel polymer electrolytes [72],
and as membranes [73].

There are then several studies in which HNTs are used as templates (and
sometimes they are not even removed) to: form N-doped carbon nanotubes
[74], grow porous carbon nanoparticle used in Li– ion [75], grow MoS2 used
in Zn– ion [76]. Other times HNTs are simply selectively functionalized and
then used [77, 78]. Therefore their use in electrochemical systems does not
seem impossible.

3.1.3 Purpose of the Study

From current knowledge, the are no reports in the scientific literature about
the application of HNT-based material to Li–O2 batteries. HNTs have the
general advantage of being inexpensive and eco-friendly, furthermore their
internal structure could prove extremely useful to confine Li2O2, if it could
be exploited.

As reported in many works, HNTs can be made conductive after the
adsorption of organic molecules followed by pyrolysis [66, 67, 68, 69]. The
choice of the organic precursor has an influence on the final coating material,
which can be a mere or doped carbon film. In the latter case, the hetero
atoms could offer a better nucleation site than the carbon one, potentially
affecting the growth mechanism of Li2O2.

It is in this context that this investigation develops. There is a significant
amount of preliminary work that must be accomplished to answer the ques-
tion about the suitability of HNTs as a cathode material for Li–O2 cells.
The first step is the investigation of the carbon-coating process of HNTs,
since there is a lack of computational studies on this subject. The coat-
ing can happen, at least in principle, on both the inner and outer surfaces.
Structures of HNTs covered on the inner wall with a carbon layer can be
used to demonstrate if lithium oxides are more likely to grow here or inside a
clean halloysite nanotube; while HNTs carbon-coated on the outer wall can
give insights about the development of electrical conductor behavior. The
carbon-coating phenomenon can be explored in, at least, the following ways:

� Sequential adsorption of carbon atoms, to simulate an amorphous car-
bon coating.

� Adsorption of aromatic compounds, like benzene molecules and graphene
fragments, to simulate a structured carbon coating.

The carbon-coating of the outer halloysite surface, the silicic layer, was
chosen as the subject of this investigation. This is commonly performed
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Figure 3.1: The unit cell for a HNT model with one-third overlapping arms (left)
and a portion of the corresponding nanotube (right).

experimentally, but the details at the atomic scale, about what is really
happening and how, are missing. Such a study is therefore aimed to bring
insights about the structure of carbon-coated HNTs and their behavior as
conductors. Considering the public interest due to their applicability as
electrodes, this study is the preliminary step required to investigate their
suitability in specific electrochemical systems, such as the Li–O2 cell where
they have not been applied so far. Halloysite would be a good candidate as
cathode material if, thanks to its nanotubular structure, it could address the
growth of the discharge products inside its lumen only.

3.2 Computational Details

The program of choice for this investigation was Gaussian 16. The chemi-
cal systems were studied using the Density Functional Theory, with M06L
exchange-correlation functional [79] and SVP basis set.[80] The Density Fit
technique was used in order to save computational time on coulomb bielec-
tronic integrals; the auxiliary basis functions used for this purpose were au-
tomatically generated by Gaussian 16 starting from those of the main basis
set. All structures were optimized in the singlet spin multiplicity. Finally,
due to the system size the calculations of vibrational frequencies (useful for
determining if the optimized molecular geometry was a real minimum on
the potential energy surface, a transition state, or something else) were not
performed.
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The model of an halloysite nanotube of 5 nm in diameter, reported in
figure 3.1, was obtained by replicating along the tube axis a spiral supercell
built and relaxed as described in the paper by Ferrante et al.[81] In this
process, the experimental value of 5.2 Å was applied along the repeating
direction. This model was already used in some computational studies in
our group.[82, 83, 84]

Three different models of halloysite surfaces were derived from a por-
tion of the arm of the spiral nanotube model previously discussed, these are:
pristine (258 atoms), substituted (264 atoms), and Si-vacant (261 atoms).
The substituted surface of halloysite can be obtained via hydroxyl substi-
tution in alkaline solution; if this process is further performed, it can cause
the complete elimination of a Si(OH)4 molecule, which is the origin of the
Si-vacant surface considered in this study. Since halloysite is a nanotube,
the said structures are slightly curved: this characteristic has been preserved
maintaining the most external H and O nuclei fixed in their position during
geometry optimizations. One can be confident that this stratagem does not
affect the general conclusions of the investigation, since local deformations on
inner or outer surfaces of the nanotube should not distort its whole geometry
sensibly. Figure 3.2 shows the three silicic HNT surfaces considered in this
study; the convention adopted in this work for the top view is that the lower
aluminum layer protrudes on the left side.

In order to model the carbon-coating process (experimentally performed
in an high temperature, carbon-rich environment), the carbon atoms were
added one at the time, near specific sites of the halloysite surface. The general
working method was: i) take a surface with n C atoms, with n = 0, 1, ...,
ii) add a new C atom on interesting sites, iii) optimize all the geometries
obtained in the previous step, iv) select the more stable geometry of the
batch as the starting point for the next carbon atom, v) repeat. At each
iteration of the working cycle, for all three HNT surface models, there are
six halloysite sites on top of which a carbon atom is always put. These are the
six most central silicon atoms (enumerated in figure 3.3), the only exception
being the Si-vacant surface, in which one of these starting structures has the
carbon on top of the vacancy. Moreover, additional sites are also taken into
account if they seem promising candidates to host carbon.

In order to lighten the following sections, an appropriate notation is now
introduced to indicate the studied structures. Each optimized structure is
stated by a string of characters, such as this one: P4C03. The first character
“P” denotes the starting HNT surface and so it can have three different
values: P, S, or V for pristine, substituted and Si-vacant, respectively. The
next two characters “4C” state how many carbon atoms where added to the
original structure (four in this example). Finally, the last two characters
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Figure 3.2: Models of HNT surface. A,B) pristine, top and side view; C) pristine,
Si-layer; D) Si-vacant, Si-layer; E,F) substituted, Si-layer, top and
side view. Colors: H white; O red; Al blue; Si gold.
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Figure 3.3: The six sites where a new carbon atom is always put. This image
shows the pristine HNT surface, but the same numbering order is
also used for the other two surfaces. Colors: H white; O red; Al
blue; Si gold.
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“03” identify the structure itself: when the number is in the inclusive range
01,...,06 it means that the un-optimized geometry had the last-added carbon
on top of the corresponding silicon of figure 3.3; while for numbers greater
than 06 there is not a general rule, so a description of the starting geometry
before optimization will always be provided.

3.3 Pristine Halloysite Surface

In this section, all the investigated structures obtained from the pristine
halloysite surface model, covered with up to ten carbon atoms, are discussed.
Tables A.1, A.2 and A.3, in the appendix, report the final energy and a quick
recap comment for each of them.

1st Carbon When choosing where to place the first carbon atom on the
pristine HNT surface, there are some considerations that can be done. If the
curvature of the model was not taken into account, then all Si atoms would
be symmetry equivalents. Let’s now consider the three oxygen atoms bonded
to each Si: by joining them with imaginary lines, a triangle is obtained. If
a C atom is then positioned not exactly on top of Si, but rather slightly
in the direction of one of the sides of the said triangle, then we get three
different structures that are not symmetry equivalents (due to the staggered
aluminum layer below). Following these considerations, only four different
structures were chosen for this investigation. These are: P1C06, where C is
exactly on top of Si6; P1C01, with a carbon on top of Si1, slightly moved
towards the center of the HNT model; P1C03, that has a C atom on top of
Si3, slightly moved towards the center of the surface; and P1C05, where C is
on top of Si5, once again slightly moved towards the center of the structure.

The four optimized geometries thus obtained are very similar: in all cases,
the added carbon atom snags between a silicon and an oxygen, breaking a
Si–O bond, and forming two new bonds: Si –C and C–O. This kind of inter-
calation is a common behavior that in this investigation has been observed
whenever the carbon is next to a non-defective site of the halloysite (in all
three pristine, substituted, and Si-vacant models). The P1C03 structure is
the most stable of the batch, whereas P1C01 has a slightly higher absolute
energy: 12.2 kJ/mol more with respect to P1C03. On P1C03, carbon and
oxygen form a bridge between two Si nuclei on the HNT surface; whereas
on P1C01, the carbon points to an hydroxyl group of the aluminum layer
below the surface, as explicitly shown in figure 3.4. Being so similar in en-
ergy despite the different carbon orientation, both P1C03 and P1C01 where
used as starting geometries to investigate the preferred placement of a second
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Figure 3.4: Optimized geometries of P1C03 (left) and P1C01 (right). Colors: H
white; C black; O red; Al blue; Si gold.

carbon atom (this being the only exception to the working method presented
previously).

2nd Carbon A total of twelve structures with a second carbon atom where
prepared, six from both P1C03 and P1C01. They are named, respectively,
from P2C31 to P2C36, and from P2C11 to P2C16, where the first digit after
the “P2C” prefix refers to the starting geometry they were generated from
(3 for P1C03, 1 for P1C01), and the last digit indicates in which position the
additional carbon atom was placed (as in figure 3.3).

After optimization, P2C32 turned out to be the most stable structure
among the twelve, while P2C13 was the most stable among those generated
from P1C01, being 56.2 kJ/mol higher than P2C32. As figure 3.5 shows, they
have similar geometries: in both cases the two carbon atoms are bonded
together and with an oxygen, forming a three-atoms bridge between two
adjacent Si on the HNT surface. In P2C32 this bridge is straight, whereas in
P2C13 it is at an angle. Because of its lower total energy, P2C32 was chosen
as the starting geometry in which to add a third carbon atom. Sorting these
twelve structures by increasing energy, all the first six on the list have the
two carbon atoms bonded together, while in the last six they are far apart.
Furthermore, the energy differences with respect to the most stable structure
are also thrilling: P2C11, the sixth in the ranking, is 226.9 kJ/mol above
P2C32; while the last six positions detaches on average for an outstanding
∼ 600 kJ/mol.

3rd Carbon The third carbon atom was placed on seven different sites
of the P2C32 structure. Other than the usual ones from P3C01 to P3C06,
there is P3C07 in which the additional carbon is above the other two in a
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Figure 3.5: Optimized geometries of P2C32 (left) and P2C13 (right). Colors: H
white; C black; O red; Al blue; Si gold.

Figure 3.6: Optimized geometry of P3C07, top and side views. Colors: H white;
C black; O red; Al blue; Si gold.

triangular fashion.
Once all the structures were optimized, P3C07 was found to be the most

stable. Its final geometry, reported in figure 3.6, does not differ much from
the initial guess, since the original triangular carbon ring is maintained. Both
the second and third most stable structures, respectively P3C04 (85.9 kJ/mol
higher than P3C07) and P3C03, have the third carbon bonded to the first
two, in the shape of a triangular ring the former, and of a straight line the
latter. Then there are P3C05, P3C06, and P3C01, in which the third carbon
atom is on a clean part of the surface, not directly connected to the others.
Lastly there is P3C02, in which C snagged between a Si and an O on the
surface like in the three previous structures, but unlike them here the carbon
is also closer to the other two.
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Figure 3.7: Optimized geometry of P4C03, top and side views. Colors: H white;
C black; O red; Al blue; Si gold.

4th Carbon Starting from the most stable geometry of the previous para-
graph, P3C07, the fourth carbon was added, thus preparing eight different
guess geometries for optimization. Other than the notorious six from P4C01
to P4C06, there are: P4C07, with the additional carbon placed on the top
vertex of the carbon triangle; and P4C08, where it was added on the side of
that carbon structure.

Optimization of these starting geometries shows that the one obtained
from P4C03 is the most stable. As reported in figure 3.7, its structure
presents a square of carbon atoms (not appreciable from the top view) an-
chored to the HNT surface in two points, namely to an oxygen and a silicon.
Optimization of both P4C07 and P4C08 gave back virtually the same result:
a structure very similar to the initial guess of P4C07, with the new carbon
bonded to a vertex of the carbon triangle. With equal merit, these structures
are second in the ranking at 17.3 kJ/mol more than the first place. In third
and fourth position there are P4C04 and P4C02, respectively. In the former
the fourth carbon is near the other three, but it does not make a direct bond
with them. The P4C02 optimized structure, however, has the four carbon
atoms bonded together, furthermore the new C also makes a bond with Si2.
This kind of interaction, however, is probably very weak due to the fact that
Si2 forms five bonds. Finally, the three least stable geometries, in order
P4C05, P4C06, and P4C01, are those where the fourth carbon is far away
from the other three, making a Si–C–O bond with the HNT surface.

5th Carbon The fifth carbon was added on the P4C03 structure. Nine
different structures were prepared for optimization, they are: from P5C01 to
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Figure 3.8: Optimized geometry of P5C04, top and side views. Colors: H white;
C black; O red; Al blue; Si gold.

P5C06, the additional carbon was placed on top of the most central silicon
atoms; in P5C07 it was positioned next to a vertex of the preexisting carbon
square; in P5C08 it was placed over the face of the square; and, finally, in
P5C09 the fifth carbon was positioned next to a side of the square, close to
the anchoring oxygen.

Sorting the optimized structures by increasing total energy points out
that P5C04 is the most stable. Its geometry, reported in figure 3.8, shows
that the fifth carbon, originally on top of Si4, rips off the near oxygen from
its silicon, and then bonds directly to the preexisting carbon structure. As
a final result, two carbon atoms anchor the HNT surface through Si3 and
Si4. Next, the starting geometries of P5C02 and P5C07 both fell in the
same minimum of the potential energy surface. Their optimized structure,
that is 65.5 kJ/mol less stable than P5C04, shows that the fifth carbon rests
on a side of the original carbon square. In order of increasing energy there
are: P5C09, P5C08, and P5C03, that have all five carbon atoms bonded
together; and P5C05, P5C06, and P5C01, in which the fifth carbon is near
a clean portion of the HNT surface.

6th Carbon Using P5C04 as starting point, the sixth carbon atom was
added in nine different sites: from P6C01 to P6C06 it was placed above the
corresponding Si; on P6C07 the new carbon was over a vertex of the original
carbon square; in P6C08 it was put above the square face; and finally in
P6C09 it was bonded to the protruding oxygen atom.

The results obtained from geometry optimizations state that P6C04 is the
most stable structure. Here, as shown in figure 3.9, all six carbon atoms are
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Figure 3.9: Optimized geometry of P6C04, top and side views. Colors: H white;
C black; O red; Al blue; Si gold.

bonded together, forming two fused rings. Moreover, two carbons anchor the
HNT surface on Si3 and Si4, while another one is bonded to a oxygen (the
one originally bridged between the said silicon atoms). Structure P6C07 got
the second place for stability, placing itself 143.7 kJ/mol higher than P6C04.
Then, sorted by increasing energy, there are: P6C03, P6C02, P6C08, and
P6C09, in which the sixth carbon is either directly bonded to the preexisting
ones, or very close to them; and P6C05, P6C06, and P6C01, in which it is
on a clean part of the HNT surface.

7th Carbon Also in this case, nine structures were prepared starting from
P6C04. The geometries named from P7C01 to P7C06 were built in the usual
way; in P7C07, C is bonded to the oxygen of the existing carbon structure;
P7C08 has the additional carbon on top of the others; and finally, in P7C09,
it was placed above the five-membered carbon ring.

The optimization process found the same energy minimum for both P7C04
and P7C03. The resulting geometry, reported in figure 3.10, shows that the
seven carbon atoms are bonded contiguously: there is still a five membered
ring (like in P6C04), but here it is a single carbon that anchors the surface
on both Si3 and Si4. The other two carbon atoms are bonded to two dif-
ferent sides of the main ring, while the oxygen is still bonded to a vertex
of it. At 35.3 kJ/mol more, the second place for stability goes to P7C08,
whose optimization found once again a structure where all carbon atoms are
bonded together. The third place is atypical, since it belongs to P7C05, the
starting geometry of which generally ends up in the last positions. As usual,
the seventh carbon in P7C05 performed an intercalation between Si and O
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Figure 3.10: Optimized geometry of P7C04, top and side views. Colors: H white;
C black; O red; Al blue; Si gold.

on the HNT surface, but this time it also bonded the preexisting carbon
structure, thus acting as a further anchoring point. Then P7C09, P7C02,
and P7C07 follow, where the additional carbon bonds the others generating
multiple rings; and P7C06 and P7C01 in which it is on the clean part of the
surface, far away form the others.

8th Carbon Using P7C04 as a basis, eleven structures were prepared
inserting an additional carbon atom. As usual, from P8C01 to P8C06 the
new carbon was placed on the six central sites; in P8C07 it was bonded to
the oxygen; while in P8C08 and P8C09 it was placed on two different sites
over the carbon structure; and finally in P8C10 and P8C11 the additional
carbon was positioned above both faces of the five-membered carbon ring.

Optimizations show that the most stable structure, by a large amount, is
the one obtained from P8C09. Unfortunately, here all eight carbon atoms are
bonded one after another in a straight line perpendicular to the HNT surface,
extending towards the void. Such a structure is not realistic. Moreover,
it presented many difficulties during the optimization process. For these
reasons, it has been discarded, and the next on the list, namely P8C08, has
been chosen as the most stable of the batch. Its structure, reported in figure
3.11, shows a central six-membered carbon ring that bonds the HNT surface
through a single vertex, whose adjacent carbon still keeps its oxygen. The
remaining two carbon atoms are bonded to two different sides of the main
ring.

The second place is earned by P8C03, at only 13.3 kJ/mol more, followed
by P8C04, P8C11 and P8C10. In all four structures the carbon atoms are
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Figure 3.11: Optimized geometry of P8C08, top and side views. Colors: H white;
C black; O red; Al blue; Si gold.

bonded together, generating fused rings. Moreover, it is appropriate to note
that P8C10 and P8C11, despite starting with the eighth carbon on opposite
faces of the main ring, both fell on the same energy minimum after opti-
mization. Follow: P8C07, in which the additional C stays bonded to O; and
P8C06, P8C02, P8C05 and P8C01, in this order, where the new C is on
the clean part of the surface. It is noteworthy that, in P8C02, the eighth
carbon also bonds the others, thus acting as further anchoring point for the
agglomerate.

9th Carbon Starting from P8C08, ten structures were prepared adding a
further carbon. Geometries named from P9C01 to P9C06 are built in the
usual way; in P9C07, the new atom was placed over the top side of the main
ring; while in P9C08, it is above its face; P9C09 has the additional carbon
placed next to the oxygen; while in P9C10 it is bonded to another carbon
that does not belong to the main ring.

The most stable geometry among all was the one obtained from P9C04,
reported in figure 3.12, in which the optimization process altered substan-
tially the initial guess. Here a seven-membered ring arises, in which two
carbon atoms bond one silicon each (Si3 and Si4). Moreover, the main ring
is still bonded to an oxygen (on a vertex) and two carbon atoms (on two
different sides). Next there is P9C09 at 135.5 kJ/mol higher, where a CO
molecule is produced. Four structures follow in which all nine carbon atoms
are bonded together: P9C10, P9C07, P9C03 and P9C08. Finally, there are
the geometries where the last added carbon is on the clean part of the surface,
far away from the others, in order P9C06, P9C05, P9C02 and P9C01.
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Figure 3.12: Optimized geometry of P9C04, top and side views. Colors: H white;
C black; O red; Al blue; Si gold.

10th Carbon The tenth and last carbon was added to the P9C04 struc-
ture, generating a total of ten initial guesses. As usual, the geometries from
P10C01 to P10C06 have the additional carbon over the six most central Si.
In P10C07 it was placed on a ring side, the one farther from the HNT surface.
In both P10C08 and P10C09, the tenth carbon was positioned in the center
of the seven-membered ring, respectively in the top and lower halves; while
in P10C10 it was next to the oxygen.

The most stable structure of the batch after optimization resulted to be
P10C08. Its geometry, reported in figure 3.13, presents an elongated nine-
membered carbon ring that bonds: an oxygen (on a vertex), a carbon (on
a side), and the HNT surface on two different Si atoms. The second place
for stability belongs to P10C07 (at 94.2 kJ/mol higher), followed by P10C03
and P10C09, all of the three having the ten carbon atoms directly bonded.
Then there are P10C05 and P10C10, in which there is the formation of a
CO molecule. The four last position are taken by P10C04 and P10C02, in
which all carbon atoms are directly bonded forming multiple fused rings; and
lastly P10C06 and P10C01, where the tenth carbon is on a clean part of the
surface.

3.4 Substituted Halloysite Surface

In this section, all the investigated structures obtained from the substituted
halloysite surface model, covered with up to ten carbon atoms, are discussed.
Tables A.4, A.5 and A.6, in the appendix, report the final energy and a quick
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Figure 3.13: Optimized geometry of P10C08, top and side views. Colors: H
white; C black; O red; Al blue; Si gold.

recap comment for each of them.

1st Carbon On the substituted HNT surface, eight different sites were
investigated while looking for the preferred position of the first carbon atom.
Structure from S1C01 to S1C06 are the ones where the guessed starting
position of carbon is on top of the six most central silicons of the surface.
S1C03 needs a special attention since Si3 is the defective one, bonded with
two hydroxyl groups: in this case the carbon was initially put on top of Si3,
between the two hydroxyl groups. In S1C07, the first carbon was placed at
bond distance to the oxygen of the most central hydroxyl group. Similarly, in
S1C08, the carbon was bonded to the oxygen of the most peripheral hydroxyl
group. Both S1C07 and S1C08 were chosen for investigation because of
the different orientation of the two hydrogens of the hydroxyl groups, that
made the final positions of the carbon atom slightly different in the two
case. Moreover, the carbon in S1C07 is closest to the defective portion of the
surface than the one in S1C08.

Once all starting geometries were optimized, the most stable one turned
out to be S1C02. Its structure, reported in figure 3.14, shows how the carbon
subverted the original substituted HNT structure, putting itself between Si2
and Si3 in place of the oxygen, that in turn is now bonded exclusively to the
carbon. The second in the ranking is S1C07, being only 5.2 kJ/mol higher
than the first one, in which C leaves its initial position to bond the hydroxyl
group on Si4. Then, in order of decreasing stability, there are: S1C03, S1C04,
and S1C08, in which the carbon is somewhere around the defective site; and
finally S1C06, S1C05, and S1C01, in which it is on a clean part of the surface.
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Figure 3.14: Optimized geometry of S1C02, top and side views. Colors: H white;
C black; O red; Al blue; Si gold.

2nd Carbon Using the optimized S1C02 as the starting geometry, the
second carbon atom was added on seven different sites. As always, from
S2C01 to S2C06, there are the structures where the new carbon is put on
top of the most internal silicons, while S2C07 starts with the carbon bonded
to the oxygen of the hydroxyl group of Si3, the one nearest to the defect.

It is just this structure, the S2C07, that turns out to be the most stable
after optimization. The resulting geometry, reported in figure 3.15, needs a
short discussion because many things happened. The second carbon, orig-
inally put near the oxygen of the hydroxyl group, does three things: 1) it
snatches the hydroxyl group from Si3; 2) it bonds the oxygen belonging to
the near carbonyl; and 3) it also steals the hydrogen once belonged to the
hydroxyl group of Si4. As a consequence of this turmoil, Si3 is now lacking
one of its ligand, while an oxygen of Si4 is unsaturated: this is the perfect
condition so that Si3 and Si4 can bond together by means of an oxygen. This
way, a Si–O–Si link on the HNT surface has been reestablished. This does
not means, however, that Si3 is placed here in the same way as it would have
been on a pristine surface: the main difference is that the bond with the un-
derlying aluminum layer is now hindered by the fact that the linking oxygen
is saturated by an hydrogen. As a result, Si3 slightly protrudes above the
surface. Another way of seeing/describing this same geometry is as a formic
acid molecule bonded to the unsaturated carbon on the HNT surface.

The second most stable structure is S2C02, being 36.4 kJ/mol higher.
Here two carbon atoms and an oxygen are bonded together to form a small
cycle. Then there are S2C04 and S2C03, where on the former the new carbon
is near the defect, while on the latter both carbon atoms are bonded to
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Figure 3.15: Optimized geometry of S2C07, top and side views. Colors: H white;
C black; O red; Al blue; Si gold.

the same silicon. Finally, the least stable structures are S1C05, S1C06, and
S1C01, where the second carbon is near a non-defective portion of the surface.

3rd Carbon The best position for the third carbon was investigated starting
from the most stable structure of the previous batch of calculations: S2C07.
Seven different geometries where prepared: from S3C01 to S3C06, the new
carbon atom was added over the usual central sites; while on S3C07 it was
placed over the carbon belonging to the formic acid.

Once all geometries were optimized, the most stable was found to be
S3C02. However, a closer inspection of its final structure shows that the
formic acid molecule (the one seen on S2C07) detached from the surface,
being now simply adsorbed on it. The other two carbon atoms are bonded
together, and they form a bridge between Si2 and Si3. Due to the loss
of carbon in the form of formic acid, this was not chosen as the starting
geometry in which to add the fourth carbon.

At 53.8 kJ/mol higher, the second most stable structure is S3C07. After
optimization, S3C07 shows the formation of a small carbon compound, as
reported in figure 3.16. Here all three carbon atoms are bonded together, and
alongside with an oxygen they form a four-membered heterocycle. One of
the carbon atoms serves as an anchoring point to the HNT surface, bonding
both Si2 and Si3; another carbon is bonded to an hydroxyl group; while the
last one has an hydrogen. This structure was chosen as the starting point
for exploring the preferred position of the fourth carbon.

Finally, sorted by increasing energy there are: S3C04, S3C01, S3C03, and
S3C06 (optimization on S3C05 did not converge). S3C04 has some anchoring
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Figure 3.16: Optimized geometry of S3C07, top and side views. Colors: H white;
C black; O red; Al blue; Si gold.

points, and the three carbon atoms form a six-membered heterocycle with
two oxygens and a silicon. Similarly, on S3C01 there is a seven-membered
heterocycle with two oxygens and two silicons. On S3C03 all carbon atoms
are close one another, but not directly bonded. Finally, on S3C06 the third
carbon is far away from the others, on a clean portion of the surface.

4th Carbon Starting from S3C07, seven different position were investi-
gated to determine where the fourth carbon atom prefers to stay. As usual,
geometries from S4C01 to S4C06 have the new carbon over the most inter-
nal silicons. In S4C07, however, the additional carbon was placed near the
heterocyclic oxygen.

After performing all optimizations, the geometry obtained from S4C02
was the most stable. Its structure, reported in figure 3.17, shows that the new
carbon, originally on top of Si2, place itself between the Si-anchoring carbon
and its previous neighbor, the heterocyclic oxygen. Overall, the resulting
structure is pretty similar to the starting one, S3C07, just with one more
carbon atom constituting the ring.

The second place for stability is owned by S4C03, being only 21.1 kJ/mol
more. Also in this case, all four carbon atoms are bonded together. More-
over, the newly added carbon snatches the hydroxyl group from Si3, while
maintaining its bond with this silicon. Despite the additional anchoring point
of this carbonaceous structure to the HNT surface, this optimized geometry
is thermodynamically disadvantaged with respect to S4C02. Next there are
S4C07 and S4C04, in both of which the fourth carbon is near the defect but
not directly bonded to the other carbon atoms; and finally S4C06, S4C05,
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Figure 3.17: Optimized geometry of S4C02, top and side views. Colors: H white;
C black; O red; Al blue; Si gold.

and S4C01, where the new carbon is near the non-defective portion of the
surface.

5th Carbon The best position for the fifth carbon atom was searched
starting from seven different geometries based on S4C02. Those from S5C01
to S5C06 are the usual ones, the exceptions being S5C02 and S5C03, in which
the additional carbon could not be placed precisely above the relative silicons
because of the steric hindrance. Lastly, in S5C07 the new carbon was added
on top of the existing carbonaceous structure, near both the oxygen and a
carbon (the one bonded to an hydrogen).

Once all optimizations were completed, the structure S5C03 was found
to be the most stable. Figure 3.18 shows how much the final geometry of
S5C03 differs from its initial guess, since many things happened in the pro-
cess. The additional carbon, originally on Si3, moved away from that silicon
while bonding its oxygen. In the meantime, the carbon takes the hydrogen
previously belonged to the hydroxyl group of Si3, and the oxygen that once
was on the carbonaceous structure. As a result, a molecular fragment similar
to formic acid (without the acidic hydrogen) is now bonded to Si3.

Being 55.3 kJ/mol less stable, S5C07 takes the second place. During its
optimization, however, a carbon monoxide molecule detaches from the rest
of the structure. Next, both S5C01 and S5C02 end up in the same energy
minimum, sharing the third place for stability; in their resulting geometry all
carbon atoms are directly bonded. Finally there are S5C04, where the fifth
carbon is near the defect but is not bonded with the carbonaceous structure;
and S5C06 and S5C05, where the new carbon is on the clean part of the
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Figure 3.18: Optimized geometry of S5C03, top and side views. Colors: H white;
C black; O red; Al blue; Si gold.

surface.

6th Carbon Starting from S5C03, the sixth carbon was added in eight
different position. From S6C01 to S6C06 it was placed on top of the central
silicons; in S6C07 the carbon was positioned over the unsaturated oxygen of
the quasi-formic acid portion; and in S6C08 it was put near the less coordi-
nated carbon of the four-membered ring.

The calculations show that the optimized geometry obtained from S6C02
is the most stable. As represented in figure 3.19, the sixth carbon (originally
placed on top of Si2) finds its favorite place in the carbon ring, effectively
becoming its fifth member. The next most stable geometries are S6C08
(at 33.5 kJ/mol more than the first one), and S6C03: the former has the
additional carbon bonded to the existing carbon ring, while in the latter
it is bonded to the quasi-formic acid molecule. In S6C08 the optimized
geometry does not differ to much from the initial guess: the new carbon
has the effect to flatten the carbon ring to which it is bonded. In S6C03,
instead, C moves from Si3 to the quasi-formic acid molecule, revolutionizing
its structure. The final result is the formation of a quasi-glyoxal molecule
(the smallest dialdehyde) in which an hydrogen is missing: for this reason it
can bond the HNT surface on Si3 via the under-coordinated carbon.

Then, in order of increasing energy, there are: S6C07, in which a carbon
monoxide molecule forms and then floats around above the surface; S6C04,
where the new carbon is bonded to the quasi-formic acid; and S6C06, S6C05
and S6C01, in which the sixth carbon is on the clean portion of the surface,
far away from the defect.
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Figure 3.19: Optimized geometry of S6C02, top and side views. Colors: H white;
C black; O red; Al blue; Si gold.

7th Carbon An additional carbon atom was placed on seven different
sites of S6C02. The structures named from S7C01 to S7C06 are built in the
usual way, while in S7C07 the new atom was placed as a bridge between the
five-membered carbon ring and the oxygen of the quasi-formic acid fragment.

After optimization, the most stable structure turned out to be S7C04, but
since here there is the formation of a CO molecule floating above the HNT
surface, this structure has been excluded from further investigation. Then
there is S7C02, in which the 7th carbon finds its place on the preexisting
ring, giving rise to the structure reported in figure 3.20. Next for stability,
at an energy of 18.7 kJ/mol higher, there is S7C07, in which the new carbon
is on a side of the original five-membered ring. At a distance higher than
150 kJ/mol, S7C06 and S7C03 follow, in both of which the additional carbon
is bonded to the original ring. Finally, the last two positions are taken by
S7C05 and S7C01, where the seventh carbon is on a clean part of the HNT
surface.

8th Carbon Starting from S7C02, nine structures were prepared and then
investigated. The geometries named from S8C01 to S8C06 have the eighth
carbon over the usual central sites; in S8C07, C is bonded to the free oxygen
of the quasi-formic acid fragment; S8C08 has the new carbon bonded to a
vertex of the main ring; and finally, in S8C09, the additional carbon was
placed at the center of the ring, slightly above its plane.

The most stable structure after optimization was found to be S8C08, in
which the additional atom is bonded to the preexisting carbon ring. Its
geometry, reported in figure 3.21, is not easy to describe: there is a five-
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Figure 3.20: Optimized geometry of S7C02, top and side views. Colors: H white;
C black; O red; Al blue; Si gold.

membered carbon ring with a “double” vertex (just as in S7C02), which
in turn bonds the eighth carbon. The second place in order of stability is
taken by S8C02, at only 9.2 kJ/mol more. Its structure, just like those of
S8C03 and S8C09 (the next in the ranking), presents the additional carbon
directly bonded to the others. Then there is S8C07, in which a CO molecule
is formed; and lastly, at ∼ 300 kJ/mol from the most stable, there are S8C04,
S8C06, S8C05 and S8C01, where the new C is far away from the others, on
a clean portion of the surface.

9th Carbon The next carbon was added to nine different sites of S8C08.
From S9C01 to S9C06, the ninth carbon was placed over the usual central
silicons. In S9C07 it was bonded to the highest carbon of the preexisting
structure, while in S9C08 it was positioned at one side of the main carbon
ring. Finally, in S9C09, the additional C was bonded to the free oxygen of
the quasi-formic acid fragment.

After the optimization of all these structures, S9C08 turned out to be the
most stable. Its geometry, reported in figure 3.22, is fundamentally different
from the initial guess: here the three-dimensionality of the carbon aggregate
is lost in exchange of two planar, fused rings (6- and 4-membered) that share a
single side. The smaller ring anchors the surface through two Si atoms, while
the bigger one is saturated in two adjacent vertices by an hydroxyl group
and an hydrogen. This is a very stable structure, especially in comparison
with S9C09, which takes the second place at 84.6 kJ/mol higher. However,
in S9C09 there is the formation of a carbon monoxide molecule, and this
generally has an highly stabilizing effect on the structure. Accordingly, it
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Figure 3.21: Optimized geometry of S8C08, top and side views. Colors: H white;
C black; O red; Al blue; Si gold.

would be better to compare the absolute energy of S9C08 with that of S9C07,
the third in ranking. The latter is still a “valid” structure, since all atoms
are bonded in a single molecular fragment, but the energy difference with
the most stable structure is a remarkable 192.0 kJ/mol.

The S9C03 and S9C02 structures follow in order of stability, where in both
cases the ninth C is bonded to the preexisting carbon agglomerate forming
some fused rings. The last part of the ranking is reserved to S9C06, S9C04,
S9C01 and S9C05 in this order, where the additional carbon is on a clean
part of the surface in all cases.

10th Carbon Starting from the S9C08 structure, the tenth and last carbon
was added in ten different sites. Structures named from S10C01 to S10C06
are prepared in the usual way. In S10C07 the additional carbon was placed
over a side of the six-membered carbon ring. In both S10C08 and S10C09,
it was positioned at the two opposite faces of the bigger ring. Finally, in
S10C10, C was bonded to the free oxygen of the quasi-formic acid fragment.

The first three positions in terms of stability belong to S10C07, S10C03
and S10C02, respectively. These have very similar absolute energies, the dif-
ference between third and first place being only 31.5 kJ/mol. In all cases,
in the optimized geometries the 10th C is bonded to the preexisting carbon
structure. In particular, the geometry of S10C07 (figure 3.23) does not depart
to much from the initial guess, and the tenth carbon makes only minor ad-
justments on the side of the ring. Next on the list is S10C08, where the tenth
carbon is bonded to the bigger carbon fragment; it is followed by S10C10,
in which a CO molecule detaches from the rest. Then, with similar energies,
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Figure 3.22: Optimized geometry of S9C08, top and side views. Colors: H white;
C black; O red; Al blue; Si gold.

there are S10C09 and S10C04: in the former the additional carbon stands
with the others forming some fused rings, while in the latter it is bonded
to the HNT surface close to the defective site. Finally there are S10C06,
S10C05 and S10C01, where the supplementary C is on a clean part of the
HNT surface.

3.5 Si-vacant Halloysite Surface

In this section, all the investigated structures obtained from the Si-vacant
halloysite surface model, covered with up to ten carbon atoms, are discussed.
Tables A.7, A.8 and A.9, in the appendix, report the final energy and a quick
recap comment for each of them.

1st Carbon This new series of calculations is based on the defective hal-
loysite model in which the silicon Si3 is missing. In order to inquire its
favorite position, the first carbon atom was positioned on six different sites,
this guess geometries being named from V1C01 to V1C06. Naming conven-
tion is the same as previous sections, the only exception being V1C03, in
which “03” no more means “over Si3”, but “over the missing silicon”.

Once all optimizations were performed, the most stable structure resulted
to be V1C03, represented in figure 3.24. This is the one with the carbon
nearest to the defect. Similarly to what has been seen on the substituted
surface with the first carbon, even in this HNT model the preference of the
unsaturated carbon for the defective site is confirmed. During optimization
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Figure 3.23: Optimized geometry of S10C07, top and side views. Colors: H
white; C black; O red; Al blue; Si gold.

the carbon takes an hydrogen from a nearby hydroxyl group, bonding to its
oxygen.

The second most stable structure is V1C04, with an absolute energy 45.0
kJ/mol higher than the first one. V1C04 is followed by V1C02, both of
them having the carbon near the surface defect; while in the remaining three
geometries the carbon is on the clean part of the HNT surface, its interaction
being an intercalation between a silicon and an oxygen.

2nd Carbon Starting from V1C03, six different positions were also tried
for the second carbon, named from V2C01 to V2C06. After optimization,
the geometry obtained from V2C03 was found to be the most stable. The
starting guess for this structure was with the second carbon placed on the
defective site, beside the two hydroxyl groups and the preexisting carbon.
Optimization shows, however, that the guess was not close to the optimal
position, since the new carbon prefers to bond the first one directly, stealing
its hydrogen in the process. In the final geometry of V2C03, reported in
figure 3.25, the newly added carbon is the one farther from the surface.

At 62.1 kJ/mol higher, V2C02 is the second most stable structure. Even
in V2C02 the two carbon atoms are directly bonded, but the second one is
also bonded to the HNT surface. Strangely enough, though, this doubly-
anchored carbon structure is less stable than V2C03. Then there are, in
order, V2C05, V2C06, and V2C01, in which for all of them the new carbon
is on a clean portion of the surface. Finally, optimization of V2C04 failed,
but the energy related to the last performed optimization step is between the
ones of V2C02 and V2C05, again confirming the trend for which the most
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Figure 3.24: Optimized geometry of V1C03, top and side views. Colors: H white;
C black; O red; Al blue; Si gold.

stable geometries are those where carbon atoms are close together.

3rd Carbon To further the investigation, a third carbon atom was placed
in seven different sites of V2C03, the starting geometry for this step. Of
these resulting geometries, the ones from V3C01 to V3C06 are those with
the carbon over the usual sites, while in V3C07 the guessed position for it is
near the two preexisting carbon atoms, in a triangular fashion.

The optimized structures obtained from V3C03 and V3C07 ended up in
the same minimum of the potential energy surface, thus sharing the first
position for the most stable geometry. As reported in figure 3.26, the three
carbon atoms are bonded together forming a triangular structure, which in
turn is anchored to an oxygen near the defect of the HNT surface.

Second place is achieved by V3C02, that with its additional 299.1 kJ/mol
in absolute energy is well spaced from the first two. Then, with a similar
energy, V3C04 follows. Both of these two geometries have the third carbon
near the defect (bonded to Si2 and Si4, respectively), but not directly bonded
to the preexisting carbon atoms. Finally, by increasing energy there are
V3C05, V3C06, and V3C01, in which the new carbon is far away from the
defect.

4th Carbon Using the V3C03 structure as starting point, a total of eight
different places for the next carbon were probed. The resulting structures
named from V4C01 to V4C06 are those with the fourth carbon over the
central silicons, whereas in V4C07 and V4C08 the new atom was placed,
respectively, near a side and a vertex of the triangular carbon structure.
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Figure 3.25: Optimized geometry of V2C03, top and side views. Colors: H white;
C black; O red; Al blue; Si gold.

Figure 3.26: Optimized geometry of V3C03, top and side views. Colors: H white;
C black; O red; Al blue; Si gold.
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Figure 3.27: Optimized geometry of V4C04, top and side views. Colors: H white;
C black; O red; Al blue; Si gold.

The optimized geometry of the most stable structure, namely V4C04,
shows a change to the trend seen so far. As reported in figure 3.27, the
resulting carbonaceous aggregate has all carbon atoms bonded together (as
expected from the most stable one), but this time it lays flat over the defec-
tive site, unlike the other smaller structures that protrude vertically toward
the void. This is accomplished thanks to the fourth carbon that, originally
placed over Si4, bonds both the hydroxyl group and the preexisting triangular
carbon structure, acting as a further anchoring point.

The second most stable structure is V4C07 at 145.8 kJ/mol higher. The
optimized structure is not so different from the starting guess, as a result
there is a quadrilateral structure of carbon atoms bonded to the surface
through a single anchoring point. Similar case for V4C08, third in the stand-
ings, where the optimized structure is similar to the guessed one, thus having
four carbon atoms bonded together and a single anchoring point to the HNT
surface. Then there are V4C03 and V4C02, on which the fourth carbon
is near the defect but not directly bonded to the other three; and finally
V4C05, V4C06, and V4C01, where the new carbon is in a pristine portion of
the surface, far away from the defect.

5th Carbon Starting from the most stable structure of the previous para-
graph, the fifth carbon atom was placed in eight different sites in order to
evaluate the thermodynamically favorite geometry. The six structures named
from V5C01 to V5C06 are the usual ones, while V5C07 starts with the new
atom over the most central carbon of the preexisting agglomerate, and finally
V5C08 has its additional carbon bonded to both the agglomerate and Si4.
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Figure 3.28: Optimized geometry of V5C08, top and side views. Colors: H white;
C black; O red; Al blue; Si gold.

The optimized geometry obtained from V5C08 is the most stable. As
figure 3.28 shows, the new carbon moves away from Si4 towards the trian-
gular carbon structure, opening it and becoming the fourth member of the
newly created ring. From the side view perspective it is easy to see that this
structure is less flat on the surface than the previous one, slightly pointing
towards the void.

At 39.0 kJ/mol more, V5C04 takes the second place for stability; V5C03
and V5C07 follow. All these three structures have the five carbon atoms
bonded together, in particular V5C07 is the only one in which the carbona-
ceous structure resembles a cluster, i.e. it has a three-dimensionality that
differs from all the carbon rings and chains seen so far. Last places are earned
by, in order, V5C02, where the new carbon is near the defect but not directly
bonded to the others; and V5C06, V5C05, and V5C01, in which it is on a
pristine portion of the surface.

6th Carbon Starting from V5C08, seven different positions were taken into
account while searching for the preferred position of the sixth carbon. Other
than the usual six geometries from V6C01 to V6C06, structure V6C07 starts
with the new carbon over the face of the four membered carbon ring. It
is precisely this structure that gives the most stable geometry of the batch,
after that all optimizations were performed. The result of the calculation,
shown in figure 3.29, is that the sixth carbon prefers to join the ring rather
that stay on its top, thus becoming its fifth member. Also in this case, the
side view of the structure shows that the growing agglomerate points towards
the void rather than stay flat on the surface.
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Figure 3.29: Optimized geometry of V6C07, top and side views. Colors: H white;
C black; O red; Al blue; Si gold.

V6C02 is the second most stable structure being 79.2 kJ/mol higher than
V6C07. Different things happen during this optimization: i) the new carbon,
starting on top of Si2, stoles the hydroxyl group from silicon, and ii) it bonds
the oxygen of the nearby hydroxyl group (the one belonging to the carbon
agglomerate) while at the same time taking its hydrogen. The resulting
geometry has thus three anchoring point: this could be the reason for its
high stability, despite the fact that not all six carbon atoms are directly
bonded.

Then there are V6C03 and V6C04, in which all carbon atoms are bonded
together, the former forming a five-membered carbon ring, while the latter
forms a four-membered one. Finally, in V6C06, V6C05, and V6C01, the
sixth carbon is near a non-defective portion of the surface, and the carbon
performs its intercalation between a silicon and an oxygen, as it always does
in this situation.

7th Carbon Using the most stable structure with six carbon atoms, the
preferred site for the seventh one was searched using eight guessed starting
positions. From V7C01 to V7C06 there are the ones with the new atom
above the most central silicons, in V7C07 the seventh carbon is bonded to
one of the two less saturated carbon of the ring, while in V7C08 it is bonded
to the other less saturated one.

After the usual optimizations, the V7C04 geometry shows up to be the
most stable. Here the new carbon, originally on top of Si4, moved towards the
carbonaceous structure, interacting with it so strongly to become the sixth
member of the carbon ring, as showed in figure 3.30. Even this structure
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Figure 3.30: Optimized geometry of V7C04, top and side views. Colors: H white;
C black; O red; Al blue; Si gold.

follows the trend started with the addition of the fifth carbon since, as the
side view shows, the carbonaceous structure keeps growing vertically.

At just 19.9 kJ/mol higher there is V7C07, followed by V7C08. In both
cases the new carbon, originally placed near an unsaturated carbon of the
ring, moves towards one of the sides of the latter (the same for both struc-
tures, thus explaining the small difference in energy between the two). Also in
V7C03 all carbon atoms are bonded together, forming a three-dimensional
cluster structure. In V7C02, instead, something similar to what has been
seen for V6C02 happens: the seventh carbon remains on top of Si2, steals
its hydroxyl group and also bonds the oxygen of the hydroxyl group of the
carbonaceous structure. Again, the resulting carbon agglomerate has three
anchoring points to the HNT surface, but unlikely the case of V6C02, this
time its energy is way higher (315.3 kJ/mol) than the most stable structure.
Last positions are earned by V7C06, V7C05, and V7C01, in which the new
carbon is near a pristine portion of the surface, far away from the others.

8th Carbon In order to assess the best position for a further carbon, eight
different geometries were prepared starting from V7C04. Other than the
usual six from V8C01 to V8C06, there are: V8C07, in which the new carbon
was placed on a side of the carbon ring (the one farthest from the surface);
and V8C08, in which the new atom was on the ring face.

Once optimizations were concluded, the geometry obtained from V8C07
resulted to be the most stable among all. The final structure, reported in
figure 3.31, is not so different from the initial guess: there was a slight ad-
justment of the overall carbonaceous structure, but the eighth carbon did
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Figure 3.31: Optimized geometry of V8C07, top and side views. Colors: H white;
C black; O red; Al blue; Si gold.

not move from its original position on the side of the ring. As a result, the
agglomerate keeps growing in height.

Structure V8C08 takes the second place, being only 9.5 kJ/mol less stable
than the first one. Here the optimization algorithm moved the eighth carbon
from its initial position over the face of the carbon ring towards the ring
itself, the final result being a bigger, seven-membered ring. The next three
structures, as always in order of increasing energies, are: V8C04, V8C02,
and V8C03. Both V8C04 and V8C03 have all eight carbon atoms bonded
together, whereas V8C02 is the exception, since here the eighth carbon is
only bonded to Si2 but, unlike the V6C02 and V7C02 cases, it does not link
to the carbonaceous agglomerate. Despite this, V8C02 is still more stable
than V8C03, in which all carbon atoms are close together. Finally, V8C05,
V8C06, and V8C01 are the geometries where the new carbon is near a pristine
part of the surface.

9th Carbon Using structure V8C07 as the starting point, the preferred
position for the ninth carbon atom was searched starting from ten different
guessed sites. As always there are the geometries from V9C01 to V9C06, with
the new carbon over each of the most central silicons; in V9C07 the supple-
mentary atom was added over the barest side of the carbon ring; V9C08 has
the ninth carbon over the face of the ring, whereas in V9C09 it is also over
the ring face, but on the opposite side; and finally in V9C10 the new carbon
was placed in the highest place possible: on top of the carbon farthest from
the HNT surface.

Performing all optimizations shows that the structure obtained from V9C07
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Figure 3.32: Optimized geometry of V9C07, top and side views. Colors: H white;
C black; O red; Al blue; Si gold.

is the most stable. In the optimized geometry, reported in figure 3.32, the
new carbon did not move from its original position and continues to stick
to that side of the carbon ring. There is, however, a general rearrangement
of the whole agglomerate: in particular the carbon that bonds Si4 is now
bonded to the ring from a single vertex (and no more from a side, as in
V8C07). As a consequence, the carbon ring is now less stiff, and the newly
acquired freedom lets it bend slightly towards the HNT surface (as can be
guessed from the top view of this structure).

The second place for stability belongs to V9C04 with its 62.9 kJ/mol
more, in which the new carbon ends up sticking to the agglomerate. Then
there is V9C10, whose geometry does not differ much from the original guess.
V9C08 and V9C09 follow, where in the latter there is the formation of an
agglomerate that resembles the portion of a dome. V9C03 is the last structure
of the series in which all carbon atoms are bonded together. Finally there are:
V9C02, with the new carbon near the defect but far from the agglomerate;
and V9C05, V9C06, and V9C01, where the new atom is on the pristine
portion of the surface.

10th Carbon The tenth and final carbon was placed in ten different sites
of V9C07. The resulting structures named from V10C01 to V10C06 are
those with the new carbon placed over the five most central silicons and the
vacancy; in V10C07 the additional atom is over the carbon bonded to Si4;
V10C08 has it above the face of the carbon ring; finally in V10C09 the tenth
carbon is on top of the carbonaceous structure, far away from the surface;
whereas in V10C10 it is still on top, but closer to the hydrogen.
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Figure 3.33: Optimized geometry of V10C10, top and side views. Colors: H
white; C black; O red; Al blue; Si gold.

Optimizations find that the final geometry of V10C10, reported in figure
3.33, is the most stable among all. The tenth carbon, initially bonded to
the six-membered ring, between another carbon and an hydrogen, in the
optimized structure is still outside of the ring but its presence allowed to
the nearest carbon to enter the ring structure, that hence became seven-
membered.

V10C04 is the next more stable structure, at only 5.3 kJ/mol higher. Its
optimized geometry has a lot of interconnected carbon rings, the main dif-
ference with V10C10 being the absence of a seven-membered ring (the main
ring here has still six members). Then follow, in order, V10C09, V10C07,
and V10C08. Same story here: all ten carbon are bonded together, forming
many interconnected rings. Then there are V10C02 and V10C03. The former
does not have all ten carbon atoms directly bonded, but the tenth is instead
connected to the main carbonaceous structure through a bridge oxygen. It is
a kind of an exception, since despite its connectivity it still has a lower energy
than V10C03, which instead has all carbon atoms directly bonded. Finally
the less stable structures are, in order, V10C06, V10C05, and V10C01, in
which the new carbon is near a pristine portion of the surface.

3.6 Density of States Analysis

Once collected all the optimized carbon-coated halloysite structures, they
have been grouped by both number of carbon atoms and surface model, for
a total of 33 groups: from zero to ten atoms, in three different surfaces. In
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each group, only the most stable and “valid” structure has been selected,
where the term valid means that no dissociation occurred (e.g CO forma-
tion). These 33 structure have then been further investigated by population
analysis of molecular orbitals. Figures 3.34, 3.35 and 3.36 show the density
of states (DOS) and the projected density of states of carbon atoms (PDOS)
for the most stable structures in the pristine, substituted and Si-vacant HNT
surfaces, respectively.

All three surfaces without carbon atoms, in their ground state, exhibit
the HOMO in the range -6.0/-5.9 eV, and the LUMO in the range 0.6/0.8
eV, with a resulting band gap of 6.5/6.8 eV. By looking at the DOS, the
observed behavior is that, as the number of surface carbon atoms grows, there
is a general increase of molecular orbitals (both occupied and unoccupied)
within the original halloysite band gap. In most cases, these MOs are made
up almost entirely of carbon basis functions, with few exceptions such as P5C
and S1C: this can be interpreted as a proximity effect of the carbon, that
pushes some halloysite atoms out of their comfort zone (in terms of electronic
structure, not spatial position).

3.7 Conclusion

The focus of this study was the outer layer of HNTs, in order to shed light
on both the growth mechanism of carbon aggregates, and the acquisition of
electrical conductor behavior by the whole system. A total of 247 different
geometries were optimized on all three models of halloysite surface. The ob-
served trend is, in all cases, that carbon atoms prefer to agglomerate rather
than be scattered on the halloysite surface. This means that, once a nucle-
ation site is formed (by intercalation of C between Si and O), each additional
carbon tends to place itself close to it by thermodynamic preference. A nice
example is V4C04: it has all four carbon atoms arranged in such a way that
they cover the Si vacancy. They are flat on the HNT surface, anchoring it in
two different sites. But then, by adding more carbon to that structure, the
aggregate grows up vertically without making any further bond to the sur-
face rather than the original two. Since this investigation stops at ten carbon
atoms, it is not known what happens next, but two reasonable hypothesis
can be made. First one, this aggregate keeps growing up to a critical dimen-
sion that, once reached, causes a collapse of the carbon cluster towards the
HNT surface, thus creating further anchoring points. Second one, in a real
system under pyrolysis conditions and with a lot of carbon ready available, it
is possible that many different small carbon aggregates can grow on the HNT
surface not to far away from each other, and that after a certain dimension
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Figure 3.34: DOS (blue) & carbon PDOS (red) of pristine HNT.
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Figure 3.35: DOS (blue) & carbon PDOS (red) of substituted HNT.
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Figure 3.36: DOS (blue) & carbon PDOS (red) of Si-vacant HNT.
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is reached they fuse together.
Another comment can be made about the CO formation that occurs in

some calculations. This mostly happens when, in the incremental building
approach of this study, an additional carbon is put next to an oxygen, which
in turn is bonded only to the carbon aggregate. In these cases, geometry
optimizations show that the new carbon rips off the oxygen from the aggre-
gate, thus forming the very stable CO species. This suggest that obtaining
carbonaceous structures doped with oxygen could be a difficult task due to
the low tendency of CO (which is almost certainly produced) to react.

The coating of the selected halloysite models using up to ten carbon
atoms is not enough to observe a complete coverage of the band gap, but
still it shows the appearance of sparse electronic states separated from one
another, exactly in the region of interest. The overall effect is the reduc-
tion of the energy gap between HOMO and LUMO, who themselves remain
separated by the valence and conduction bands, respectively. These local
accretions of carbon aggregates dope the structure, bringing the occupied
and unoccupied electronic levels closer together, and making the material
more semiconductor-like. Likely enough, a dozen of carbon atoms are not
sufficient to demonstrate that the material becomes a conductor. They give,
however, a clear qualitative indication that they contribute to the creation of
new electronic states exactly within the halloysite band gap, possibly bridg-
ing it once an appropriate coverage level is reached. This is in agreement
with the experimental results, and paves the way to further investigations.
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Afterwords

In this work, CO2 methanation on the three different nickel-based catalysts
was investigated by adopting an innovative approach, as for the first time
the transition states were found by means of a software (namely Siesta)
that computes electronic structures using pseudo atomic orbitals (PAO),
whereas similar works in the literature make exclusive use of plane waves
(typically VASP). This was possible thanks to the development of a software,
Empathes, capable of identifying the transition states through the CI-NEB
method, interfacing with Siesta for the calculations of electronic structures.
The other point of novelty consists on the catalysts themselves, since Ru-
and Fe-decorated systems were studied as single atom catalysts (SACs).

Clearly, what investigated in this study is a great simplification compared
to the real system, both because computationally, at this level of theory, it
is only possible to study single molecular events rather than systems made
up of a multitude of interacting particles; and because we have focused ex-
clusively on the (111) surface of nickel, whereas in the real system the metal
likely exhibits more than one face. To broaden the study, a way could be to
investigate the methanation process also on other major surfaces, e.g. (100),
in order to see how the preferred reaction mechanism changes. Finally, the
results obtained on the various surfaces should be combined in a way that
takes into account how nickel naturally exposes its faces, thus obtaining a
description of this phenomenon that is qualitatively closer to experimental
observations.

The carbon-coating process on the silicic surface of halloysite was investi-
gated using an ab-initio approach, building the carbon structures by adding
one atom at a time, and selecting the starting geometry each time on the
sole basis of thermodynamic stability. This approach differs greatly from the
one generally reported in those articles with a strong experimental focus, in
which the narrow computational investigation generally gets rid of the ques-
tion by placing a layer of graphene over the material of interest. There is no
reason, indeed, to believe that the carbon layer formed following a pyrolysis
or chemical vapor deposition process is structurally ordered like graphene, a
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fact supported by many authors who explicitly state that it is amorphous.
In this study, three different halloysite surfaces were covered with up to ten
carbon atoms each. It has been observed that in any case carbons tend to
stick together forming multi-ring structures (or more rarely clusters), rather
than lying apart interacting only with superficial Si and O. Furthermore, a
DOS analysis reveals how the halloysite band gap generally gets populated
by electronic states as the number of carbons on the surface increases: these
energy levels are almost entirely due to carbon, as demonstrated by the cor-
responding PDOS.

This study demonstrated how carbon tends to form agglomerates on the
silicic layer of halloysite, and that although these do not have an ordered
structure like that of graphene, there is still a thickening of electronic states
exactly in the halloysite band gap, a property related to electronic conduc-
tivity. It is likely that, by adding more and more carbon atoms to the sur-
face, a complete connection between the valence and conduction bands will
be achieved. Based on the acquired knowledge, further investigations could
be carried out regarding the applicability of this composite material within
electrochemical cells. In particular, regarding Li–O2 cells, the formation of
lithium oxides (the discharge products) on both the aluminum and silicic sur-
faces of halloysite (both with and without a covering carbon layer) could be
studied in order to determine if the material is suitable for this technological
application.
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Table A.1: Optimized structures of the pristine HNT surface containing from 1
to 4 carbon atoms. ∆E (kJ/mol) are computed with respect to the
most stable structure of each series.

Structure ∆E Note
P1C03 0.0 C on the clean part
P1C01 12.2 C on the clean part
P1C05 33.4 C on the clean part
P1C06 37.1 C on the clean part
P2C32 0.0 2 carbons bonded together
P2C33 2.1 2 carbons bonded together
P2C13 56.2 2 carbons bonded together
P2C16 89.4 2 carbons bonded together
P2C34 198.6 2 carbons bonded together
P2C11 226.9 2 carbons bonded together
P2C15 564.2 2nd C on the clean part
P2C31 569.1 2nd C on the clean part
P2C36 597.1 2nd C on the clean part
P2C35 600.4 2nd C on the clean part
P2C12 604.7 2nd C on the clean part
P2C14 609.8 2nd C on the clean part
P3C07 0.0 3 carbons bonded together (ring)
P3C04 85.9 3 carbons bonded together (ring)
P3C03 141.2 3 carbons bonded together (line)
P3C05 345.8 3rd C on the clean part
P3C06 356.0 3rd C on the clean part
P3C01 399.7 3rd C on the clean part
P3C02 423.2 3rd C near the others, bonded to HNT
P4C03 0.0 4 carbons bonded together (ring)
P4C08 17.3 4 carbons bonded together (ring)
P4C07 17.3 4 carbons bonded together (ring)
P4C04 111.9 4th C bonded to the others through O
P4C02 116.2 4 carbons bonded together (ring)
P4C05 281.3 4th C on the clean part
P4C06 291.7 4th C on the clean part
P4C01 329.7 4th C on the clean part
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Table A.2: Optimized structures of the pristine HNT surface containing from 5
to 7 carbon atoms. ∆E (kJ/mol) are computed with respect to the
most stable structure of each series.

Structure ∆E Note
P5C04 0.0 5 carbons bonded together (ring)
P5C02 65.5 5 carbons bonded together (ring)
P5C07 65.5 5 carbons bonded together (ring)
P5C09 67.7 5 carbons bonded together (ring)
P5CB1 90.6 5 carbons bonded together (ring)
P5C08 95.2 5 carbons bonded together (cluster)
P5C03 133.4 5 carbons bonded together (ring)
P5C05 439.4 5th C near the defect
P5C06 455.4 5th C on the clean part
P5C01 494.5 5th C on the clean part
P6C04 0.0 6 carbons bonded together (fused rings)
P6C07 143.7 6 carbons bonded together (fused rings)
P6C03 157.2 6 carbons bonded together (fused rings)
P6C02 264.7 6th C near the others
P6C08 284.1 6 carbons bonded together (cluster)
P6C09 313.5 6th C bonded to the others through O
P6C05 417.2 6th C on the clean part
P6C06 428.6 6th C on the clean part
P6C01 469.4 6th C on the clean part
P7C04 0.0 7 carbons bonded together (fused rings)
P7C03 0.1 7 carbons bonded together (same as pr-7C003b)
P7C08 35.3 7 carbons bonded together (fused rings)
P7C05 143.2 7th C bonded to both HNT and the other carbons
P7C09 186.2 7 carbons bonded together (fused rings)
P7C02 190.6 7 carbons bonded together (fused rings)
P7C07 373.7 7 carbons bonded together (fused rings)
P7C06 504.1 7th C on the clean part
P7C01 564.5 7th C on the clean part
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Table A.3: Optimized structures of the pristine HNT surface containing from 8
to 10 carbon atoms. ∆E (kJ/mol) are computed with respect to the
most stable structure of each series.

Structure ∆E Note
P8C09 0.0 All carbons in a straight line (not useful)
P8C08 411.9 8 carbons bonded together (fused rings)
P8C03 425.2 8 carbons bonded together (fused rings)
P8C04 428.7 8 carbons bonded together (fused rings)
P8C11 526.7 8 carbons bonded together (fused rings)
P8C10 526.7 8 carbons bonded together (same as pr-8C010a)
P8C07 769.5 8th C bonded to the others through O
P8C06 803.3 8th C on the clean part
P8C02 816.5 8th C bonded to both HNT and the other carbons
P8C05 828.2 8th C on the clean part
P8C01 860.8 8th C on the clean part
P9C04 0.0 9 carbons bonded together (fused rings)
P9C09 135.5 CO formation, floating above the surface
P9C10 148.5 9 carbons bonded together (fused rings)
P9C07 172.4 9 carbons bonded together (fused rings)
P9C03 179.0 9 carbons bonded together (fused rings)
P9C08 315.3 9 carbons bonded together (fused rings)
P9C06 459.1 9th C on the clean part
P9C05 494.3 9th C on the clean part
P9C02 508.4 9th C on the clean part
P9C01 523.9 9th C on the clean part
P10C08 0.0 10 carbons bonded together (elongated ring)
P10C07 94.2 10 carbons bonded together (fused rings)
P10C03 113.5 10 carbons bonded together (fused rings)
P10C09 120.6 10 carbons bonded together (fused rings)
P10C05 148.8 CO formation, floating above the surface
P10C10 164.9 CO formation, floating above the surface
P10C04 216.3 10 carbons bonded together (fused rings)
P10C02 245.9 10 carbons bonded together (fused rings)
P10C06 524.0 10th C on the clean part
P10C01 556.1 10th C on the clean part
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Table A.4: Optimized structures of the substituted HNT surface containing from
1 to 4 carbon atoms. ∆E (kJ/mol) are computed with respect to the
most stable structure of each series.

Structure ∆E Note
S1C02 0.0 C near the defective part
S1C07 5.2 C near the defective part
S1C03 74.8 C near the defective part
S1C04 154.6 C near the defective part
S1C08 170.3 C near the defective part
S1C06 170.4 C on the clean part
S1C05 171.3 C on the clean part
S1C01 178.8 C on the clean part
S2C07 0.0 2nd C bonded to the first through O
S2C02 36.4 2 carbons bonded together (C-C-O ring)
S2C04 189.6 2nd C neat the defective part
S2C03 234.9 2nd C near the defective part
S2C05 328.3 2nd C on the clean part
S2C06 329.3 2nd C on the clean part
S2C01 352.8 2nd C on the clean part
S3C02 0.0 formic acid formation, adsorbed on the surface (not useful)
S3C07 53.8 3 carbons bonded together (ring)
S3C04 310.0 3 carbons close to each other
S3C01 517.5 3 carbons close to each other
S3C03 535.7 3 carbons close to each other
S3C06 631.2 3rd C on the clean part
S4C02 0.0 4 carbons bonded together
S4C03 21.1 4 carbons bonded together
S4C07 61.7 4th C bonded to the others through O
S4C04 271.3 4th C near the defect
S4C06 327.2 4th C on the clean part
S4C05 340.0 4th C on the clean part
S4C01 344.7 4th C on the clean part
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Table A.5: Optimized structures of the substituted HNT surface containing from
5 to 7 carbon atoms. ∆E (kJ/mol) are computed with respect to the
most stable structure of each series.

Structure ∆E Note
S5C03 0.0 5th C in a quasi formic acid molecule (missing one H)
S5C07 55.3 CO formation, floating above the surface
S5C01 112.9 5th C bonded to the others through O
S5C02 112.9 5th C bonded to the others through O (same as s1-5C000b)
S5C04 534.0 5th C near the defect
S5C06 610.7 5th C on the clean part
S5C05 628.3 5th C on the clean part
S6C02 0.0 6th C bonded to other 4 carbons (ring)
S6C08 33.5 6th C bonded to other 4 carbons (ring)
S6C03 108.9 6th C bonded to the quasi formic acid
S6C07 114.7 CO formation, floating above the surface
S6C04 340.5 6th C bonded to the quasi-formic acid through O
S6C06 417.0 6th C on the clean part
S6C05 430.7 6th C on the clean part
S6C01 433.2 6th C on the clean part
S7C04 0.0 CO formation, floating above the surface
S7C02 222.3 7th C bonded to other 5 carbons (fused rings)
S7C07 241.0 7th C bonded to other 5 carbons (fused rings)
S7C06 376.2 7th C bonded to other 5 carbons (ring)
S7C03 487.6 7th C bonded to other 5 carbons (fused rings)
S7C05 783.0 7th C on the clean part
S7C01 800.7 7th C on the clean part
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Table A.6: Optimized structures of the substituted HNT surface containing from
8 to 10 carbon atoms. ∆E (kJ/mol) are computed with respect to
the most stable structure of each series.

Structure ∆E Note
S8C08 0.0 8th C bonded to other 6 carbons (fused rings)
S8C02 9.2 8th C bonded to other 6 carbons (fused rings)
S8C03 40.8 8th C bonded to other 6 carbons (fused rings)
S8C09 126.9 8th C bonded to other 6 carbons (cluster)
S8C07 180.4 CO formation, floating above the surface
S8C04 292.7 8th C on the clean part
S8C06 297.6 8th C on the clean part
S8C05 312.4 8th C on the clean part
S8C01 313.1 8th C on the clean part
S9C08 0.0 9th C bonded to other 7 carbons (fused rings)
S9C09 84.6 CO formation, floating above the surface
S9C07 192.0 9th C bonded to other 7 carbons (fused rings)
S9C03 194.8 9th C bonded to other 7 carbons (fused rings)
S9C02 388.7 9th C bonded to other 7 carbons (fused rings)
S9C06 674.7 9th C on the clean part
S9C04 677.8 9th C on the clean part
S9C01 688.5 9th C on the clean part
S9C05 689.9 9th C on the clean part
S10C07 0.0 10th C bonded to other 8 carbons (fused rings)
S10C03 4.5 10th C bonded to other 8 carbons (fused rings)
S10C02 31.5 10th C bonded to other 8 carbons (fused rings)
S10C08 250.2 10th C bonded to other 8 carbons (fused rings)
S10C10 328.8 CO formation, floating above the surface
S10C09 330.8 10th C bonded to other 8 carbons (fused rings)
S10C04 363.2 10th C near the defect
S10C06 448.6 10th C on the clean part
S10C05 460.4 10th C on the clean part
S10C01 469.2 10th C on the clean part
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Table A.7: Optimized structures of the Si-vacant HNT surface containing from
1 to 4 carbon atoms. ∆E (kJ/mol) are computed with respect to the
most stable structure of each series.

Structure ∆E Note
V1C03 0.0 C near the defective part
V1C04 45.0 C near the defective part
V1C02 88.7 C near the defective part
V1C05 203.4 C on the clean part
V1C01 205.9 C on the clean part
V1C06 229.8 C on the clean part
V2C03 0.0 2 carbons bonded together
V2C02 62.1 2 carbons bonded together
V2C05 596.5 2nd C on the clean part
V2C06 600.0 2nd C on the clean part
V2C01 630.2 2nd C on the clean part
V3C03 0.0 3 carbons bonded together (ring)
V3C07 0.0 3 carbons bonded together (ring)
V3C02 299.1 3rd C near the defect
V3C04 303.5 3rd C near the defect
V3C05 411.7 3rd C on the clean part
V3C06 414.3 3rd C on the clean part
V3C01 423.6 3rd C on the clean part
V4C04 0.0 4 carbons bonded together (ring)
V4C07 145.8 4 carbons bonded together (ring)
V4C08 161.6 4 carbons bonded together (ring)
V4C03 280.6 4th C near the defect
V4C02 368.6 4th C near the defect
V4C05 443.0 4th C on the clean part
V4C06 450.2 4th C on the clean part
V4C01 477.8 4th C on the clean part
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Table A.8: Optimized structures of the Si-vacant HNT surface containing from
5 to 7 carbon atoms. ∆E (kJ/mol) are computed with respect to the
most stable structure of each series.

Structure ∆E Note
V5C08 0.0 5 carbons bonded together (ring)
V5C04 39.0 5 carbons bonded together (ring)
V5C03 55.6 5 carbons bonded together (ring)
V5C07 208.3 5 carbons bonded together (ring)
V5C02 328.3 5th C near the defect
V5C06 415.6 5th C on the clean part
V5C05 421.6 5th C on the clean part
V5C01 449.7 5th C on the clean part
V6C07 0.0 6 carbons bonded together (ring)
V6C02 79.2 6th C bonded to the others through O
V6C03 92.4 6 carbons bonded together (ring)
V6C04 188.4 6 carbons bonded together (ring)
V6C06 365.1 6th C on the clean part
V6C05 370.4 6th C on the clean part
V6C01 395.1 6th C on the clean part
V7C04 0.0 7 carbons bonded together (fused rings)
V7C07 19.9 7 carbons bonded together (fused rings)
V7C08 23.8 7 carbons bonded together (fused rings)
V7C03 168.5 7 carbons bonded together (cluster)
V7C02 315.3 7th C bonded to the others through O
V7C06 574.7 7th C on the clean part
V7C05 581.4 7th C on the clean part
V7C01 602.8 7th C on the clean part
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Table A.9: Optimized structures of the Si-vacant HNT surface containing from
8 to 10 carbon atoms. ∆E (kJ/mol) are computed with respect to
the most stable structure of each series.

Structure ∆E Note
V8C07 0.0 8 carbons bonded together (fused rings)
V8C08 9.5 8 carbons bonded together (fused rings, similar to e1-8C006a)
V8C04 69.8 8 carbons bonded together (fused rings)
V8C02 333.6 8th C bonded to both HNT and the other carbons
V8C03 359.2 8 carbons bonded together (fused rings)
V8C05 436.7 8th C on the clean part
V8C06 439.7 8th C on the clean part
V8C01 470.2 8th C on the clean part
V9C07 0.0 9 carbons bonded together (fused rings)
V9C04 62.9 9 carbons bonded together (fused rings)
V9C10 69.3 9 carbons bonded together (fused rings)
V9C08 146.1 9 carbons bonded together (fused rings)
V9C09 149.8 9 carbons bonded together (fused rings)
V9C03 276.3 9 carbons bonded together (fused rings)
V9C02 309.3 9th C near the defect
V9C05 403.0 9th C on the clean part
V9C06 409.1 9th C on the clean part
V9C01 437.6 9th C on the clean part
V10C10 0.0 10 carbons bonded together (fused rings)
V10C04 5.3 10 carbons bonded together (fused rings)
V10C09 21.8 10 carbons bonded together (fused rings)
V10C07 44.2 10 carbons bonded together (fused rings)
V10C08 162.5 10 carbons bonded together (fused rings)
V10C02 164.9 10th C bonded to the others through O
V10C03 172.8 10 carbons bonded together (fused rings)
V10C06 443.2 10th C on the clean part
V10C05 454.0 10th C on the clean part
V10C01 465.8 10th C on the clean part
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Appendix B

Listings

Listing B.1: Input file for Gaussian, built by Empathes

1|% nproc=2

1|% mem=2GB

1|#p b3lyp/cc -pvdz

E|#scf(conver =8)

E|#scf(maxcycle =64)

E|#force test

E|

2| gaussian title

2|

2|0 1

E|O 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000

E|C -1.209277 0.000000 0.000000

E|H -1.896357 0.876338 0.000000

E|H -1.558378 -1.162947 0.000000

E|
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Listing B.2: Input file for Siesta, built by Empathes

1| SystemName lblneb

1| SystemLabel lblneb

1| NumberOfAtoms 4

1| AtomicCoordinatesFormat Ang

1|% block AtomicCoordinatesAndAtomicSpecies

E| 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 1

E| -1.207081 0.000000 0.000000 2

E| -1.868949 0.896768 0.000000 3

E| -1.615736 -1.120896 0.000000 3

2|% endblock AtomicCoordinatesAndAtomicSpecies

2| NumberOfSpecies 3

2|% block ChemicalSpeciesLabel

2| 1 8 O

2| 2 6 C

2| 3 1 H

2|% endblock ChemicalSpeciesLabel

2|PAO.EnergyShift 0.005 Ry

2|PAO.SoftDefault true

2|PAO.BasisType split

2|PAO.BasisSize DZP

2| LatticeConstant 1.0 Ang

2|% block LatticeParameters

2|30.0 30.0 30.0 90.0 90.0 90.0

2|% endblock LatticeParameters

2|xc.functional GGA

2|xc.authors PBE

2| SpinPolarized true

2| MeshCutoff 450 Ry

2|DM.UseSaveDM true

2| SolutionMethod diagon

2|MD.TypeOfRun CG

2|MD.NumCGsteps 0

E|DM.Tolerance 1.00E-04

E|MaxSCFIterations 64

E|WriteForces true
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Listing B.3: Empathes input to perform NEB/Gaussian

#START

4

O 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000

C -1.203990 -0.000000 0.000000

H -1.805419 0.945297 0.000000

H -1.805419 -0.945297 0.000000

#END

4

O 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000

C -1.317837 -0.000000 0.000000

H -1.542714 1.108433 0.000000

H 0.296335 -0.928935 0.000000

#STARTENERGY -114.507640701

#ENDENERGY -114.423707780

#OPTCYCLE -1

#OPTCONV 1.0E-3

#IDPP

#IMAGES 6

#CLIMBING 1

#PESPROGRAM gaussian

#PESEXEC g09

#PESINPUTTEMPLATE 1

%nproc =2

%mem=2GB

#p b3lyp/cc-pvdz

#ENDPESINPUTTEMPLATE

#PESINPUTTEMPLATE 2

gaussian title

0 1

#ENDPESINPUTTEMPLATE
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Listing B.4: Empathes input to perform NEB/Siesta

#START

4

O 0.013513 0.000000 -0.000000 1

C -1.204755 -0.000000 0.000000 2

H -1.811774 0.966861 0.000000 3

H -1.811774 -0.966861 0.000000 3

#END

4

O 0.005787 -0.000049 0.000000 1

C -1.330060 -0.009745 0.000000 2

H -1.547582 1.125306 0.000000 3

H 0.307075 -0.936793 0.000000 3

#STARTENERGY -643.692226

#ENDENERGY -641.312969

#OPTCYCLE -1

#OPTCONV 1.0E-3

#IDPP

#IMAGES 6

#CLIMBING 1

#PESPROGRAM siesta

#PESEXEC siesta_psml

#PESPROC 16

#SCFCYCLE 200

#AUXINPUTFILES 1 *.psml

#AUXOUTPUTFILES 1 *.DM

#PESINPUTTEMPLATE 1

SystemName lblneb

SystemLabel lblneb

NumberOfAtoms 4

AtomicCoordinatesFormat Ang

%block AtomicCoordinatesAndAtomicSpecies

#ENDPESINPUTTEMPLATE

#PESINPUTTEMPLATE 2

%endblock AtomicCoordinatesAndAtomicSpecies

NumberOfSpecies 3

%block ChemicalSpeciesLabel

1 8 O

2 6 C

3 1 H

%endblock ChemicalSpeciesLabel

PAO.EnergyShift 0.005 Ry

PAO.SoftDefault true
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PAO.BasisType split

PAO.BasisSize DZP

LatticeConstant 1.0 Ang

%block LatticeParameters

30.0 30.0 30.0 90.0 90.0 90.0

%endblock LatticeParameters

xc.functional GGA

xc.authors PBE

SpinPolarized true

MeshCutoff 450 Ry

DM.UseSaveDM true

SolutionMethod diagon

MD.TypeOfRun CG

MD.NumCGsteps 0

#ENDPESINPUTTEMPLATE
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Listing B.5: Empathes input to restart an interrupted calculation

#GEOMETRIESFILE geometries.in

#STARTENERGY -114.507640701

#ENDENERGY -114.423707780

#OPTCYCLE -1

#OPTCONV 1.0E-3

#CLIMBING 1

#CLIMBINGQUICKSTART

#PESPROGRAM gaussian

#PESEXEC g09

#PESINPUTTEMPLATE 1

%nproc =2

%mem=2GB

#p b3lyp/cc-pvdz

#ENDPESINPUTTEMPLATE

#PESINPUTTEMPLATE 2

gaussian title

0 1

#ENDPESINPUTTEMPLATE
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Abstract: Molecular dynamics simulations based on density functional theory were employed to
investigate the fate of a hydrogen molecule shot with different kinetic energy toward a hydrogenated
palladium cluster anchored on the vacant site of a defective graphene sheet. Hits resulting in H2
adsorption occur until the cluster is fully saturated. The influence of H content over Pd with respect
to atomic hydrogen spillover onto graphene was investigated. Calculated energy barriers of ca.
1.6 eV for H-spillover suggest that the investigated Pd/graphene system is a good candidate for
hydrogen storage.

Keywords: hydrogen reaction; supported metal catalysts; hydrogenation elementary events;
spillover; DFT

1. Introduction

Molecular hydrogen is fundamental for a large number of catalytic processes, involving chemical
and petrochemical conversions of industrial interest. Included in these, ammonia and methanol
syntheses, hydroformylation and Fischer-Tropsch reactions as well as catalytic reforming, hydrotreating
(hydrodesulfurization), hydrocracking and either hydrogenation or dehydrogenation of hydrocarbons,
oils and fats have to be mentioned [1]. Among the catalytic transformations involving hydrogen,
a significant amount of important catalysts contains supported transition metals [2].

Recently, sp2-like carbonaceous species, i.e., styrene derivatives, pristine or defective graphene
along with carbon nanotubes and graphitic materials, have increased significantly in attractiveness as
catalytic material [3–7] and, specifically, as supports [8–13].

One of the key phenomena concerning the hydrogen involvement is clearly its interaction
with the supported metal systems [1]. Therefore, the understanding at atomistic level of the
mechanisms involving the interaction of hydrogen with such systems represents a substantial target in
catalysis [14–24]. Typical elementary events considered as critical in investigating the surface dynamic
phenomena are both the physical and chemical molecular H2 sorption as well as the subsequent
fragmentation/recombination, migration and desorption of any surface hydrogen species [1,14–21].

A lot of information has been acquired both by experimental and theoretical studies [14–26],
but the analysis of the causes, which dynamically originate the local surface coverage, is still
poor [24,27]. In this context, as an example, hydrogen spillover is simply defined as the migration of H
atoms to the support from the metal particles, following the dissociative adsorption of H2 molecule on
the metallic sites [28]. However, the spillover mechanism, with the complementary reverse spillover,
are still far from being fully understood and further investigations are needed to reach the whole grasp
of these phenomena.

Catalysts 2020, 10, 1306; doi:10.3390/catal10111306 www.mdpi.com/journal/catalysts
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From a theoretical point of view, Density Functional Theory (DFT) was employed to compute
the energy barrier characterizing the hydrogen migration through the Pt4, Pd6 and Pd13 clusters’ sites
and from these to the graphene surface. In all the evaluated cases, the computed energy barriers were
2.0–2.7 eV [29–32], suggesting that the hydrogen spillover is mostly an energetically hard process.
Rangel et al. [33], studying the hydrogen fragmentation, migration and diffusion on one Pd4 cluster
supported on defective graphene, however, observed that the dissociation of the molecular H2 on
the Pd clusters could already occur overcoming energy barriers lower than 0.6 eV and found that
the atomic hydrogen migration from the metal to the support occurred overcoming energy barrier
values equal to 0.8 eV (on pyridinic defects) and just 0.5 eV (on pyrrolic defects). As a consequence, it
was possible to infer that hydrogen fragmentation and migration in these systems might occur almost
spontaneously even at room temperature [33].

Studying the energies of sequential H2 molecules adsorption on Pd clusters at DFT level,
Ramos-Castillo et al. [34] suggested that one Pd4 cluster is able to coordinate several H2 molecules
by shaping H2 molecular complexes. In this case, the maximum number of H2 molecules for one Pd4
cluster supported on graphene resulted equal to four. Conversely, Ebrahimi et al. [35] employed a
series of accurate Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations to characterize the phenomena involved in
the H2 adsorption on graphene nanoribbons, thus observing that the deformation of the graphene
structure is closely related to the hydrogen surface coverage.

Recently, Prestianni et al. [24], in an article from now on referred as paper I, introduced a new,
quite simple, approach in which the H2 molecules were addressed “as projectiles” on a supported
metal crystallite, namely on a Pd4 cluster supported on graphene. At lower values of the H2 kinetic
energies, it was observed that the molecular sticking, hence the cluster site hitting was ruled by steering
effects imputable to the Pd cluster, which easily reoriented the incoming H2 molecule to the metallic
surface sites, and in this way prompting the fragmentation thus atomic adsorption. Sticking decreased
at higher molecular kinetic energies and it appeared that very fast molecules were able to acquire
a kind of elusiveness toward the metallic surface which, because of this, was not able to steer and
adsorb them.

To add new insights useful to unravel phenomena related to: (i) the surface ruling and hitting
of H2 molecules on metal sites of both pristine and already adsorbed clusters; (ii) the sticking
and fragmentation and/or diffusion of atomic hydrogen; and (iii) the existence of spillover and
reverse-spillover phenomena, the simple theoretical protocol described in I was mostly employed in
the simulations reported in the following.

By these, the individual surface events on a very basic system—taking into consideration the
collision of H2 molecules on a supported fragment, shaped in a periodic system characterized by
one unit formed by a (pristine or hydrogen preadsorbed) Pd4 cluster placed on a C47 graphene
model—were visually evaluated, by employing DFT Molecular Dynamics.

In details, the modeling routine implied the analysis of the local rearrangements following
the single collisions of H2 molecules with a [2 mH+(n−−m)H2]/Pd4/C47 supported fragment,
being n + m = 0−−5. Hence, the effects of the fragment hydrogen coverage as well as the starting
speed and the orientation of the H2 molecule were right correlated to the structural, mechanistic and
energetic local changes induced on the same [2 mH+(n−−m)H2]/Pd4/C47 supported fragments.

2. Results and Discussion

The model in this work is the same already used for the preliminary investigations reported in I.
Briefly, the studied system is a tetrahedral Pd4 cluster anchored on the vancancy of a defective
graphene sheet, simulated by a periodic system with a supercell of 47 carbon atoms, with cell
vector (12.78, 9.84, 30.00 Å); the projectiles are H2 molecules having predefined kinetic energies, ke,
of 0.005, 0.01, 0.015 and 0.1 eV. In paper I it is evidenced that the hitting of H2 on Pd4/C47 results in
fragmentation only for the lowest values of projectile kinetic energy; the H2 molecule is adsorbed for
ke = 0.015 eV and it bounces at the higher energies. This behavior was ascribed to an energetic balance
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between the projectile ke and its interaction energy with the cluster. In agreement with the steering
mechanism proposed by Gross and Scheffler [36], low kinetic energy projectiles can undergo more
easily to a process of steering and reorienting, which could promote their activation and fragmentation.
On the other hand, when the second hitting was considered, i.e., H2 shot either on H2Pd4/C47 or on
2HPd4/C47, it was revealed how the presence of already adsorbed species on the cluster affects the
fate of the incoming molecule. In particular, it was evident that, due to repulsive effects from the
preadsorbed not-dissociated H2, steering effects occur at higher projectile kinetic energies.

The target from which the investigation here reported starts is the system where one H2 molecule
is adsorbed atop the Pd(1) atom (with Pd–H distances of 1.853 and 1.887 Å, and H–H bond length
equal to 0.849 Å), one H atom is located on the Pd(1)Pd(3) edge (being 1.887 and 1.738 the H–Pd(1)
and H–Pd(3) distances, respectively) and another H atom on the Pd(1)Pd(4) edge (with H–Pd(1) and
H–Pd(4) equal to 1.862 and 1.724 Å) of a Pd4 tetrahedron anchored on defective graphene (see Figure 1
for atoms numbering). To simplify the discussion, the following notation is used throughout: (i) Hn

2 is
a hydrogen molecule adsorbed on the Pd(n) site of Pd4; (ii) Hn1[n2][n3] is a H atom µ1[µ2][µ3]-bonded
to the Pd(n1)[Pd(n2)][Pd(n3)] site(s) of the cluster; and (iii)the Pd4/C47 cluster/graphene support is
implied. With this notation, the target system above is indicated as H1

2H13H14. Clearly, µ1, µ2 and
µ3 hydrogen atoms are characterized by 1, 2 and 3 apices, respectively. Furthermore, it is worth
investigating the effect of H2 adsorption on the Pd4 configuration with respect to the graphene defect.
The C atoms defining the defect contour in C47 are labeled with letters ranging from a to l (Figure 1),
and the anchoring of Pd4 can be defined by the bonds occurring between the Pd centers of the cluster
and those C atoms. Thus, in the H1

2H13H14 system, Pd(2) is bonded to the contour atoms e and i (Pd–C
= 1.989 and 2.002 Å), Pd(3) is bonded to the contour atom c (Pd–C = 2.383 Å) and Pd(4) to a and l (Pd–C
= 2.258 and 2.424 Å); the shorthand notation (2ei3c4al) will be used for this anchoring configuration.
For comparison, the one in Pd4/C47, without adsorbed hydrogen, is (2aei3abc4al), with Pd–C distances
equal to 1.937, 2.017, 2.053 Å (2aei), 2.523, 2.396, 2.536 Å (3abc) and 2.027, 2.218 Å (4al), so that in our
initial target some bonds between the cluster and the graphene sheet are elongated/broken.

Figure 1. The optimized structure of the [2H+H2]/Pd4/C47 system used as initial target for the
molecular dynamics simulation of H2 hitting, along with the atomic labels for the Pd4 cluster and the
graphene sheet that are used throughout.

2.1. Hitting of H2 on the Hydrogenated Pd4 Cluster

H2 on H1
2H13H14: The hitting of H2 on the H1

2H13H12 system results in adsorption on Pd(4) if
the projectile kinetic energy is 0.01 or 0.015 eV; this gives raise to the H1

2H4
2H13H134 system, of which,

in the following, NVT equilibration is analyzed. In this system, the anchoring configuration of Pd4
on the graphene defect slightly changes, becoming now (2ei3bc4a). At lower energy, 0.005 eV, the H2
molecule interacts with the cluster but cannot bind to it, hence it steps away. At higher energy,
0.1 eV, the projectile undergoes a sort of reflection: it hits the cluster after 97 fs from the beginning
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of simulation and its interaction with Pd(1) lasts only 22 fs, and then it goes rotating in the direction
opposite to the incoming one.

H2 on H1
2H4

2H13H134: After NVT equilibration, the H1
2H4

2H13H134 system maintains its
configuration. Every simulation of H2 hitting, beginning with a different projectile initial orientation,
invariably resulted in a H2 molecule adsorbed on the cluster. At ke = 0.005 eV, the projectile bounces on
Pd(3), turns around the cluster and interacts with it in proximity of Pd(4). The palladium cluster, after
the hitting, is anchored on graphene only through the Pd(2) and Pd(3) centers. Following equilibration,
the H2 molecule (former the projectile) locates between Pd(1) and Pd(4), and the cluster adopts a
(2aei3d4a) position with respect to the defect. Essentially the same result is obtained at ke = 0.01 eV,
even if in this case the projectile firstly interacts with Pd(1), and also at ke = 0.015 eV, where following
the hit H2 weakly interacts with Pd(3) and only after equilibration it shifts on the Pd(1)–Pd(4) edge.
Finally, at ke = 0.1 eV, the H2 molecule adsorbs on Pd(1) after bouncing on Pd(3) and again moves to
the Pd(1)–Pd(4) edge after NVT. It is then clear that the result of the H2 hitting on H1

2H4
2H13H134 is the

new system H1
2H1(4)

2 H4
2H12H134, where the apex 1(4) underlines that the H2 molecule is adsorbed atop

Pd(1) but one of its atoms interact also with Pd(4). Presumably, this occurrence is observed because
both Pd(1) and Pd(4) are already occupied by another H2 molecule in atop position. Some shapshots
of these simulations are collected in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Snapshots from the molecular dynamics simulations of H2 hitting on the H1
2H4

2H13H134

system, with initial kinetic energy equal to: (a) 0.005; (b) 0.01; (c) 0.015; and (d) 0.1 eV. The first snapshot
is common to all simulations and simulation time is reported in fs.

H2 on H1
2H1(4)

2 H4
2H12H134: In the H1

2H1(4)
2 H4

2H12H134 system, only the Pd(3) position is free to
adsorb another H2 molecule, being Pd(2) the main site that anchors the Pd4 cluster to graphene. As a
matter of fact, the adsorption on Pd(3) is just what happens when a ke = 0.005 eV H2 projectile is shot
on the target, giving rise to a seemingly hydrogen-saturated H1

2H1(4)
2 H3

2H4
2H13H134 palladium cluster,

with this one in (2aei4a) configuration with respect to the defect arrangement (see Figure 3).
At higher energy (0.01, 0.015 and 0.1 eV), only almost perfect reflections occur. In this case,

we also investigated the effect of very high energy particles, namely 0.5 and 1 eV, to see if spillover
would take place. Instead, the high energy H2 always causes the desorption of molecules from the
cluster. In particular, the ke = 0.5 eV projectile adsorbs on Pd(1), substituting itself to the two H2
molecules locating atop it, which at once desorb, while in the ke = 1 eV case the projectile reflects and
one H2 from Pd(1) moves away from the cluster.
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Figure 3. The H1
2H1(4)

2 H4
2H13H134 system as results from NVT equilibration (left) and the whole hydrogen

saturated Pd4 cluster anchored on defective graphene (right), obtained from the ke = 0.005 eV simulation.

2.2. Hydrogen Hopping to Graphene

The hopping of one hydrogen atom from the Pd4 cluster to position C(4) of C47 (see Figure 1),
as well as the diffusion of H along the 4→3→2→1 path in the graphene sheet, was investigated by
means of NEB calculations. To evaluate the effect on the hopping due to the presence of hydrogen
adsorbed on the cluster, the H124H134, H1

2H13H14 and H1
2H1(4)

2 H3
2H13H134 systems (from now on

indicated as R1, R2 and R3, respectively) were selected. The first of these systems has only one H2
molecule fragmented on the palladium cluster while the second is just the starting target system of
the molecular dynamics simulations. The third system is similar to the result of hydrogen hitting on
H1

2H4
2H13H134, but with the adsorbed H2 molecule shifted from Pd(4) to Pd(3); this was necessary

because H1
2H1(4)

2 H4
2H13H134 does not show any fragmented H atom that could hop onto graphene

in any direction coherent to our sheet model. The change is legitimated by the fact that the result
of hitting by MD simulations on a given H–Pd4/C47 system is to be considered only as one among
a multitude of possible outcomes of the real hydrogen hitting, and the adsorption of H2 on Pd(3)
instead of Pd(4) can surely be included amid these outcomes. Further, with this choice, in all of the
three systems the H-hopping could occur with somehow the same sequence of steps: the breaking
of H–Pd(1) bond, the revolution around Pd(4), the breaking of H–Pd(4) bond and the formation of
H–C(4). As a matter of fact, this allows to compare the hopping energetics in the three systems. In the
final products the configuration of hydrogen species on the Pd4 cluster slightly changes, giving rise to
the systems H13HC(4), H1

2H134HC(4) and H1
2H3

2H14H134HC(4), whose energies show that the spillover
reactions always occurs with high endoergicity. Here, the apex C(4) underlines the displacement of the
corresponding H atom from the cluster to the graphene site indexed as 4 (see Figure 1), where it binds
at a distance of 1.13–1.14 Å.

The results of the NEB calculations from reactants to products are collected in Figure 4. As can
be noticed, no matter the starting system, a metastable intermediate locates along the hopping path,
where an H atom is located atop the Pd(4) center; the energy of the transition state from the reactant to
this intermediate species slightly exceeds 65 kJ mol−1 in the least favorable case, but is always only a
few kJ mol−1 above the energy of the intermediate itself. The step from intermediate to product would
occur by overcoming an energy barrier of 104.3, 103.2 and 98.4 kJ mol−1 for the paths starting from R1,
R2 and R3, respectively. This would suggest that the presence of hydrogen species on the Pd4 cluster
has only a small influence on the H-hopping. On the other hand, the intermediate-to-product step
only reflects the energetics of H–Pd(4) bond breaking, while the effect of other H-species on the cluster
should be better characterized by taking into account the highest energy barrier with respect to the
reactant. If this is done, the difference between the three systems is clearly magnified, indicating that,
even if the activation toward H-hopping is always quite difficult, the energy barrier sensibly decreases
when the number of H-species on the cluster increases. As a matter of fact, the intermediate can be
seen as a small ripple in the minimum energy path from reactant to product and it is possible to think
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that, in order for the hopping to occur, the reactant has to acquire all in one the energy to overcome the
largest barrier.

In the present whole saturated H1
2H1(4)

2 H3
2H4

2H13H134 system, there is no hydrogen atoms that
could spillover to graphene. In this case the possibility of a H-induced hopping was investigated.
The H134 atom could substitute a H atom of H4

2, which in turn let migrate the other of its H atom onto
the graphene surface. In more details, the investigated pathway, represented schematically in Figure 5,
shows the essentially barrierless formation of two intermediate species, H1

2H1
2H3

2H4
2H13H14 and

H1
2H1

2H3
2H4

2H13H4, and an energy barrier of 169.8 kJ mol−1, to end up with the H1
2H1(4)

2 H3
2H4

2H13HC(4)

final product. This last is 140.9 kJ mol−1 less stable than the initial reactant; the higher calculated
endoergicity, with respect to the other spillover products, is presumably due to the fact that in this
case, if the net process is considered, the H atom hopped on graphene was removed from a stable µ3

position. Hence, it is possible to argue that for the same reason the energy barrier for this process is the
highest of all the investigated ones, which suggests that H-spillover from a fully-saturated palladium
cluster could be more difficult due to a necessary rearrangement of the hydrogen atomic species that
need to get a right constellation, close to the receiving carbonaceous surface.

Figure 4. The graph collects the NEB minimum energy paths for the H-hopping to graphene starting

from the H13H14, H1
2H13H14 and H1

2H1(4)
2 H3

2H13H134 systems. The energy values (referred to the
corresponding reactant and expressed in kJ mol−1) are listed in the order top to bottom for the three
cases, respectively. The Pd(4)–H and H–C(4) distances involving the hopping hydrogen in the transition
states are 1.703, 1.616 Å; 1.797, 1.524 Å; and 1.715, 1.562 Å for the three investigated cases, respectively.

Finally, NEB calculations were performed to investigate the ease of diffusion of hydrogen atom
far away from the anchored cluster, i.e., the hydrogen hopping along the 4→3→2→1 path of graphene
(see Figure 1). This was done by considering the spillover product H1

2H134HC(4) as representative,
which has energy of 108.1 kJ mol−1 higher than the R2 reactant. The results, reported in Table 1, show
that not all C position in C47 are equivalent, as could be reasonably expected since the bonding of one
H atom on graphene site causes a curvature of the sheet, and the ease with which this occurs depends
on the position with respect to the defect. Indeed, in the present case, the properties of the graphene
curvature are also heavily affected by the palladium cluster anchored on the defect and by the size of
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the model used. The same arguments apply to the energies of the transition states for the shifting from
one C position to the next, whose trend reflects somehow the stability of the corresponding product
and is quantified around 100 ± 15 kJ mol−1.

Figure 5. The NEB minimum energy pathway for the process in which hydrogen atoms in the
completely saturated Pd4 cluster rearrange to give H-spillover. The involved H atoms are represented
with different colors (blue and pink, instead of red) for clarity. The Pd(4)–H and H–C(4) distances
involving the hopping hydrogen in the transition state are 1.842 and 1.491 Å.

Table 1. The relative stability of the H1
2H134HC(x) systems (∆E), with the H atom in the x position

along the 4→3→2→1 path, and the energy barriers, Eb, for the H-shift from one position to the one
which follows.

System ∆E (kJ mol−1) Eb (kJ mol−1)

H1
2H134HC(4) 0 92.6

H1
2H134HC(3) +7.8 85.0

H1
2H134HC(2) −19.2 116.1

H1
2H134HC(1) +34.3 –

3. Models and Computational Details

Molecular dynamics simulations were performed within the density functional theory framework
by using the SIESTA approach as implemented in the homonym code, version 4.2.1 [37]. The employed
relativistic norm-conserving Troullier–Martins pseudopotentials and the double zeta plus polarization
quality numerical basis sets, on which the SIESTA method is based, were generated and tested as
described elsewhere [13]. The PBE exchange-correlation functional in the spin-polarized form was
chosen for all calculations, along with a 4× 4× 1 sampling of the Monkhorst-Pack grid and a value of
450 Ry for the mesh cutoff.

The algorithm devised to simulate the hitting of H2 on the target can be summarized as follows.
Start with the optimized geometry of Pd4/C47 (the H1

2H13H14 system, in the present work) and
perform a 10 ps MD simulation (timestep of 0.5 fs) in the NVT (298 K) ensemble. (A) Once the system
is equilibrated, take the atomic positions, velocities and forces of the last snapshot and add to the
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system a H2 molecule with the following characteristics: the first H atom is placed at a distance of
7 Å from the center of mass (CM) of the palladium cluster, with a given angle with respect to the
normal to surface; the second H atom is located in the same direction at a distance of 0.75 Å from
the first; the velocity vectors of each H atom have magnitudes according to the initial kinetic energy
of the projectile and are oriented toward the CM of Pd4; and, finally, the forces acting on the two
H centers can be safely assumed to be negligible (hence set to zero) due to the distance of H2 from
the target. Restart the MD simulation for a duration of 2 ps, now using the NVE ensemble in order
to not redistribute the energy possessed by the projectile, and analyze the product of the hitting.
Do this for projectiles having initial kinetic energies of 0.005, 0.01, 0.015 and 0.1 eV. Since the aim is to
investigate the adsorption and/or the fragmentation of H2 on Pd4/C47, the simulations ended with
simple reflection or bouncing of the projectile were discarded, while those ended with an effective
hitting, i.e., an incipient sticking, were retained, analyzed and then subjected to equilibration in the
NVT ensemble for 10 ps. The same procedure is repeated starting from (A) to simulate the hitting of a
new H2 molecule and continue to shoot H2 until no effective hit occurs, i.e., the Pd4 cluster appears to
be H-saturated.

Hopping of hydrogen species from the metal cluster to the graphene surface sites (spillover) was
studied by means of a home-made code, which implements the Climbing Image Nudged Elastic Band
method (CI-NEB) [38,39] and is interfaced with the SIESTA program. Reactants and products were
fully optimized by SIESTA periodic calculations and NEB images were generated using the image
depending pair potential [40]. Every NEB calculation used 13 images connected each other by dynamic
springs and a convergence threshold of 3× 10−3 Eh/Å on the norm of atomic forces was employed.

4. Conclusions

DFT-based molecular dynamics simulations show that a small palladium cluster anchored on
a defective site of graphene can be saturated with hydrogen by means of a flux of low-energy H2
molecules. Cluster H-saturation is reached when five hydrogen molecules are adsorbed/fragmented,
taking into account that some cluster sites are not available for the interaction with H2. In fact, even
if the cluster anchoring configuration slightly changes and/or weakens according to the degree
of H-adsorption, one face of the cluster is always firmly interacting with the graphene defect
region. As the number of hydrogen species on palladium increases, the energy barrier that rules
the H-spillover onto graphene slightly decreases. H-spillover remains an onerous process, which is
not surprising given the high endoergicity of the reaction, but the present results indicate that, in the
here investigated system, a small palladium cluster on defective graphene, the energy barriers are
reduced by 0.5–1.0 eV with respect to other systems (excluding of course those where H-spillover
occurs toward a graphene defect). This appears true also if the spillover requires some sort of
redistribution/rearrangement of atomic hydrogen on the cluster.

Finally, by considering the whole web of the different pathways presented in this study,
straightforwardly it emerges that the reverse-spillover (i.e., hopping from graphene to Pd4,
rearrangement of hydrogen species on the cluster, and formation and desorption of H2) is supposed
to be an easy process, when occurring on the graphene-anchored palladium clusters. This should
encourage experimental investigations to deeper probe this kind of systems, hence to give them a
chance as reversible hydrogen storage device.
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